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ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to evaluate the technical and economic
feasibility of constructing and operating a large glass reinforced plastic (GRP) cargo vessel or, alternatively, using GRP for major structural
components on a steel cargo ship.
The design and fabrication of a large GRP cargo ship is shown to
be total ly within the present state-of-the-art,
but the long term durability
of the structure
is questionable.
Additional research
is
required
to establish
satisfactory confidence in material properties.
Experience with existing large GRP vessels is reviewed and extrapolated,
to the large GRP cargo ship.
where possible,
Criteria for the design
~let:jods of
of the GRP
hull
structure
are presented and justified.
system/equipment installation are reviewed.

Guard

GRP
fire

ship
structures
are unacceptable under present U.S. Coast
regulations
requiring
the use of incombustible materials.

The design
of a large GRP cargo vessel util izing a composite
unidirectional -woven
roving 1 aminate is presented and compared
to the
equivalent steel ship.
The saving
in the structural weight of the GRP
ship is 40 per cent.
The Ihull is five times as flexible as the steel
IIU1l.
for the same return on investment,
Cost studies indicate that,
the Required Freight Rate of the GRP cargo ship
is higher than that of
the equivalent steel ship for all levels of procurement,
Ihull life and
for various laminate layup rates considered.
Similar studies of conHowever,
tainer ships and bulk carriers arrive at similar conclusions.
major structural components such as deckhouses, hatch covers, king posts
and bow modules are shown to be economically justified in some cases.
Areas for further research
are presented,
and furtl~er investi gations of smaller GRP vessels
(150-250 feet long) are proposed
since
these appear most promising at this time.
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I.

INTRoDUCTION;

This report summarizes the results of a tecfmical and economic feasibility
study for designing, building and operating a large glass reinforced plastic
(:MP) cargo vessel, and of utilizing large GRP structural components.
BACKGROUND
Glass reinforced plastics as a marine structural material were first
introduced just after the end of World War II. A series of Z8 foot GRP
personnel boats were manufactured for the U.S. Navy. Since that time,
both the quantity and size of GRP boats has increased significantly,
the major growth being in the pleasure boat industry. In recent years, the
advantages of GRP have been recognized for some commercial type vessels,
resulting in the construetion of GRP shrimp trawlers and fishing vessels up
tO 93 feet in length, References (’) through (~). Recent studies have demOns trated the technical and economic feasibility of building fishing trawlers
of up to 110 feet in length (Reference ()) . It is generally accepted, that
there are no technical restraints for building GRP vessels approximately 200
feet in length within the present state-of-the-art.
Since the introduction of GRP the U.S. Navy has been actively engaged in
advancing the state-of–the-art for application to naval craft and is responsi–
ble for numerous advances in its technology and development. Recent U.S. NaVY
feasibility studies on GRP minesweepers to 189 feet in length, summarized in
Reference (7), have resulted in the construetion and testing of a full scale
midship section of a GRP minesweeper. In Great Britain, parallel studies have
advanced from the evaluation of tests on a midship section to the production
of a protot~e GRP minehunter. When this 153 foot minehunter is completed in
the near future, it will be the largest GRP vessel ever fabricated.
The advantages of using GRP in lieu of other materials for the constmc tion of vessels have been elaborated extensively in the literature. Briefly,
they are as follows:
o

Resistance to the Marine Environment. GRP does not corrode, rOt
or otherwise deteriorate when exposed for extended periods to salt
air or water.

o

Light Weight. With proper design and controi i.nthe shop, GRp
structures can be fabricated which are about one-half the weight
of equivalent steel or wood structures, and about equal in
weight to equivalent aluminum struetures.

o

High Strength. The inherent strength of GRP is quite high relative
to its weight, and long exposure to salt water has little effect on
its properties.
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0

Seamless

GRP hulls are generally fabricated as a
without seams or laps.

Con.stz-uc
tion.

one-piece moldi~,
0

Chemically Inert. GRP does not react to salt water or.most
chemical cargoes, and is not susceptible to electrolysis.

0

Ability to Orient Fiber Strength. The mture of GRP reinforcement
permits the glass fibers to be oriented in the direction of maximum
stress, thus providing the designer with the ability to economically
optimize strength-weight relationships to a greater extent than with
metals.

0

Ability to Mold Complex Shapes. GRP materials can be molded into a
This
wide variety of complex shapes with relative ease and econo~.
provides design flexibility znd the ability to easily comply with
optimum form requirements.

0

Flexibility. The low modulus of elasticity of GRP is beneficial in
absorbing energy from impact loads, such as slamming. However, this
flegibility can also be a design constx’aint.

0

Competitive Cost. Although the cost of GRP materials is usually
considerably higher than wood Or steel, the over-all cost of a GRP
boat is usually only slightly higher than the equivalent wood or
steel hull providing the number of hulls being built in GRP ars
sufficient to amortize the cast of molds and other tooling. Higher
costs are to be expected for prototype or one of a kind GRP hulls.
GRP is generally competitive with, or slightly cheaper than, aluminum
construction for high-volume production.

0

Low Maintenance. The non-corrosive nature of GRP generally results
in much lower hull maintenance for smaller craft. The corresponding
savings for larger hulls may be less, since antifouling painting is
required at the same intervals as with steel hulls, and painting of
topsides will eventually be required to cover up scrapes, gouges
and color fading even if the gel coat is originally pigmented.

0

Long Life. Recent surveys of U.S. Navy small boats, Reference (8),
indicate no degradation in laminate properties after as long as 15
years service. This conclusion can probably be extrapolated to ?n
years which is the usual vessel life. Longer hull life may well be
possible, though substantiating data is presently unavailable.

.

These advantages are offset by a number of potential problems associated
with GRP when larger hu].1~are being ~on~idered, i~c~llding the fo~~owing :
0

Run Stiffness. The modulus of elasticity of GRF Iamim.tes inco~ora ting unidirectional,rovings does not exceed “-7/’ to L x 10”’PSI,
compared to 30 x 10” PSI for steel. ‘Ihus,for equivalent thickness,
,?GRP hull would deflect about :C to 1~ times as much as a steel hull .
~r equivalent weight, the deflection of a GRT hull would be about
-l/t to 3 times that of a steel h~ll. Although them are ~re~ent~y
no firm guidelines on allowable deflection of oceangoing freighters,
it is obvious that excessive hull deflections could cause binding
and damage to the propulsion shafting, as well as damage to longi–
tudinally-oriented piping.
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0

Hull Stren~tb. Although the basic short term strength of Gl?Pis quite
satisfactory, its fati~ue strength is generally low, which must be
on,
considered in selectir,gdesign loads and safety fac tars. In adcciti
large GR+ structures must be evaluated to determine the problemS
associated wi}h “stressconcentrations such as at hatch corners,
endings of stiffeners or decks, and other discontinuities.“ The
1ow buckling strengtn of CRF ais o warrants consid’erationin &~.alua-ting basic structural concepts.

0

!.!ZS.P.GRF has a tendency to creep if subjetted to long-term loading and
if the laminate stresses are high. This indicates the need to minimize still water bending moment, and may significantly affect loading
conditions.

o

Vibration. The low modulus of elasticity of GRF could lead to problems
with hull girder natural frequencies and potential resonance with waveinduced forcing functions on the propulsion system components.

o

Abrasion. ‘fheabrasion resistance of GRP is generally not satisfactory
for the type of cargo handling and shifting associated with a breakbulk cargo ship, which must be considered in selecting materials for
cargo decks.’

o

Fuel Tanks. The tendency of fuel oil to soak into flaws and into
laminates laid up with coarse fabric reinforcements such as woven
roving will require special attention in configuring fuel oil tanks.
For limited fuel capacity, separately molded non-integral tanks are
generally used. However, for a cargo vessel, the large fuel capacity
required would make separate tanks unattractive both from a cost
and weight point of view.

o

Quality Control. The key to successful quality control at this time
is visual inspection of laminates and destructive testing, though
non-destructive methods such as ultrasonics are currently under
development. For the proposed cargo ship application, both visual
inspection and destructive testing may be impracticable, indicating
a requirement for development and use of non-destructive means of
assuring quality.

0

k?z!?P..The

fabrication of a large cargo ship’hull of GRP will necessitate a complete re-evaluation of layup methods and assembly of
components. The traditional hand layup techniques must be augmented
by mechanized impregnation, distribution and compacting of the fiberglass reinforcement. l’necurrent laminating resins must be cured at
temperatures of SO degrees F or better, indicating the need for a
very large enclosed area with proper temperature control. The large
quantities of resin required may be an incentive for the chemical
industqr to develop new low-temperature and slow curing resins
suitable to this application.

o

Assembly. The massiveness of the layups being considered for a cargo
ship hull indicates the need for an extensive evaluation of structural
module size. For example, in lieu of a one-piece shell, it may be
more economical to divide the hull into a number of large subassemblies,

a-
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0

Secondary Bonds. The secondary bondi~ of two precured GRF parts is
perhaps the weakest part of the technology today. The reliability
of such joints is questionable since there are no proven,consistently
optimum methods of accomplishing these types of joints and their
long-term behavior is unknown. This is an area requiring intensive
and inunediatiinvestigation.

o

Vulnerability to Fire. GRF laminates laid up with general purpose
resin will support combustion, and rapidly lose strength. This
indicates the need frJrco~ideration of fire-~tardant resi~ OT
other protective methods.

o

Installation of Systems. The attachment of equipment, fiipes,cableways and miscellaneous outfit items to the GRP hull strutture is in
general more cliff
icult than with steel construction. This may
require sophisticated details which could be reflected in higher
construction cost.

SCOPE OF STUDY
This program consisted of seven phases:
o

Material and design studies including a review of GRP material
properties, operational experience, fabrication concepts, fire
protection, and system and equipment imtallation.

o

Development of design criteria for the GRP hull girder and printipal
struetural components.

o

Design of the GRP cargo ship, including structural studies, weight
and stability studies and analysis of hull girder deflections.

o

Cost studies, wherein equivalent steel ami GRP cargo ships are
analyzed to determine required freight rates for various levels of
procurement and vessel life of from 20 to 30 years, as well as
sensitivity studies of the effects of varying design assumptions.

o

Investigation of alternative ship types, including containerships,
bulk carriers and tankers.

o

Investigation of large GRP struttural components as an altermtive
to an all-GRF hull.

o

Recommended areas for further study, wherein a rese~archprogram is
proposed for extending this study into areas requiring further
investigation, including assessment of the benefits from and
probabilities of, achieving a solution to the stated problems.

LIMITATIONS
Prior to uncle
rtaking this study, the following basic limitations were
established:
o

The GRP hull structure will be fabricated with state-of-the-art
materials and processes since the study is intended to develop
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a design suitable for constrtx:
tion in the immediate future. Thus,
major technical advances in materials are not considered applicable
to this study. The large size of the hull might dictate the use
of heavier reim”orcements such as LO ounce per ,squareyard woven
roving versus the conventional ?k ounce material, but these
should not have a major effect on total construction costs. More
sophisticated state-of-the-art materials and construction methods,
such as filament winding, graphite or carbon composites, etc.
were not considered.
z

Major advances in fabrication procedures were not considered
for this study for several reasons. First, procurement of these
ships in the next few years prech~des the development of a major
breakthrough in fabrication of large GRP structures. Slucha
breakthrough will undoubtedly involve a significant R&D effort,
requiring a great deal of time and money. It is unlikely that
such a development, when it is forthcoming, will be tried initially
on such a large hull, due to the risks involved. Therefore, it
has been assumed that labor productivity will correspond to present
hand-layup technology, with such automation as can be economically
justified. It is apparent that some improvements in layup
techniques must be utilized if the present small-boat labor utilization is to be realized. For example, mechanized lay-down of
preimp~egnated reinforcement, ultraviolet cure systems, etc. mus t
be considered, which are within the present state-of-the-art.
All economic studies are based upon the assumption that the level
of technology and available facilities and skills are equivalent
to those presently available for building the equivalent steel ship.
This implies that one or more GRP ships of equal size and complexity
have been built prior to the ship or ships under consideration. This
study specifically excludes detail consideration of the economics
of the pro totype large GRP hull , and thus does not consider the
following:
Cost of building and outfitting the shipyard required to
fabricate large GRP hulls or, alternatively, the cost of
modifying an existing shipyard to perform this function.
Rese;,rch and development for improving materials, production
techniques, inspection, etc.
Development of general equipment and tooling for GRP not
intended for a specific ship or class of ships, such as preimpregnating equipment, resin distribution systerns,test
equipment, etc.
Initial training required to cievelopa large staff of capable
laminators, line foremen, supervisors, engineers, etc.
knowledgeable in GRP production and technology.
Start-up problems associated with the design and construction
of a prototype.
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It is necessary to make these limitations in order to cOmPare the economics
of GRP and steel vessels on an equal basis. It is difficult to assess the
effects of the above factors on the economics of a GPLPcargo ship. However,
experience with U.S .-built GRP fishing vessels in the ?O-m *OOt length
ran&e indicates that the direct cost of a prototype trawler will be from ~’
to 7 times that of a production vessel, exclusive of plant construction costs.
SELECTION OF CARGO SHIP
The baseline ship should preferably have the machineqr located relatively
far aft, to minimize the effects of hull girder deflection on shafting, and
relatively small cargo hatches to minimize problems with excessive laminate
thickness and flexibility. The vessel selected for this study is the
SS JAMES LYKES, Lykes Bros. Steamship Co., Inc. which has the characteristics
shown in Table 1. The general arrangements and midship section are shown in
Figures 1 , 2 respectively.

TABLE 1
PRINcIPAL CHARACTERISTICS - SS JAMES LYRES

Type:

Dry/Bulk Cargo, 5 Holds

NarAd Designstion:

C3-S-37a

Length Petween Perpendiculars

IL70‘o“

Beam

~9r 01!

Depth

~1 1 ~fl

Draft (Scantling)

~,

Builder

0!1

The Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation

Classification

ABS~Al

@

This vessel is representative of a broad spectrum of medium-to-large
dry cargo vessels being built today and is sufficiently well documented to
produce a high level of confidence in the physical characteristics of the
baseline design.

—— —
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MATERL4L ANE DESIGN STDDIES

REVIEW OF GRP MATERIALS

In this section, the basic materials presently in use for fabricating
GRP marine structures will be briefly reviewed to determine those which would
be applicable to the construction of a large cargo vessel (or major components
of the ship Is structure) in the immediate future. This investigation is
based upon a review of state-of-the-art materials and their properties, and
will include resins, reinforcements and core materials.
RESINS
The selection of resins involves consideration of the following factors:
0

polyester vs. epoxy

0

rigid vs. semi-rigid or flexible

0

fire-retardant vs. general purpose

0

isophthalic vs. orthophthalic

0

air inhibited vs. non-air inhibited

0

fillers, including thixotropic additives and pigments

0

curing cycles and catalyzation systems

Polyester vs. Epoxy. Polyester resins, similar to MIL-R-7575 or
commercial equivalents, are recommended for the subject application in
preference to epoxy resins, for the following reasons:
0

Less expensive.

0

Have adequate strength. Although epoxies will result in bigher
strength laminates under controlled conditions, this potential
is not as significant in field applications where cure is taking
place at room temperature and without pressure.

0

Most epoxies have a tendency to lose viscosity as the heat of exotherm increases, and will drain from vertical or inclined surfaces.

0

Polyester resins allow the use of the simplest and most versatile
production techniques of all thermoses, and do not present the
personnel hazards of epoxies.

0

Good chemical resistance in the presence of potential fuels and
cargoes to be carried.

0

Better mold release.

0

Somewhat better heat resistance.
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Epoxies possess superior abrasion resistance, less water absorption,
greater bonding strength and much lower shrinkage. In addition, they provide
somewhat greater flexibility in imparting desired mechanical.or resistance
properties than polyesters. Howeverj these advantages are not considered
sufficient to offset the disadvantages of epoxies, particularly with regard
to cost.
Rigidity. The use of flexible or semi-rigid resins offers potential
advantages in increasing the resistance of laminates to impact loads, such
as hull slamming. However they offer relatively little advantage for the
primary hull strueture of a cargo vessel, due primarily to the increased overrailhull flexibility. Therefore general purpose resins are recommended for
struetural laminates, though a more resilient formtiation would be desirable
for gel coats.
Fire Retardancy. ‘fheuse of fire-retardant polyester resins will be
evaluated fully in the subsequent studies of fire resistance. The materials
test program for the U.S. Navy fiberglass minesweeper program, Reference (7),
showed that state-of-the-art fire-retardant resins do not affect laminate
strength significantly, though a weight increase of about 7 per cent can
be expected. Therefore the use of such resins at the surface of laminates
will not degrade properties. Certain fire-retardant additives will reduce
laminate transparency and may discolor when exposed to sunlight for extended
periods. However, these factors are not comidered significant, particularly
since present laminate visual inspection techniques are of little value for
very thick laminates.
Isophthalic vs. Orthophthalic. Isophthalic polyesters have found
increasing use as gel coat resins for GRI’boats because of their greater
resistance to water, toughness, abrasion resistance and colorfastness. Reference (18) indicates an apparent marked superiority of isophthalic resin over
orkhophthalic resins in strengt,hand stiffness retention, both in terms of
outdoor weathering and immersion in water. This data is over 13 years old,
however, and subsequent improvements in general purpose orthophthalic resins
are credited with reducing this apparent advantage to the point that the
higher cost of isophthalic resins is often not justified for general laminating
resin. Further long-tern weathering and water immersion tests are required to
fully satisfy this question.
Inhibition of Cure. The addition of paraffin wax to polyester resins to
promote cure in the presence of air is widely accepted, both in commercial
and milita~ boat construetion. This presents significant problems in seconda~
bonding, due to the necessity of removing the wax film before laying up the
bond. For this reason, it is proposed to develop fabrication concepts for
air-inhibited resins to provide better secondary bond strengths. This will
involve the development of a post-cure systernto exclude air from the non-mold
surface of the layup after completion, such as the use of a peel ply of reinforcement or spray-up of an air-excluding film. ‘fhoughthis is not now
common practice, it does not appear cliff
icult to develop a iorkable systern.
Fillers. The use of fillers, such as silicon dioxiie to make the resin
thixotropic, i.e. increasing its viscosity when at rest ?> ?revent running on
vertical surfaces, is recommended for those commoner.
ts a:-ih.
e bull strutture
that must be fabricated in a vertical or inclined g>siti>n. Thixotropic
Fillers ars added
resins are a~azlable pre–compounded from the marr-;zc
;uer.

Y
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to gel coat resins to reduce shrinkage, minimize crazing and to improve
surface finishes. Laminates containing fillers may be opaque, making visual
inspection difficult. Pigments may be added to both the resin and gel coat
to impart permanent color. Although this impairs visual inspection of the
laminate, this is not considered objectionable.
Curing Cycles and Cata?.yzation. Fiberglass reinforcement and properly
catalyzed resin can be cured to a hard structural laminate by either the
application of heat from an external source, heat cure, or by the addition of
an accelerator to the resin catalyst mixture to produce sufficient internal
!,eatto cure the laminate at room temperature. Heat cure has been used to
produce small parts with superior physical properties on a mass produced basis.
2ue to the rapid cure cycle, cost of the heated molds and the cost of the large
external power supplies,the use of heat cure for larger lay-ups such as required
far the proposed cargo vessel is considered impractical.
For a room temperature cure, the curing cycle or !Igeltimelrof a resin is
z function of the type and concentration of the catalyst and accelerator. By
adjusting the percentages of catalyst and accelerator the fabricator can
adjust cure time to provide adequate time for impregnation and layup of the
?einfoxement prior to the start of resin hardening. For normal boat layups,
-xithlaminate thicknesses of one-half inch or less, gel times as short as 30
ninutes are common. However, for thicker laminates such as those required for
z large cargo ship, the heat of cure, or exotherm, would be so great with such
sk.ortgel times that laminate distortion and poor quality would result. Thus
~~,equestion of proper gel time for thick laminates must be given careful
Accelerators and catalysts will only work together in certain
:msideration.
combinations. The following combinations are most commonly used for hand
12WP Of polyester resin:

>e

0

Catalyst:
Accelerator:

Methyl Ethyl Ketone Peroxide (ITKK)
Cobalt Naphthanate

0

Catalyst:
Accelerator:

Cuemene Hydroperoxide
Manganese Naphthamte

former combination should not be used for gel times exceeding four hours.

Recent advances in ultraviolet (UV) curing permit the curing of pretnpregns.tedreinforcement under direct exposure to uv energy. Since the cure
cycle is directly dependent on the application of uv energy, it is possible to
eliminate pre-cure and to control the cure cycle very closely. In addition,
co appreciable exotherm results, and cure times can be considerably reduced with
thin laminates. However, present uv cure technology is primarily based upon
-;acuumbag curing of relatively small, thin laminates under closely controlled
conditions. Manufacturers of uv prepregs do not feel that the technology is
?resently applicable to the cure of large GRP components, or that a technological breakthrough can be expected in the near future.
The use of radio frequency curing of resins has led to the development of
“pultruded” structural GRP sections such as I beams and channels, which could
be used in fabricating GRP ship structures. These sections are formed by
drawiug continuous fiberglass strands through a die, and injecting and curing
the resin in a continuous operation. The unidirectional orientation of the
glass fibers results in high axial and bending strength.

12-

REINFORCEMENTS
Reinforcing materials are made from very thin glass fila.mentsdrawn
together to form continuous bundles, known as”strands. The strands are used
to make various types of reinforcements such as cloth, woven rovi~, mat,
and unidirectional rovings. The glass filament used in boat hull conEtruetion is a ltie-alumina borosilicate E glass of low alkali content, which has
high chemical stability and moisture resistance. The higher strength S glass
is not used because of its high price.
Cloth. Cloth is a plain square open weave material, used primarily in
small boat construetion for surfacing the exposed areas of hulls and superstructures and for repairing lamimte defects. It improves appearance, but
is expensive and builds up thickness too slowly W be economical for thick
laminates such as will be required for the GRP cargo vessel.
Woven Ro$ing. Woven roving reinforcements, similar to M.[L-C-l
%63 or
commercial equivalent, consist of flattened bundles of continuous strands
woven into a heavy plain weave with a slightly greater number of strands in
the warp direction parallel to the len@h of the roll of material, than
in the fill, perpendicular to the roll. woven z-ovi~ is commonly used as a
reinforcement for marine applications. When layup is by the contact or hand
layup moldirg m+thod, woven roving has the following advantages:
0

Has good drapeability and handling characteristics,

0

Builds up laminate thickness rapidly.

0

Provides higher strength and stiffness than mat.

0

Has directional physical properties for orientation in high
stress areas.

0

Has good resistance to impact because of the continuous, untwisted
strands in the individual bundles.

The fine, tightly compacted filaments of the glass strands and the coarse
weave of woven roving may cause resin starved areas within and resin rich
areas between the individual bundles of rovings unless special attention is
paid to the wet out of the plies during layup. Woven rovings weighing up to
LO ounces per square yard (compared to the 2~ ounce per square yad woven
roving in general use today) are within the state-of-the-art capabilities of
reinforcement manufacturers. The use of these heavier woven rovings is
recommended for laying up the thick laminates required for larger hulls.
Mechanical impregnating and material handling systems are also suggested in
order to insure proper wet out and quality control. Mechanical impregnation
will provide greater control of the glass-resin ratio, increase vetting of
the glass fibers, reduce resin was Lage and will permit the use of polyester
resins of higher viscosi~.
The cost of additional equipment should be offset
by lower resin wastage and l..borcosts. A mechanical impregnation of this
type was used successfully in laying up the midship test section for the
U.S. Navy GRP minesweeper program. Thus the technology required to develop such
equipment is now available.

ii

i
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Mat and Chopped Strand. The chopped-fiber type of reinforcement is
available as a prefabricated mat made from short randomly oriented chopped
strands of fiberglass held together with a soluble resin binder, or the
glass strands may be chopped, mixed with resin’and simultaneously deposited
on the mold with a chopper-spray gun. Mat reinforcement has the following
advantages:
0

Lower cost per pound and unit thickness than fabrics.

0

Homogeneous material with equal physical properties in all
directiom.

0

Good interlamina.rbond due to the interlocking action of the
fibers.

0

Can be molded into more complex surfaces and shapes than fabrics.

0

Fasy to wet out, i.e. rapidly impregnating the glass with resin.

Contact molded mat laminates have a lower glass content than fabric
Zamin.ateswith a resulting lower modulus of elasticity. Thus mat lamimtes
n-ustbe thicker in order to have the equivalent stiffness of a fabric laminate.
3ue to their lower glass contents, mat lamimtes also have lower physical
strength properties than woven roving or cloth laminates.
Although chopped strands deposited with a chopper gun produces a reinforcement with properties equivalent to prefabricated mat reinforcement, it is
difficult to accurately control laminate thickness and glass content. Therefore this method is not recommended for laminates where high strength or good
quality control is required, unless a mechanized system can be developed for
depositing the resin and reinforcement.
Unidirectional Materials. There are presently several manufacturers
?roducing inexpensive unidirectional materials suitable for marine applications
-Js
ing hand layup procedures. These materials consist of continuous parallel
strands of fiberglass either sewn together or bonded to a light mat backing
to form a roll or bolt of reinforcement. In addition to the pure unidirectional
material, with all fibers parallel to the warp, there are a number of possible
,~ariationswith bundles of glass in the fill direction as required to suit
strength requirements. The percentage of glass in the warp and fill direction
can be varied over a wide range. These materials offer high strength and
stiffness in the warp direction, and maximum freedom to optimize weights:rength relationships. They are generally somewhat more expensive than
roven roving, though purchases of large quantities of material would reduce
this differential. To date, the primary use of unidirectional reinforcements
~f this type for marine applications has been in the production of large sailboat
!iLlSj particularly in Canada. No attempt has yet been made to mechanically
preimpregnate and lay down these unidirectional reinforcements, though this
uould not appear to be a problem.
Sizes, Finishes ,+ndBinders. Sizes and finishes are chemical treatments
applied either during the manufacture of the fiberglass filaments or to the
reinforcement after it is woven into cloth and cleaned to improve tbe chemical
bond between the molding resin and the glass filaments. For use with polyester
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rssins, silane, chrome or other type sizes and finishes compatible with the
resin are used, although the silane types are recommended for msrine applications since greater lamimte wet strength is obtained. Highly soluble
polyester Es in binders ars used to hold together,,
the short randomly oriented
chopped strands of mat reinforcement during handling and layup.
GHP Composites. Composite fiberglass reinforcements, particularly altermting plies of mat and woven roving, are used extem:ively in commercial
small boat hull construetion. This composite reinforcement provides improved
interlaminar bonds between successive plies, reduced porosity, and allows
several plies to be laid up at one time. In addition, the resultant weightstrength and weight-stiffness characteristics appear to be ideal for small
boat hulls except where maximum weight is required for high perfor=mance.
Since the GRP cargo ship is relying heavily on reduced weight to increase
available cargo deadweight, the use of a low-strength composite GRP laminate
is not justified.
Preimpregnated Reinforcements. Preimpregnated reinforcements are reinforcements preloaded with polyester or other molding resins which are either
layed up immediately or stored for later use. The preimpregnating is usually
done by machine in order to better control the glass to resin ratio. In
addition to greater control of the glass-resin ratio, preimpregnsted reinforcements provide increased wetting of the glass fibers, reduced resin wastage
and allow the use of high viscosity resins. The additional equipment and
storage facilities required, the reduced storage life and handling difficulties
during layup due to the tackiness of the resin are the major disadvantages of
preimpregnating. However, serious consideration must be given to preimpregnated
reinforcements for the GRP cargo ship, in conjunction with mechanical lay-down
and wet- out.
CORE MATERIALS
Maw materials are used as structural cores for stiffeners and sandwich
panels; including wood, foamed plastics and honeycomb. The selected core
material should have good shear strength and rigidity; ability to bond
adec;uatelyto the facings with a minimux of difficulty; resistance to
deterioration due to water, fungi, and decay; light weight; and sufficient
crushing strength to withstand local loading, such as fork lift tires rolling
on a deck.
Wood. Hard woods, plywood and balsa are some of the typical types of
wood used as core materials. Plywood has good strength, rigidity and ability
to withstand local loads. However, plywood is relatively heavy and should be
of marine grade only. Hard woods should not be used sinee they have a
tendency to swell and crack the covering l?.minate. Both hard and soft woods,
except balsa, are similar to plywood in that they are too heavy to perform
efficiently as sandwich cores. Balsa wood, while providing the necessag
lightness, would have to be built up in l?.yersin order to obtain the core
thicknesses requires fqr the subject application. Because of possible rotting,
swelling and degradation, the use of wood cores in areas below the waterline
or adjacent to tanks LS not recommended for the GRP cargo ship.

d
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Foamed Plastic:. Foamed plastics such as cellular cellulose acetate (CCA),
polystyrene, polyur~thane and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) offer the advantages of
light weight and L,esiStanceto water, fungi and decay. LOW compressive
strength, especially of the very light weight foams, makes them susceptible
to damage from local impact loads. Low foam shear strength often dictates
the use of GRP shear webs between faces to avoid excessive core thickness on
highly-loaded panels. Polystyrene is not recommended, since it will be
attacked by polyester resins. For the GRP cargo ship, neither CGA or PVC
foams are recommended, due to high cost. Polyurethane is acceptable, though
the effective use of this foam as a core material, like all foa.ms,dictates
the layup of the GRP laminate onto the foam, rather than pressing the foam
into the laminate, to provide a good skin-to-core bond. Alternatively, vacuum
bagging can be used, though this is quite expensive.
Honeycomb. Honeycomb cores of sluminum, fiberglass laminates, cotton duck,
waterproof paper and nylon are available in various sizes and weights. They
have light weight, good rigidity, poor resistance to concentrated local loads
and require highly developed fabrication techniques to assume good bonding
between core and facings. Imperfect core-to-facing bonds will permit water
travel throughout the core in the event of a leak. The use of honeycomb cores
in marine construction is usually limited to interior decks, flats and bulkheads. For the GRP cargo ship, honeycomb has not been considered for
prima~ structural elements.
Microballoon,s. Light weight hollow glass or gas-filled phenolic spheres
and polystyrene beads embedded in resin are examples of the high density,
trowelled-in-place type of core material presently being used in certain areas
of some small boat hulls. In general, their high cost has limited their use
to local areas where high core strength is required, such as in way of engine
mounts, etc. Alternatively a local core insert of vermiculite and resin (8o
per cent resin by weight) can be used.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES - STATIC
The physical properties of typical marine GRP laminates are available from
a number of sources, including References (9) and (1O) . Table 2, derived f~m
Reference (1O) , presents average design values which are considered suitable
for this study. It is noted that the properties of GRP laminates vary widely
because of the variations inherent in the hand layup process. This variation
is reflected in the safety factors selected in the design criteria. The
properties in Table 2 are somewhat lower than those applicable to Navy or
U.S. Coast Guard boats, as reflected in MlI-P-l75@G, but are considered
typical of commercially fabricated GRP marine struetures.

The average physical properties of unidirectional laminates produced by
the hand layup process are highly variable, depending upon the per cent glass
present in the laminate. Table 3 presents typical values for the wa~
direction of a high strength laminate utilizing unidirectional rovings. The
tensile and flexural properties are derived from Reference (11). Compressive
properties are assumed due to lack of test data. The properties in the fill
direction would be far lower. The values in Table 3 assume that the rovings
are not prestressed during the cure cycle.
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~::II,E 2

PROPERTD3S OF TYPICAL MARINE GRP LAMINATES (a)
::-:151::.1>
Ikv(!
Fap,,,
Va1UC,
s for GITi.
dance Only

25

30

30 - 40

40 - 55

1.40 - 1.50

1,50 - 1.65

1.65 - 1.80

l:lcxuralStrength
PSI x 103

18 - 25

25 - 30

30 - 35

F1.
exural.Modulus,
PSI x 106

0.8 - 1.2

1,1 - 1.5

1.5 - 2.2

Tensile Strength,
PST.x 1.03

11 - 15

18 - 25

28 - 32

0.9 - 1.2

1.0 - 1.4

1.5 - 2.0

17 - 21

17 - 21

17 - 22

0.9 - 1..3

1.0 - 1.6

1.7 - 2.4

10 - 13

11 - 14

13 - 15

Cm??prcssivc+
Modulus,
PSI X 106

10 - 12
0,[,

9-12

0,45

8-11

0.5

—

—
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TABLE 3
AVERAGE(a~HYSICAL PROPERTIES - UNIDIRECTIONAL GRP LAMINATES
Per Cent Glass by Weight, %
Specific Gravity
Flexural Strength, PSI

60-!55
1.9
ll~jnno

Flexural Modulus, PSI

Ill x ?0”’

Tensile Strength, PSI

110,000

Tensile Modulus, PSI
Compressive Strength, PSI
Compressive Modulus, FSI

3.9 x lob
100,000
3.9 x 10”

(a) Average values for Gui$.ante GIIIY,~Jarp Direction.
Strength values are ultimate strengths.

Table 4 presents assumed properties of a proposed composite lamimte
consisting of SO per cent woven roving and 50 per cent unidirectional reinforcement. This composite is desirable to provide adequate transverse and
diagonal strength to the laminate, which cannot be achieved with the unidirectional reinforcement only. Alternatively, cross-plies of unidirectional
reinforcement could be used.
‘&pical physical properties of core materials obtained from the sources
cited are shown in Table S.

—-
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TABLE L
APPROxIYI.LIE(akHYS
ICAI,PROPERTIES OF WOVEN ROVING
UNIDIRRCTIODL4LCOMT~ ITE LAMINATE
Per Cent Glass by Weight, %

65

Specific Gravity

1.8

Flexural Strength, PSI

:s5,000
/

Flexural Modulus, R5I

?.9 x I(P

Tensile Strength, PSI

65,000
/
2.9 x 10°

Tensile Modulus, PSI
Compressive Strength, PSI

60,000

Compressive Modulus, PSI

3.0 x lob

(a) Average values for Guidance Only, Warp Dire.tion.
Strength values are ultimate strengths.

TABLE 5
AVERAGE P~S ICAL PROPERTIES - CORE MATERIALS
MATERIAL

Property
Density, Lb./Cu.Ft.

Pvc
(ThermOsetting)
6

Pvc
(g:%i
P

Source, Reference

,5
700

1375 parallel to grain
112 perp. to grain

50

?00

500 parallel to grain
81Jperp. to grain

160

300

825 parallel to grain

170

2ho

100

179

(12)

(13)

(IL)

250 at
1O% compr.

Ult. Flexural
Strength, 131
Ult. Shear
Strength, PSI

End Grain Balsa

5

Ult. Tensile
Strength, PSI
Bit. Compressive
Strength, FSI

POlyurethane

(15)
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PHYSICAL PROPERT17Z3- FATIGUE
The fatigue strength of typinal GRP laminates relative to that for steel
(9). These *ta are
is shown in Figure 3, based upon dab from Refemme

based primarily upon mat and cloth lamimtes. Lack of data on fatigue of
unidirections.1and composite laminates makes it nscessary to use these data
for those materials as well. The single curve is considered applicable to
tensile, flerural, compressive and shear strength of GRP hminates, for
full strsss reversal.
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FIGIILE3
S-N CURVES OF”STEEL AND GRP LANINATES

Reference (9) indicates that the fatigue strength of notched spscimens
is about 1s pe
than that of an unnotched specimsn in the range of
from 102 to 10 cycles, though this difference rsduces b zero at the
e curvs, i.e. the ultimate strength retention of notched
atremitie~ ~fficent’less
specimem of 10F cycles is about 20 per cent.
The fatigue strength of GRP laminates exposed to slevated temperatures
ati extrsme weathering conditions or immersed in water will be less than that
shown in Figure 3, though the data available to &te ars too limited to
present quantitative information on these effects.
In summary, it is considered that the r-alativsfatigue strengths shown
in Figure 3 ars satisfactory for this study, though further research is
requirsd to fully delineate the fatigue behavior of GRP.
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CREEP
Reference (9) presents data which indicate that creep, or deformation
under constant stress, is negligible for GRP laminates at room temperature
if stress levels are kept to 20 to 30 per cent of the ultimate strength.
For higher continual stress levels or higher temperatures, hawever, creep
can be significant and must be carefully considered.
‘fheheat distortion temperature of the thermoplastic PVC foam is
relatively low, (Reference (28)) resulting in possible creep of PVC-cored
deck surfaces subjected to direct sunlight or internal heat. ‘lkischaracteristic is not necessarily a disad ntage, but one which must be recognized in
designing structures with this material.
IMPACT STRENGTH
Data in Reference (9) indicate that the impact strength of GRP laminates
incorporating cloth or woven roving reinforcement is about twice that of
mat laminates of equal thickness or weight. It is not possible to equate
these quantitative impact strength data on GRP laminates to those for steel
or aluminum due to differences in test methods. However , general observations
of GRP boat hulls over extended periods indicate that the impact stx’e~th of
GRP is quite satisfactory for the normal range impact loads such as slamming,
where the structure responds elastically. This is primarily due to the highly
resilient nature of the material. Under extreme conditions of impact, GRP
panels suffer from their inability to respond plastically. Thus, whereas a
steel or aluminum panel would dish, GRP laminates will craze around the edges
and in way of the load. If the load is sufficiently severe, rupture of the
panel will occur. AS noted previously, there are “no data available to indicate
whether a’GRP panel will craze or rupture under impact enough to lose watertightness at a lower ener~ level than an equivalent steel or aluminum panel.
However it would appear that metals would be somewhat superior to GRP in this
regard, due pr!..marily
to their a.bili@ to deform plastically.
BUCKLING STRENGTH
The tendency of GRP structures to buckle is considerably more pronounced
than with metals due to the much lower modulus of elasticity of GRp. This
places increased importance on checking GRP plate panels and columns to
determine their ability to resist buckling loads. In general, it is satis–
factory to analyze GRP panels and columns using conventional theoretical
techniques, treating the material as isotropic, and considering compressive
moduli and U1 timate strengths.
Buckling must also be carefully considered in selecting the dimensions
of stiffening members, both to prevent local buckling of the webs and over-all
instability of the member. These considerations suggest the use of curvature
in laminate panels wherever possible and lateral supports for exceptionally
deep fra.mingmembers.
SECONDAIN BOND
A secondary bond is defined as any bond between two GRP structures which
is made after one or both of the individual structures has effectively cured.
In this case, the bonding resin is essentially ‘Igluing’l
itself to the pre-

—
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cursd part, and proper surface preparation is essential in producing a good
mechanical bond, particularlywhen non-air inhibited rssins are used which
produce wax film. The alternative to secondary bonding is primary bonding,
in which both parts ax’suncured when the boti is made. In this case the
bond strsngth is based upon a chemical linkage as a result of continuous cure
of the resin. Primuy bonds exhibit higher strength than secotiary bonds, and
ars recommendedwherevsr possible.
The question of secondary bond strength is of major concern to the GRP
imiustry, since the imbility to achieve full effective laminate strength at
joints requires the use of excessively high safety factors and prohibits
the designer from taking maximum advantage of the properties of GRP.
Perhaps the MOBt sxtensive investigationsof secondmy bond strength
were those undertaken in connectionwith the U.S. Navyis GRP minesweeper
program. Reference (16) summarizes the rssu.ltsof the initial test program
and provides considerable quantitative data on static and impact bond strength.
In reviswing these results, the following conclusionswere reached:
o

Preferable bonding procedures are as follows:
Bond rssin: general purpose or fii-e-re
tardant, resilient.
Surface treatment: bumped with a pneumatic saw tooth hammer,
peel ply, or continuous cure of rib to panel; one ply of mat
in way of bond.
Fay@
flaxe
requirement.

thickness:

minimum consistent with rib strength

Eblts or other mechanical fasteners are recommended in areas
of high stress.

;e

o

Acceptable procedures ars as follows:
Bond resin: general purpose or firs-retardant,rigid air
inhibited.
Surface treatment: rough sanding.

o

Undesirable procedures are as follows:
Excessive rib faying flange thicknesses.
No surface treatment in way of bond.

Recent tests conducted in Great Btitain for their GRp 153 fOOt ~nehvnter indicated that the peel ply method is the most effective.
The abili’qrto satisfactorilyfabricate strutturally sound secomia~
bonds is essential to the feasibility of the GRP cargo ship. Experience to
date with the performance of secondary bonds in GRP pleasure and commercial
vessels up to 80 feet long has been quite good. However, this does nct
obviate the nsed for far more rssearch in this area.

.77.

RFiSTS1’ANCE
TO ENVIRON3T3NTANE AGING
The ability of GRP to resist a marine environment is well documented.
GRP is composed of substances which do not rot .or suffer attack by marine
organisms, other than attachment of barnacles and grass. However, the latter
condition can be effectively controlled with the same anti-fouling paint
systems used with metal vessels.
GRP laminates are compatible with all anticipated cargoes and fluids
which would normally be carried in a dry cargo ship, including fuel oil. ‘he
only known effect of GRP on a cargo or fluid is the possible taste of
polyester imparted to drinking water when the resin is not fully cursd.
However, this can be overtome using techniques now employed in the small
boat indust~.
Table 6, derived from Reference (18), presents data on the chemical
resistance of the various types of resins normally used in GRP boatbuilding.
These data are perhaps academic for the general de5ign of a GRP cargo ship,
since the listed chemicals are seldom if ever carried. However, this information is useful in considering GRP components, such as liquid cargo tanks,
or alternate types of GRP ships. This table shows that the chemical
resistance of general purpose polyester resin is generally good, though in
certain cases, epoxy resins or polyurethane linings are recommended.
GRP hninates which are imnersed in water over extended pericwk?will kave
wet strengths appraximakly 85 to 93 per cent of their dry strength due to the
effects of the water on the bond between the glass fibers and the rssim.
Reference (18) projects a loss in strength and stiffness of about SO
per cent over 2!0years. However, this data is old, and is not considered
representative of recent improvements in glas3 finishing and resins.
Reference (17) indicates substantially no change in wet strt:ngthof a
GRP submarine fairwater after 11 years service including submergence
e at high
pressures.
GRP laminate strength is adversely affected by high temperatures. For a
typical lamimte incorporating fire-retardant polyester resin the per cent
strength retention at 700 degrees F, 300 degrees F and LOO degrees F are 93,
SO and 10 per cent respecti~.ly of the strength at room temperature. Thus
it is concluded that GRP structures can withstand continuous exposure to
temperatures of about 1SO degrees F - 200 degrees F and intermittent exposures
to higher temperature. Since polyester resin is a thermosetting resin, it is
unlikely that the laminate would regain strength after removal of the heat
source. This loss in strength at elevated temperatures must be considered when
desigrhg tank heating systems.
The properties of GRP in a cold or supercooled environment are higher
than at room temperature. Thus operation of a GRP ship in cold c1imates will
not degrade its strength.
The core materials being considered vary in their ability to withstani
the environment and aging. Wood, including balsa, is organic and subject to
rotting, decay and general loss of strength if not properly preserved or
encapsulated with GRP. For this reason wood cores are not being considered
for use in the primary structure of the GRP cargo ship.

—
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CHEIICCALRESISTANCE OF TYPICAL GRP RESINS
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-24Foams generally are quite resistant to the effects of age and environment with tuo excen tions. Lisht densitv foams. less than h ~ounds uer cubic
foot, are subject ~o embrittl~ment and ~ay bec~me friable an~ disin~egrate
tic PVC
with time. Therefore such foams are not recommended. T“nennoplas
begins to lose stiffness at temperatures abo~e about 120 degrees F, and
requires additional support to prevent sagging;
AB+.ASION RESISTANCE
GRP laminates are not as abrasion resistant as metals, though the bottoms
of GRP landing craft have stood up well under repeated beachings (Reference
(8)), Special protection is recommended in areas where heavy abrasion might
be expected. Examples would include:
o

RubbiM strips near the waterline to prevent damage from pier
pilings.

0

Protection for the side shell in way of anchor bolsters and
mooring chocks.

o

Protective deck coatings in areas where cargo may be skidded.

o

Chafing strips in way of hatch coamings for protection from
cargo whips.

There is presently no known quantitative data on wear rates of GRP
lamimtes relative to those of steel. Thus the approach to abrasion protec tion must be empirical or based upon future testing.
MATERIAL CCETS
The final factor to be consi&red in selecti~ materials is cost.
Table 7 presents cost data on the more common GRP basic materials of high
quality, when purchased in large quantities. These prices are highly
variable, dependent upon competitive conditions.
TABLE 7
GRF MLTERIAL COST

Item

Cost per Pound
($ Us, 797(3)

Mat

0.;0

Woven Roving

0.50

Unidirectional Rovings

0.62

General Purpose Polyester Resin

0.70

Fire-Retardant Polyester Resin

0.31

Polyurethane Foam

1.50

End Grain Balsa

I .50

Pvc

3.00

-
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SELECTION OF GRP MATERIALS

IS

Based upon the foregoing discussion of GRP materials, the following
materials and laminate configurations are proposed for further consideration
in evaluating a large GRP cargo ship or major struetural component:
o

Resins. Use general purpose rigid air inhibited polyester resins
except where fire retardancy is required. Epoxies ax-enot
recommended because of high cost, handling problems and marginal
strength advantages in hand layup applications. Resilient resins
might have applicability locally in way of seconda~ bonds but
general use would result in unacceptably large deflections. Nonair inhibited resins rsquire removal of T?sxfilm before making
secondaqr bonds, which is undesirable and lowers bond strength.
Fire-retardant resins, as shown later, add weight and cost to the
hull, which suggests limiting their use to plies near the exposed
surfaces, particularly with thick laminates. Isophthalic resins
appear preferable to orthophthalics in increasing wet strength
retention, but further testing and study is required to fully
justify their selection.

o

Reinforcements. Either woven roving or unidirectional reinforcement, or combinations thereof, of the maximum weight and width
consistent with the equipment used for we tout and laydown are
selected. Cloth is too expensive, and mat has too low a strengthto-cost ratio and insufficient impact strength for general use.
Mat can be used in way of secondary bonds and as a light backup
for unidirectional rovings.

0

Core Materials. Foams of structural grade, 6 to 8 pounds per
cubic foot density, or end grain balsa wood are acceptable, with
the following limitstions:
End grain balsa is not recommended for shell pansls below
the waterline or in way of tanks.
‘llennoplasticPVC is not recommended where exposed to high
temperatures.

o

Lamimte Compositions. An all woven roving laminate or a composite
laminste of woven roving and unidirectional rovings are recommended,
based upon high strength, relatively low cost and ease of layup.
As an alternate to the above composite laminate, a bidirectioml
material with higher strength in the warp direction than in the
fill direction would be satisfactory, For example, a reinforcement with 70 per cent of its glass in the warp direction :+.nd
30
per cent in the fill direction would have properties approximately
equivalent to the composite proposed above.

w-
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IIB.

STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS

In this section, the construction concepts best suited to laying up a
large GRP cargo ship will be evaluated and selected. Ideally, such a study
would encompass detailed trade-off studies, including cost optimization
,siudies. Such studies are beyond the scope of this program, however, and
are not justified, since the accuracy of the cost estimates cannot be refined
sufficiently to justify an extensive effort to optimize the structure. Therefore, these proposals are presented on the basis of extrapolating previous
similar studies for the GRP minesweeper, Reference (7), and engineering judgment.
SINGLE SKIN VS .SANDWICH
The choice of single skin construction vs. the use of sandwich panels
involves the following considerations:
o

Sandwich panels are generally somewhat lighter than equivalent
stiffened single skin panels, and have less overall depth.

o

Sandwich panels are generally more expensive to fabricate than
equivalent single skin panels, particularly if the panel has
curvature.

o

The basic hull girder of the cargo ship will be heavily influenced by longitudinal strength and stiffness considerations,
implying selection of the least expensive method of providing
laminate area to the hull girder, particularly at the deck and
keel.

o

The overall depths of decks, sideshell and double bottom should
not be increased beyond those of the steel ship, to prevent reduction in available cargo volume.

o

The thickness of hull girder laminates, must be sufficient to
resist impact loads, abrasion, etc. This often dictates increased
skin thicknesses for sandwich panels.

Consideration of the above factors favors single skin construction in all
areas except possibly flat deck panels, where depth restrictions may favor
::andwichpanel construction.
LONGITUDINAL VS. TRANSVERSE FRAMING
Longitudinal framing is highly desirable for the deck and bottom of the
hull, to increase hull girder inertia and section modulus. The side shell
should be transversely framed, spanning between decks, since longitudinal
framing would require the addition of deep supporting web frames, which detract
from hold volume. Transverse side framing is somewhat superior in resisting
damage from docks and floats, since the line of framing is perpendicular to the
bearing surface of the dock or float.
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IIC.

OPERATIONAL.EXPIiWENCE WITH FXISTING GRP VESSELS

At this time, there are many thousands of GRF boats of various sizes
in operation throughout the world, many of which have seen ‘.
S years or more
of service. These vessels range in size from small prams to fishing vessels
up to 93 feet long. Although there is a significant difference in size and
operational environment between this group of vessels and the proposed
large GRP cargo ship, a review of the operational experience of these vessels
is meaningful.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The performance of GRP as a structural material for marine applications
has been very satisfactory and the material has demonstrated its compatibility
with the salt water environment at least as well, or generally better than
either woods or metals. As with any other material, there have been problems
resulting from improper use of the material or failure to recognize and either
avoid or accept inherent weaknesses of GRP . Many of these problems were discussed briefly in the previous section, ard need not be reiterated here. However, some specific observations relative to past performance of GRP boats
and structures, particularly as they apply to a larger ship, are of interest.
RESISTANCE TO ENVIRONlfENT
As previously noted, the basic resistance of GRP to a marine environment
is excellent, References (1) and (8). Degradation of material characteristics,
particularly physical properties, has been negligible. There is little
etidence to date of problems with fatigue or creep except in areas of obvious
design or construction deficiencies. In general, design safety factors, have
been sufficiently high to prevent such problems. Long-term weathering Or
aging effects have generally been limited to fading of gel coats, surface
crazing, deterioration of wood cores in sandwich pansls where the GRP protective
surfacing was porous, and delamination of secondary bonds. In most instances,
the latter problem has resulted from improper design or workmanship, though
the inhereni problem in obtaining a good secomiarj’boni has been discussed
previously,
ABFASION AND IMPACT
Experience with etisting boats up to 80 feet long indicates that GRP
is somewhat more sensitive to localized impact, such as slamming into a pier,
than equivalent metal structures. For a given energy level, an impact which
would scrape the surface of a metal hull will gouge GRP to a greater depth.
Similarly, an impact which would plastically deform or dish a metal hull
will produce crazing around the .periphe~ of a GRP panel and possible 10Ss
of watertightness. In many cases,,the aforementioned gouging is relatively
shallow, and the edge crazing is restricted to the gel coat and its reinforcement, in which case the damage is cosmetic rather than structural in nature.
The abrasion resistance of GRP boats is generally satisfactory for
nomnal service. Under extreme conditions, however, abrasion damage has
resulted, at a more rapid rate and with greater severity than with metal.
*P1
es of such damage include:
o

Wear down of trawler decks iILway of fishing gear

o

Damage to deck edges and bulwarks from chafing of muurmg
‘-----’
‘--q‘LLIIe3
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0

.Abrasionof side shell at waterline from chafing against floats

o

Wear down of decks of landing craft from vehicle movements, and
similar damage to bottoms from repeated beachings

This indicates the need for protection where excessive abrasive loading is
anticipated.
REPAIRS
Repairs to GRP boats have proven to be generally easier than with wood
or metal, and the durability of these repairs has been satisfactory, as long
as they ~,ereproperly made. References (19) through (?~) discuss the techniques fm making repairs in detail.
Repairs to badly damaged laminates are generally accomplished by cutting
away th~ damaged material, scarphing the edges and laying up a patching laminate
using tne same materials as those being replaced. The process is simple,
requires a minimum of equipment and tethnical skills, and is relatively inexpensi~s to perform. The fundamental weakness of such repairs is that they
rely upon a secondary bond between the repair laminate and the undamaged existing laminate. This requires carefil attention in making the repairs if the
laminate !.sto be restored to full strength. It is generally desirable to
build up the thickness of the repair laminate by laying up an extensive
doubler over the patching laminate, which overlaps well on to sound existing
material. The repair can be further strengthened by the use of mechanical
fasteners at the interface between new and existing laminate.
Minor damage, such as scratchin~, gouging or abrasion, is generally
repairable with a commercial fiberglass putty or a mixture of resin and milled
glass fibers.
Experience in repairing GRP boats indicates that thers are several keys
to affecting a good repair:
o

Careful surface preparation in way of secondary bonds

o

Adequate overlap of repair laminate onto existing sound laminate

o

Careful control of moisture and ambient temperature

o

Use of repair materials which are, as a minimum, equal in
strength to the existing laminate. The use of epo~ resins for
repairs will increase the strength of a repair significantly.

o

Cleanliness, to avoid contaminating the surface to which the
repair laminate will bond

o

Use of a double scarph wherever possible, with the repair laminate
layed up from both sides
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LHNTENANGE
The maintens.ncehistory of GRP boats now in service is very good, due
primarily to the material !s resistance to the environment, General and preventive maintenance of GRF structures has proven to be far less than ~with
either wood or steel, as noted in References (1), (8) and (17) . In general,
the maintenance required for GRP structures, other than renewal of antifouling bottom paint, is of a cosmetic nature. Although most GRP boats are
unpainted initially, due to the use of pigmented gel coat resins, most owners
eventually find it desirable to paint the hull to renew faded gel coat colors
or to cover up repairs. The frequency with which this paint must be renewed
is usually less than with wood or steel.
110.

FABRICATION FAC ILITIFS AND PROCEDURES

‘l’he
feasibility of a GRP cargo ship depends, to a great extent, upon
demonstrating that a facility can be developed which can undertake such a
task and produce a structure of satisfactory quality at an acceptable cost.
In this section, the general requirements for such a facility will be
briefly discussed, and a proposed method of cons ‘,ructionwill be developed.
This proposal will be based upon the fabrication of the entire vessel of
GRP, rather than large structural components, since facilities already exist
for producing the latter. The proposed method is not necessarily the optimum
method of building such a hull. Optimization would require extensive
investigations, including detailed consideration of the problem by shipyard
planners, GRP boat fabricators, materials suppliers and the entire spectrun
of d;.sciplinesinvolved in such a program. A detailed study of this nature
is beyond the scope of this program. However, it is considered satisfacto~
at this time to develop a feasible approach to the construetion of a large
GRF cargo ship, and to defer studies of alternative methods and optimization.
FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
It would appear that the initial interest in fabricating large GRP ships
will be limited, and that the investment required to develop an entirely new
shipyard specifically for fabricating large CR? ships would be too large to
justify. Therefore, it.is proposed to develop a GRP facility and.capability
at an existing shipyard, preferably in a temperai,eclimate. fiis would offer
several advantages. An existing shipyard has the capability of procuring,
installing and testing all non.GRP components such as machinery, cabling,
ventilation, cargo gear, piping, etc . It would appear far more desirable to
use existing capabilities in these areas and to develop a new capability in
SRP rather than the reverse. In addition, an existing shipyard can provide
the equipment required for the fabrication of such a ship, such as dry
docks, cranes, rail and road facilities, machine shops, etc.
The alternative to the above appro?.chwould be to fabricate the hull and
najor GRP c~mponents in a special, separate facility and tow the incomplete
hull to a shipyard for outfitting and installation of machinery. However, it
would appear more practical and economical to provide this facility at, or
immediately adjacent to, the shipyard.
The area in which the GRP components are to be layed up must be enclosed
:0 provide the environmental controls required to maintain both temperature
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and humidity within specified limits. It appears obvious that mechanized
preimpregnation will be required for high layup productivity, thus such
controls are particularly important. For th.>Proposed facilitY, a mean
ambient temperature of 70 degrees F, is d?sirable in the molding area, with a
maximum variation of plus or minus 5 degrees. Such a limit on variability will
elimimte problems of adjusting resin-to-catalyst ratios. Although present
industry pracbice places no limits on humidity in the molding area, an upper
limit would a~pear desirable tierlayup of a ship of this size. Since upinion
an the effecki of hWnidity on laminate and bonding quality is divided at this
time, this recommendation should be justified by testing.
Additional facility requirements include the following:
o

Storage areas for glass reinfomement,
humidity controls.

with both temperature and

o

Resin storage tanks which will maintain large quantities of resin
under conditions meeting the manufacturer!s recommendations for
storage.

o

Rssin day tanks in the molding area which will maintain the resin
within the specified temperature range.

o

Resin mixing equipment which disperses resin of uniform catalyst
concentration to all stations.

o

Mechanical equipment to impregnate reinforcement with a carefully
controlled quantity of resin and to transfer the impregnated reinforcement to the mold surface. Such equipment has been successfully
used in both the United States and Great Britain for laying up GRP
minesweeper structures. For a very large hull, it may be desirable
to utilize rolls of reinfo~ement which are wider and longer than
those now conmercially available.

o

Mechanical equipment for high-speed transfer of glass reinforcement from the storage area to the impregnating machines.

All of these requirements are within the state-of-the-art, though the
development of specialized equipment may require considerable time and effort,
PROP~ED

HULL FABRUJATION PROCEDURE

The method pro!~osedfor laying up the hull of the GRP cargo ship is
illustrated schematically in Figure ~. This system is based upon conventional
hand layup techniques in conjunction with the mechanization discussed previously, which is a ~easona.blyconservative estimate of the state-of-the-art
in large GRP hull fabrication within the next few years.
The hull mold would be of steel, supported by trusswork, and would
consist of four sections: a bottom portion which is fixed to a floating
drydock, two sections incorporating the sides and bow, and a stern section.
Bridge cranes and mechanized layup equipment would roll along the top of
the hull mold. This entire assembly would be enclosed in an inexpensive
weather envelope such as translucent fiberglass sheets over a light steel
framework. This envelope would afford sufficient environmental protection
and control to permit year-around layup of GRP laminates,
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FIGURE 4. - PROPOSED HULL MOLD ING
ANC LAYUP PROCEDURE

The layup procedure would be as follows (referring tc Figure lL):
0

Floating mold (1) and side and end mold structures (2) are
in initial positiom as shown.

o

Shell (3) and stiffening are laid up into mold.

o

Innerbottom grillage (h) is installed.

o

Tank top (~

o

Stanchions (6) and side girders (7) are positioned.

0

Temporazy deck molds with supporting structure (8) are imtalled
above tank top and lowest deck sections (9) are laid UP in Place.

o

When lowest deck is cured, temporary structure is removed and
reassembled on deck just installed and next deck is laid up.
This procedure is repeated until all decks are laid up.

o

After hull is complete, the drydock is lowered and hull floats free.

is laid up.
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Major items of equipment and machine~ may be installed prior to removing
the hull from the mold, though this is not necessary.
QUALITY CONTROL ANO IM’3PECTION
The development of suitable quality control and inspection techniques
for large GRP hulls represents a particularly difficult challenge. At this
‘time,it must be concluded that state-of-the-art procedures are inadequate
for a hull of this size, indicating a need for a major research and development
effort.
The need for good quality control and inspection procedures is particularly
critical for GRP, since the physical characteristics of the basic structure
are dependent upon the abilities of the individuals laying up the laminate
and controlling we tout. If suitable procedures cannot be developed, it will
be necessary to resort to high safety factors to account for material
variability.
Present Procedmes.
Before evaluating this problem further, it is
desirable to review the quality control and inspection techniques now
available. In general, these techniques represent those used for Navy and
Co+,stGuard boats. Commercial standards are less severe, though the quality
Present quality
of the laminates produced has proven quite satisfacto~.
control and inspection procedures include the following:
o

Careful control of basic materials (resin, fiberglass, etc.) by MIL
Specifications, inspection and testing.

o

Careful documentation by the builder of fabrication procedures, from
which he may not deviate without approval.

o

High quality engineering work, including careful attention to
critical details.

o

Careful control of resin gel times, pot life, viscosity, ambient
temperature and other factors affecting cure.

o

Physical properties tests on laminates and sandwich panels to
check against minimum allowable in the Specification. The laminate
tests are based either on hull cutouts or extensions of the
laminated part.

o

Laminate visual inspection for bubbles, voids, contamination or
other visible flaws.

o

Use of a detail:d inspection checkoff list.

o

\Jeighing of completed parts for uniformity.

Maw of the strict quality control and irmpection procedures now required
by the Navy and US Coast Guard might mti be practical for very large hulls,
particularly visual inspection, testing of laminate cutouts, and repairs to
defects in laminates. The question of quality control and inspection of GRP
hull struttures is presently beirg investigated by the American Bureau of
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Shipping and the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers Hull Strutture
Panel HS --3.
The results of these studies should be very valuable in future
studies of large GRP ship fabrication.
Future Developments. It is rather cliff
icult”to predict what the state
of-the-art in GRP quality control and inspection will be in the next few
years. It is unlikely that a major bi?sakthroughwill occur, since progress
in this area has been rather slow in recent years. As interest in larger
GRP hulls grows, possibly through developments in GRP minesweepers, attention
will be focused upon improving the most critical areas in inspection and
quality control. These potential deveIopments ir:lude:
o

I@ximum use of mechanized preimpregnation and resin mixing equipment, as proposed earlier. This will control resin content very
closely, which is the prime factor in controlling laminate strength.

o

More closely controlled ambient conditions in the shop, including
humidity and control of temperature/humidity variations wi thin the
mold.

o

Ultrasonic lamimte inspection to determine void content, thickness
and the soundness of secondary bonds.

o

Improvements in secondary bonding techniques to increase reliability,
by a combimtion of improved bonding resins and better surface
preparation techniques.

It appears that the key to improving GRP quality lies more in quality
control, in preventing undesirable variations and defects than in improved
inspection techniques. It is invariably less expensive and more desirable
structurally to prevent the problem than to find and correct it. The
problem of quality control and inspection will be considerably alleviated
when automated manufacturing methods are developed because of the possibility
to monitor thk process.

IIE. FIRE RESISTANCE
The subject of fire resistance is a very important element which mus L
be considered in any study of the use of GRP or GRP components in the construction of a cargo ship.
All GRP laminates are considered combustible, even those with fire
retardant qualities. In the presence of fire the general purpose resins used
in GHP will burn away, exposing the glass reinforcement, thereby losing all of
its strength. The use of chlorine and bromide compounds in the formulation
>f the resins and the inclusion of such additives as antimo~ trioxide will
qrovide some degree of fire retardancy. However, in the presence of fire
:hese special resins will emit toxic chlorine and bromine gases thereby
?rasenting additional personnel hazards. Even if sufficient compoutis could
Ee used so as to significantly increase the ignition temperatu~ and discounting the toxicity effect of the resins, a further problem, that of the
LOSS of structural strength at elevated temperatures, must also be considered.
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Current Coast Guard regulations for cargo ships, Subchapter I, Part 92.n7
requires the use of incombustible materials. Construction is to be of steel or
other equivalent metal constwc tion. The use of other suitable materials may
be permitted in special cases having in mind the risk of fire.
Aluminum, which is incombustible in itself but deteriorates structurally
in the presence of fire, has rscently been accepted in ship construction.
However, this acceptance carries maw conditions and restrictions. Altuninurr
must be protected to the degree that in the presence of fire the aluminum will
not be exposed to flame and that the resultant elevated temperature of the
aluminum struetur’ebe held to wi thin a temperature of about ~~0 degrees F
for a period of not less than one hour. The constructions incorporating the
necessarg insulations to accomplish the aluminum protection were the result
of extensive fire testing and evaluation. These constructions are both
heavy and expensive.
!lHavi~ in mind the risk of firer,precludes using materiak that are combustible. Such materials would require such excessive protection as to make
their consideration unfeasible from the standpoint of economics, wsight and space.
Since GRP is combustible its use as a ship!s struttural material keeping
in mind the risk of fire is not acceptable at this time under current regulations even with protection afforded similar to that used on aluminum cowtruc tion.
In addition to the U.S. Coast Guard regulations, proposals are currently being
offered among member mkions of the Intergoverrrme
ntal Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO), including the United States, for greater use of incombustible materials in ship construction.
Where proven economically feasible~certain nonstructural GRP components,
such as fairings, window frames, masts, yardarms, or remote non-stm.rctural
bulkheads etc. , may possibly be considered, on a case basis, for use in
areas affording little or no threat of fire.
For GRP to be considered as a structural material extensive testing and
evaluation would be required of various types of GRP panels using resins
with different basic compounds and additives as well as a number of protective
systerns. In addition, improved detection, extinguishing and inerting systems
would have to be developed and tested for use in conjunction with the pFotected GRP in an effort to provide an acceptable level of fire protection.
Before any extensive testirrgprograms are considered justification should
first be established that GRP is significantly better botb technically and
economically than the various t~es of competitive incombustibls struetural
constructions currently in use. Otherwise there is no valid incentive to
deviate so significantly from present struetural standards of fire protection.
Presently, no firm conclusion,can be drawn rslative to the feasibility of
providing a satisfactory level of fire protection to a GRP cargo ship, By
today!s standards GRP is entirely unfeasible. For the future, any proposal
to use GRf’must clearly justify aqy intention to revise today)s standards
based on proven superior economic and technical advantages.
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IIF.

INSTALLATION OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

MATERIALS
Installation of systems and equipment on a GRF cargo ship is relatively
simple, since the hull mat erial is chemically and galvanically inert. This
eliminates the problem of isolation common to such installations on steel or
aluminum ships, particularly the latter. The only galvanic problem which
must be given consideration is the mutual galvanic interaction of various
metallic components. This would include the rudder, propeller and other
appendages and attachment of piping to metal equipments or fittings of
different mat erial. In general, the forrrier
problem is solved by instailing
sacrificial anodes, while the latter problem can be solved with conventional
isolation techniques. Hull corrosion control, such as an impressed current
system, would not be required.
ATTACHMENT OF EQUIPIIENT
The attachment of highly loaded fittings or equipment to GRF requires
careful attention to detail, including proper distribution of bolt loads to
prevent bearing failure or tear out. This is generally accomplished by providing large backup plates in way of the bolts and laminate doublers.
Heavy pieces of equipment, should be bolted to a steel or aluminum subbase which is in turn bolted through the GRP. ‘his increases the nurber of
bolts through the GRP above that generally provided on equipment, and spreads
the equipment load over a larger area of GR-F.
PIPING
The basic hull and machinery piping systems on a GRP cargo ship would
be identical to those on a steel ship, except for the following:
o

Bulkhead penetrations would have to be specifically developed
for GRP. In way of hot pipes, such as steam lines, special
precautions would be required to prevent OVeTheating the GRP
structure.

o

Longitudinally-oriented pipe runs would have to be checked to
determine the effects of the greater hull girder deflection of
a GRP ship. Tm solutions are possible: Use of low -mOdulus
piping mat eria.1s,such as GRP or polyvi~l chloride, or provision
of expansion loops.

GRP or other plastic piping is considered both technically and economically
feasible for sanitary, bilge and ballast piping, as shown in Reference (25).
However, these materials are flammable and are not permitted by U.S. Coast Guard
regulations for use in machinery spaces or other areas where the risk of fire
is high, or for firemainj fuel oil and other critical systsms.
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IIG.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRP CARGC SHIP

The operational characteristics of a cargo ship will be greatly
affected by the substitution of GRP for steel as the hull material,
particularly in the areas of hull maintenance, repairs, special surveys
and insurance. In the following paragraphs, each of these factors will be
briefly discussed.
MAINTENANCE
Past experience with GRP hulls and dec~ouses indicates that it is
feasible and desirable to utilize pigmented resins for all external and
internal surfaces. Although antifouling paint will be required below the
deep load line, the gradual fading of the gel coat, as well as accumulations
of scratches and other surface damage, will eventually lead to painting for
cosmetic purposes. Once painted, these surfaces will require periodic re.
newal, though with far less frequency than on steel surfaces.
In general, it appears that normal topside maintenance will be limited
to an occasional water wash and scrubbing. However, the renewal of antifouling paint will be required periodically, as will bottom scraping. This,
coupled with requirements for maintaining equipment, appendages and outfit,
etc., will result in essentially the same drydocking cycle for GRP and steel
hulls . It is noted that the removal of paint and marine growth from GRP
surfaces requires greater care than with steel. Conventional scraping and
sandblasting methods must be modified to suit the lower abrasion resistance
of GRP . Sand washing has proven successful in removing old paint from GRP
surfaces.
Ihming drydocking, special attention should be paid to the proper support
of the hull on the blocks. Closely spaced keel and bilge blocks are desirable
to prevent large concentrated loads and localized failure of the GRP laminate.
Ewing drydocking, the GRP structure should be carefully checked for
cracks, blisters, abrasion damage, delamination and other potential problems,
Foundations and other highly loaded structures require particular attention.
REPAIRS
—.
Obtaining proper repairs to hull damage,or minor structural modifications
to a GRP ship will be more difficult than with a steel ship, since the number
of large repairs yards with qualified personnel having GRP experience is very
limited at this time. This results in two options: Develop a GIW repair
capability in a limited number of facilities, in addition to those capable of
building GRP ships, or alternately provide a mobile repair facility, including
trained personnel, which could travel to various facilities throughout the
world, as required, to make emergency repairs or to assist in scheduled overhatiLIf GRP gains acceptance as a hull structural material for large ships,
the availability of trained GRP repair personnel and facilities will increase
accordingly. However, until such a time, it must be assumed that the time and
cost required for repairs to large GRP ships will be considerably higher than
equivalent steel ships.
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SPECIAl SURVER
At this time, the Regulatory Bodies have no special policy relative to
additional surveys for GRP vessels. However, based upon the large size of
the GRP cargo ship being considered, it would appear advisable to schedule
additional structural surveys, at least for the protot~e vessels. In order
to be effective, these surveys should include C1OSe examination of internal
structures, particularly in way of secondary bonds. Since this would entail
gas freeing tanks and cleaning of all surfaces, it would be advisable to spot
check in a limited number of tanks, and check others only if problems are uncovered. Additional items to be checked would include those noted in the previous
discussion of hull maintenance, as well as a careful examination of shell and
deck laminates for signs of cracking or deterioration.
:3ULLINSURANCE
The cost of hull insurance for a GRP cargo ship will undoubtedly be
higher than that of an equivalent steel hull, due to its higher replacement
and repair cost and the greater risk of loss by fire. The relative increase
is difficult to predict, since it is dependent upon the degree of fire protection protided, types of cargo to be carried, risk of fire as affected by type
of machinery and equipment installed and other factors.
DISPOSITION OF THE HULL
The scrapping of an obsolete GRY ship presents some rather unusual
?roblems, since GRP cannot be easily disposed of or rendered into a useful
or reusable product. Cutting the hull into small pieces and burning the
scrap is feasible unless the hull is fabricated with a fire-retardant resin.
Yowever, this would be very costly and.wo~d gen==t@ a significant quantitY
of air pollution. Scuttling the hulls at sea would be the most economical
xeans, but would be considered “dumping” and therefore in conflict with
current policies on pollution and ecology. It would appear, therefore, that
the most practical solution to the scrapping of a large GRP hull would be to
sink it as part of a lanclfillor harbor development program, or possibly as
a.fish habitat.

:m.

sUMMARY

In this section, the basic characteristics of GRP have been reviewed,
including past performance and potential applicability as a structural
naterial for large ship hulls. This review confirmed the suitability of GFF
!or use in constmcting vessels of up to approximately :00 feet in length
:s demonstrated by past studies.
As vessel length increased beyond 200 feet a number of additional factors
a~fecting hull material selection must be considered. For example, hull
<irder loading and longitudinal strength and/or stiffness become more
inportant than local considerations in selecting scantlings. Fatigue loading
“iecomesa more serious consideration. Higher nominal stress levels are
Senerally accepted, leading to greater concern for notch sensitivity and
propagation of failures initiating at hard spots and discontinuities.
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For some materials, this change in loading has a profound effect on
maximum ship size. For example, wood construction proved feasible for
clipper ships and schooners of up to about 300 feet in length. Beyond this,
the problems of providing adequate hull tightn~ss, strength ard stiffness,
particularly at plank seams and butts, proved technically prohibitive. Cm
the other hand, there does not appear to be any technical limit on the size
of a steel ship based solely on material capability. No matter how large
the ships become, it would be possible to provide sufficient material to
withs tand anticipated over-all and local loading.
At this time, it appears that the fabrication of a GRP cargo ship 500 feet
long is within the state-of-the-art. However, there are serious questions
relative to the lory-terrnperformance of such a structure, particularly with
the very thick lamimtes which will be required. Areas of particular concern
include the following:
o

The strictly elastic nature of GRP raises questions as to the
acceptability of its life-cycle notch sensitivity and fatigue
strength in a highly loaded, highly redundant structure such
as a ship(s hull.

o

The potential flexibility of a GR.phull may ag~ravate problems
with notch sensitivity, bond strength, and vibrations.

o

Lack of data raises concern relative to long-term strength
retention, abrasion and impact resistance, fire retardancy,
strength retention at higher temperatures, notch sensitivity
and bond strength of GRP,

o

The relatively low strength of secondary bonds and the present
lack of consistent rssults in their fabrication is a major
concern. This may represent a significant weak link in the GRP
struttural chain, possibly requiring the use of mechanical
fasteners.

On the basis of the foregoing, it is possible to design and fabricate a
large GRP ship within the present state-of-the-art. However, the perfo~ance
of the very thick laminates required and the necessaqy joints and connections
have not been sufficiently proven in service or in the laboratory. Until
sufficient experience is gained in the performance of such laminates, the
over-all feasibility of a 500 foot GR.pcargo ship cannot be confirmed. ‘fhe
required data can come only from extensive laboratory testing supplemented
by service experience in craft sizes intermediate between the 100 foot range
now going into service and the ~00 foot ship contemplated.
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111.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The development of acceptable design c!riteriafor the hull structure of
a GRP cargo ship represents one of the most challenging and important
considerations in this study. These criteria are fundamental in developing
a technically feasible design, and require a thorough evaluation of the
empirical and theoretical conside?ations leading to the steel scantlings
presently required by regulatory bodies.
Design criteria have been developed for the primary hull girder structure
and seeondary midship strueture to the extent necessary to demonstrate
technical feasibility, including the following:
o

Hull girder seetion modulus at midships.

o

Primary hull strueture: decks, tank top, shell plating and
framing, longitudinal floors and girders, center vertical keel.

In general, the proposed criteria are based upon the conversion of
existing steel scantlings to GRP on the basis of relative strength or stiffness ratios, as applicable. Where such procedures are deficient, allowable
stresses and design loads are proposed to facilitate the required stress
analysis.
EXISTING CRITERIA
As a prelude to developing design criteria for a GRP cargo ship, a raview
was made of existing triteria and procedures for developing GRP struttures for
commercial and naval vessels. There are presently four regulatow bodies
with rules for the selection of materials, scantlings and quality assurance
procedures for GRP vessels up to approximately 130 feet in length, References
(27) through (3o). In addition the American Eureau of Shipping is currently
developing requirements for the design and construction of GRP yachts,
trawlers and workboats up to 120 feet in length. In general, the regulatory
body rules published to ckte have been based on the experience gained with
GRP yachts and fishin.gtrawlers over the past twenty years and as such cannot
be extrapolated to the design criteria for a S00 foot GRP cargo ship.
In its feasibility studies of GRP minesweepers, the U.S. Navy developed
design criteria for GRP vessels up to 189 feet in length, Reference (7).
However, the special operational requirements of a Navy combatant ship preclude
the direct application of the same design loads and safety factors to a
commercial GRP cargo ship.
PRoPCE3EDCRITERIA - MIDSHIP SECTION HULL
GIRDER SECTION MODULUS
The required section modulus of the hull girder at midships for steel
merchant vessels has traditionally been determined on the basis of balancing
the vessel statically on a trochoidal wave and equating the resultant wave
bending moment to an allowable stress. This stress, genarally around 8 tons
per square inch, was arrived at empirically, based upon the successful
performance of maqf previous designs. During the last decade, rapid growth
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in the size and number of super tankers and large bulk carriers has prompted
the regulato~ agenties to reconsider their requirements for hull girder
strength. This has been possible because of recent developments in the
science of oceanography and sea spectrum analysis, which have made it possible to predict life-eyele hull girder stress pa tkerns with acceptable
accuracy, and to relate these to the fatigue characteristics of the material.
The state-of-the-art in hull girder stress analysis has not yet
advanced to the point where a truly classical struttural design is possible.
At this time, the process of hull design is essentially one of working backwards, comparing proven, acceptable scantli~s with more sophisticated load
inputs and resulting moments and shears to determine the range of safety
factors which have provided satisfactory designs in the past.
Based upon the above limitations, it will be necessaxy to determine the
GHP hull section modulus on the basis of converting acceptable steel
scantlings, maintaining equivalent safety factors. In this process, the
followi~ factors apply:
o

Steel Hull SM - For this study, the baseline steel hull girder
section modulus will be based on the midship section of the
SS JAMES LYRES. The midship section scantli~s will not be updated to conform to 1971 ABS rules, since the as-built scantli~s
are assumed to substantially conform to present ABS requirements.
From these required scantlings an effective steel midship section
will be detemined by taking into account the allowance for corrosion.

o

Corrosion Allowance - Present data indicates that GRP laminates will
not experience any reduction in thickness when exposed to a marine
environment for twenty years or more. For the equivalent steel hull,
the corrosion anticipated by ABS can be derived from the allowance
which they permit for steel protec ted by an approved corrosion control
system, such as inorganic coatings. This allowance is 10 per cent
or 1/8 inch, whichever is less, for the exposed side shell and deck
plating. It is noted that the ABS equations for converting mild steel
to HTs steel consider corrosion allowances of .17 inch for tank
top, deep tank and double bottom girder plating, and .17 inch for
exposed shell and deck plating. Since these latter values are
deducted from the mild steel scantlings prior to conversion and
are then added back to the HTS, it is slightly conservative to
aPPIY the higher allowances in converting from MS to HTS. However,
where an allowance is being deducted from steel which will not be
added back to the GRP scantli~s, the 1/8 inch or 10 per cent
allowance is more appropriate. Therefore, in converting from
steel to GRP, an ‘Ieff
ective11steel midship section will be derived
by deducting 1/8 inch or 10 per cent from bottom and side shell
and exposed deck plate. A lesser allowance of 1/1~ inch will be
deducted from all other longitudinally effective structure.

o

Short-Term Static Loading - In considering short-term static loading,
it is desirable that the GRP and steel hulls have the same safety
factor when ex~eriencing the maximum combination of wave and still
water bending moments. For a constant hull girder bendi~ moment,
this can be expressed by the relationship in Equation (1):
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E@atiOn

(1): Hull S~Rp
x

=

+QQx

Hull S~teel

(effective)

1..0

kllere Fu is the short term tensile or compressive ultimate strength
of the laminate, whichever is less.

The factor of 1..’0is an additional margin of safety to account for
the following factors:
Loss in strength of GRF due to moisture absorption.
Variability in thickness.
Greater variability from assumed average mechanical properties
than with steel.
Loss of the inherent safety factor in steel comtruction
by plastic response following yielding of the material.

afforde<t

Unknown notch sensitivity and fracture toughness characteristics
relative to steel. This is of particular importance since most
struttural failures in steel vessels originate at an area of
stress concentration.
Greater loss in strength for relatively limited cyclic loading.
As shown in Figure 3, the ultimate strength retention at 103
cycles is only about 60 per cent of that of steel.
Grea.
ter tendency toward creep and stress rupture failure than
with steel.
Each factor or group of factors was assigned a coefficient approximately proportioml ‘loits adverse affect on the ultimate tensile
or compressive strength of the GRP lamimte, relative to steel,
as shown in Table 8. The coefficients for met strength reduction
and variability of physical properties and laminate thickness were
selected on the basis of indust~ averages, while the coefficients
for non-yielding characteristics, unknown notch sensitivity and
fracture toughness characteristics, etc., were based on engineering
judgment pending development of necessary data from tests.

_-—
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TABLE 8
SAFETY FACTOR COEFFICIENTS - GRP LAMINATES
Item

Coefficient

Wet strength reduction

1.10

Variability in material properties
or laminate thickness

1.2S

Non-yielding characteristics

1.10

Notch sensitivity and other factors

1.10

The factor of 1.60 is somewhat arbitra~ and mw t be based upon
conservative engineering judgment where valid quantitative data is
lacking. In subsequent studies, the sensitivity of vessel life
cycle cost to changes in tiis factor will be evaluated, thereby
providing insight into the potential economic wOrth of re~ear~h
needed to refine it.
o

Long-Term LaadiM - Long-term loading implies consideration of the
anticipated stress levels which the hull will experience throughout
its life, in conjunction with the low cycle fatigue strength of the
hull material. The relationship between steel and GRP is similar
to that developed for short-term static loading except for an
additional safety factor as shown in Fquation (2):
Q.ation

(2): Hull S~W
x—

=

Hull S~fiee~ (effective)

(5000

Fu

X1. mxl.

m

Where Fu and the 1.60 safety factor are as noted previously for
Fquation (1).
The additional 1.?0 factor of safety represents the ratio of areas
under the S-N curves of mi d steel and typical GRP laminates,
Figure 3, between 1 and 10i cycles. This range corresponds to the
anticipated maximum range of life cycle tensile or compressive
bending stresses.
o

Hull Gifier Mment of Inertia - It appears obvious that the hull
girder stiffness of a GRP cargo ship must be less than that of its
steel counterpart if it is to be economically feasible. Since
there is no regulatory body guidance as to the extent to which the
hull girder deflection can be increased over that of a steel ship,
it is proposed that initially no limitation be imposed in order
to determine what deflection will result when normal strength considerations govern the selection of scantlings. The resultant
deflection will be evaluated later.
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PROPOSED CRITERIA - PRIMARY HUTL STRUCTUFJi
In this section, criteria are proposed for converting ABS steel scantlings
to GRP for application to the design of the primary hull strueture of a GRP
cargo ship. In the event that the struetural configuration is not conducive
to a straightforward conversion of plate thickness or stiffener section
modulus, alternate design criteria based on design loads and safety factors
are presented. The following structural elements are considered:
0

Bottom Shell Plate and Framing

0

Side Shell Plate and Framing

0

Main Deck Plate and Framing

0

Upper Tween Deck Plate and Framing

0

Tank Top Plate and Framing

0

IruIerBottom Floor and Girder Plates

0

Other Hull Framing Members

In general, these criteria will establish minimum scantlings to resist combinations of primary and secondary stresses, local loads, ~.mpact,abrasion,
slamming, etc., with consideration given to vibration and buckling problems.
It will often be necessary to increase these minimum scantlings to suit hull
section modulus requirements.
Design Criteria for Plates
In general, the approach to converting steel plate thicknesses to
equivalent GRP thicknesses requires the derivation of an ![effective”steel
thickness by deducting all corrosion allowances, then increasing this thickness
by a function of the relative strength ratios, and adding back any required
allowances for abrasion or other factors.
The corrosion allowance to be deaucted from steel will depend upon its
anticipated exposure to salt water. An allowance of 1/8 inch or 10 per cent
of the thickness, whichever is less, is proposed for the hull envelope (deck,
side and bottom plate) with a 1/16 inch allowance for the internal plates.
If the @ner or regulatory bodies have added an additional margin for abrasion,
such as on the flat of bottom or on the bottom of the hold, this should also
be deducted.
ective!!thickness is to be modified is based
The factor by which the IIeff
upon the ratio of the ultimate tensile or compressive strengths of the
materials as in Fquation (1) previously. For plates loaded primarily in shear,
tension or compression, the full ratio should be used. However, for plates
which are loaded primarily in tertiary bending (bending between stiffeners due
to applied normal load) the square IWOt of this ratio should be used, since
the section modulus of an element of plate is a function of (thickness)2. For
plates subjected to a combination of tertiary bending and tension, compression
or shear, an average factor should be used.
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The allowance for abrasion to be added back to the resultant GRP
laminate thickness is somewhat arbitra~.
However, the previous discussions
Of GRF lamimte abrasion resistance indicates that GRP is not ~~ abra~iOn
resistant as metals. ‘rnus,for equal life, the steel allowance should be
multiplied by k, the wear rate of GRP laminates relative to steel. Sinee
there is presently no known quantitative data on the relative wear rates of
GRP laminates and steal, the approach to abrasion protection must be empirical
or based upon future testing.
Summarizing the foregoing discussion, the conversion of mild steel plate
thicknesses to GRP would be as shown in Equation (3):

Equation (3):

tGRp

=

6000

(t,teel - c1 - C2)

~

“n

(1.60) + k C2

Where:
tGRp

=

minimum requi~ed GRP thickness

‘steel

=

steel thickness required by AHS Rules without
correction for corrosion control or increases
for hull girder section modulus requirements

c,

=

corrosion allowance for mild steel

+

=

additional allowance for abrasion, if any

k=

wear rate of GRF relative to steel (to be determined)

short
Fu
n is an exponent
shear loads, n
combination of
recommended.

term tensile or compressive ziltimatestrength of GRP
based on type of loading. For axial and
= 1. For normal,loads, n = 1/2. For a
axial and normal loading, a value of 3/h is

Values of Cl, C7 and n are as shown in Table 9.
TABLE 9
COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING GRp PLATE TRICKNESS
Item

c1
—

c,

4

n

Minimum bottom thickness

I/811or lot

Side plate

l/81~or .Iot

Deck plate (exposed)

Determined primarily by hull girder SM requireMerits. Fquation (3) not applicable.

As required by Gwner
‘c

1
1

Tween deck plate

1/16!!

As required by Gwner

3/L

Tank top plate

1/16x!

As required by Gwner
or AEE

3/h

Floors and girders

l/16~~

o

1

A safety factor of 1.50 on the critical panel buckling strength is
recommended. The 1.~O safety factor is higher than the 1.0 factor used for
steel design, due to the variability in compressive modulus, laminate thickness, and wet strength. The panel buckling analysis can be based upon the
prima~ hull bending stress without considering the additional stress from
secondary bending of the plate-stiffener combination, since the latter is
generally quite small.
Design Criteria for Stiffeners
The design procedure for converting mild steel stiffener scantlings to
GRP consists of increasing the section modulus of the steel member by the
relative strength ratio noted previously for plates:
Fquation (h): S~w

=

SMSteel

x

~

x

1.0

u
Where Fu and the 1.:>0safety factor are as noted previously for
Fquation (1).
Corrosion allowances are technically applicable to the above equation,
but are neglected to provide an additional margin for member stiffness.
The additional weight resulting from this simplication is negligible.
Stiffeners should be checked for column buckling strength under the
effects of axial loads. It is suggested that the L/r ratio of the platestiffener combination be sufficiently low that the safety factor on column
buckling failure would be 2.0. lhis value is higher than the 1..7 safety
factor used for steel due to the factors noted above.
The deflection of GRP stiffeners and sandwich panels should be kept
within reasonable limits, to minimize secondary bending problems at supports
and to prevent damage to cargo stowed under decks and flats. However, it is
difficult to establish a specific deflection limitation, since this is a
somewhat arbitrary decision, with little technical justification. Until a
valid technical foundation for such a limitation can be developed, it is
proposed to limit the deflections of GRP stiffeners and sandwich panels to
three times that of the equivalent steel section. This corresponds to
approximately L/l20, where L is the maximum unsupported span. Deflection
limitations of this magnitude have proven satisfacto~ in designing small
GRP craft, where the analysis is based upon maximum beam or panel loading.

ALTERNATE DES IGN CRITFFL4
Where the structural configuration is not conducive to a straightforward conversion of plate thickness or stiffener section modulus, it is
proposed that the strueture be designed for the loads and safety factors
shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10
DESIGN LOADS AM2 SAFETY FACTORS - GRP HULL STRUCTURE
Safety Factors
Bending/Axial Buckling

Normal Head
or Load

Axial Load
(T.ns.or Compr.)

Bottom shell

Hydrostatic
head to
Main Deck

Long-f
1 bending
stress

L/lml

Side shell

Hydrostatic
head to
Main Deck

Long!l bending
stress

L/100

Main Deck

7.5 foot
hydrostatic
head

Long 11 bending
stress

L/l00

Upper Tween
Deck

hA.8#/Ft2
per foot of
deck height

Long f1 bending
stress

Tank Top Cond. 1

Hydrostatic
head 31-0”
above Main
Deck

None

Tank Top Cond. ?

4.4.
8#/Ft2
per foot of
deck height

Long !1 bending
stress

L/l00

Floors &
Girders

Hydrostatic
head to
Main Deck

Longt1 bending
stress

L/l00

Item

2.0 on
coltmm
strength
buckling
for transverse stmct. ,
5.0 for
1.5 on
longitudinal
panel
Stmct.
buckling

Deflection

5.0 or.Ult.

L/l00

L/l00

In general the safety factors and deflection limitations proposed in
Table 10 correspond to those previously developed for plate panel; and
stiffeners. With the 1.60 factor applied to GRP for the iternsnoted previously, these safety factors are equivalent to a design stress of 8.0 and
9.0 tom per square inch for longitudinal and transverse steel structure
respectively.
The safety factors proposed in Table 10 are somewhat higher than the
factor of 4.0 applied to the primary hull strueture of prssent GRP displacement craft such as yachts, trawlers and minesweepers. This reflects greater
concern for the sffects of fatigue and higher hull girder loading on large
ships.
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Iv.

DESIGN OF GRP CARGC SHIP

In this phase of the study, a hypothetical GRP cargo ship is developed
which is essentially identical to the SS JAMES LYKES. This includes the
following tasks:
0

Selection of principal dimensions.

0

Design of GRP midship section.

0

Determimtion

0

Estimated light ship weight.

0

Determiua.tionof trim ad

of hull girder deflection.

stability.

SELECTION OF PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
The principal dimensions of the GHP cargo ship will be identical to those
of the SS JAWFS LYKES, as delineated in Table 1. The GRP cargo ship is
assumed to be identical in full load displacement, with the reduction in light
ship weight used to increase the cargo deadweight, and thus the earning
capacity. The anticipated increase in available cargo deadweight is 1h~7 tO~
or 17 per cent, which means that the existing cargo hold dimensions would be
unsatisfacto~ for all but weight-critical cargoes. For a new design, the
hold volume could be increased accordingly. However, for this study, the
volume of the cargo holds for the steel and GRP ships will be kept identical
to permit direct comparison, although the cargo stowage factor will be higher
for the GRP vessel.
All hull dimensions and form coefficients of the two ships are to be
identical, so that speed-power relationships at full load displacement are
similar. This means that the power plants of the two ships will be identical,
thereby eliminating costs associated with the machinery system as variables.
It is recognized that this approach, although satisfactory for a
feasibility study, will not necessarily result in an optimum GRP hull. A
preliminary design study to develop an optimum GRP cargo ship with the same
full load displacement and cargo stowage factor as the SS JAMFS LYKES could
result in a vessel whose hull dimensiom and form characteristics are
different, which would preclude direct comparison. ‘he reduction in hull
weight without a corresponding reduction in the machine~ and outfit weights
will result in greater trim in some loading conditions. However, these
refinements can easily be incorporated in the design if desired, but should
be excluded from this feasibility study so that direct basis is maintained
for comparing the two designs.
DESIGN OF GRP MIDSHIP SECTION
Struetural Configuration. The basic configuration of the GRP midship
seetion shown in Figure 5 is dimensionally similar to the steel ship, Figure
2. It is proposed to use single skin and frames construction for the shell
and double bottom, with samiwich panel construction for the decks. The
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reason for this choice is primarily economic. For the shell, it would
aPPear that sandwich construction would be verv expensive due to curvature
and the need for vacuum bag molding to achieve-sat~sfactory core bond
strength and laminate properties.
For the decks, where deflections are critical, the use of single skin
and frames con4tmc tion would require transverse beams with depths in excess
of the present steel beams. Since reduced headroom is undesirable, the best
method of achieving required stiffness appears to be sam.iwichconstruetion.
Since these decks are relatively flat, layup with vacuum pressure or other
forms of pressure would be less expensive than on the shell.
‘he hatchside girders and pillars are to be steel, since stiffness
requirements praclude the economic use of GRP. These girders must be discontinuous at bulkheads so that they do not act in conjunction with the hull
in resisting longitudinal bendi~ loads, which would overstress them.
The double bottom is to be of corrugated single skin construction, both
to provide a structurally rigid bottom grillage and to limit shell and inner
bottom panel widths. Altern!itively,filament-wound box girders could be used.
It is recognized that the question of hull configuration requires far
greater investigation before the foregoing assumption+ can be fully justified.
For this particular study, however, these assumptions can be accepted, since
longitudinal strength considerations dictate much of the laminate thickness,
and the cost of providing this large mass of material overshadows the potential
cost differential which would be achieved by further optimization of the
midship strmctu.ralconfiguration. It is sufficient to state at this time that
the most economical method of constriction consistent with strength and stiffness requirements will be used in subsequent design studies of GRP cargo vessels.
Laminate Configurations. This study is based upon a composite lamimte
unidirectional rovings and woven roving as proposed in Section 11, which
aPPears tO have a PrOPer balance between warp and fill strength for this
application.

of

TWO alternative laminate configurations have been given consideration.
The first alternstive utilized woven roving lamins te throughout the hull.
A second alternative midship section was developed utilizing ‘thecomposite
reinforced lamimte in highly stressed deck and bottom areas and the all
woven roving reinforced laminate in the area near the neutral axis. However,
pm limina.ryanalysis indicated that the area in which the all woven roving
reinforced laminate could be used would be too small to warrant its use,
Therefore this concept was dropped from further consideration.
Composite Reinforced Laminate Midship Section. Scantlings for the uni directional/woven roving Iaminste composite midship SeCtion aT.e~hOwn in
Figure 5 based upon the following development:
o

Initially, the scantlings of those struttural components whose
configurations corresponded to the equivalent steel section are
detezmined on the basis of direct conversion from steel to GRP
using the equations given in Section III. Minimum GRP scantlings
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for the bottom, bilge, side shell and”tank top plating, sheer
strake and flat plate keel are determined in this marmer.
o

The scantlings thus developed are checked to ascertain whether they
satisfy the compressive buckling criteria for GRP given in Section
III.

o

For those GRP components whose configurations are substantially
different from the equivalent steel components, scantlings are
developed based on the criteria shown in Table 10. The corrugated
irmer bottom strutture, upper tween deck and main deck are designed
in this manner.

o

Scantlings of the deck and bottom structure are increased as needed
to satisfy the long term hull girder section modulus requirements
of Section 111.

The transverse hold and tween deck frames maintain the 30 inch spacing of
the steel ship and are designed by direct conversion of plate-stiffener
section moduli from steel to GRP. Hat sections are used with an effective
GRP plating width of 30 inches.

All Woven Roving Midship Section. The GRP midship section utilizing
all woven roving is quite similar in configuration to that for the composite
GRP laminste, Figure 5. However, the scantlings would be substantially
heavier, since the coppressive ultimate strength of woven roving is only
about one-third that of the composite lsminate.

Evaluation. Table 11 summarizes the strength, stiffness and weight
characteristics of the steel and GRP midship sections. As indicated therein,
the weight savi~ per foot of the composite laminate hull relative to the
steel ship is approximately 43 per cent with the inclusion of steel hatch
side girders, while the woven roving section weighs slightly more than the
steel section. The EI ratio of the GRP composite and woven roting section
to steel is only 20 and 3A per cent of that of the steel ship, respectively,
resulting in hull girder deflections being increased substantially. The
question of excessive hull girder deflections will be discussed in greater
detail later. It is noted that the section moduli to the keel shown in
Table 11 for the GHF hulls are slightly greater than the required value,
reflecting the effects of the panel buckling requirements on single skin
laminates.
Eased upon the foregoing evaluation, it is cODCluded that the woven
roving GRP section will not provide the hull weight saving relative to steel
which is required to justify its higher cost. For this reason, no further
consideration will be given to the all-woven roving GRP hull.
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TABLE 11
COWPARISON OF STEZL AND GRP I.CU!SHIP
SECTIONS
GR.P

Steel
Figure 2

Item
Weight peF foot(a), tom

5.08

Weight/foot relative to steel

All Woven Roving
Laminate

Woven Roving Unidirectioml Composite
Laminate - Figure 5

t.le(b)

3.33(b)

1.03

0.57

Section Modulus (Deck) in2ft

31,755(’)

198,986

68,575

Section Modulus (Bottom) in2ft

A2,091 (c)

208,191

8L,7214

Moment of inertia, in2ft2
~1

,

in2ft2

752,584(C)
22.58 X 1012

EI, relative to steel

(a)
(b)
(c)

2.16

5.27

Minimum SM relative to steel

~,230,~~0
7.!51x 1012

J,575,8~11
4.57 x 10’2

o.31J

0.20

Includes transverse strutture.
Includes steel hatchside girder.
Based on !!
effective’!thichesses, after deduction of
appropriate corrosion allowances.

HUIL GIRDER DEFLECTION
With a modulus of elasticity only one-tenth to one-twentieth that of
steel, one of the major problems of GRP construetion is excessive hull girder
deflection. As shoin in Table 11, the deflection of the GRP hulls construeted
of unidirec tioml/woven roving composite laminate is 5 times that of the
equivalent steel ship. The findings of the aluminum bulk carrier study,
Reference (25), indicate that hull girder deflections of up to 1.5 times that
of steel are acceptable and should cause no problems in the areas of shafting,
piping or other system IIIUS,hatch cover tightness, hull response to seainduced loads, or hull vibratiom.
A detailed discussion of these factors can
be found in Reference (25). Without further studyj it appears reasenable to
extrapolate the conclusion of Reference (25) to a factor of 2. However, the
much larger defleetions of the GRP hulls cannot be accepted without a major
investigation, which is beyond the scope of the present study. Because of the
large deflection noted, there does not appear to be a~ justification for
refining the conservative design criteria proposed in order to reduce
scant,lings,since this would result in still further increases in hull girder
deflection.
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The problem of GHP hull girder deflection involves two factors: reducing
deflections as much as possible, and desigting the ship and its systernto
accept larger deflections than those now generally accepted.

For a nsw design, hull girder deflections can be limited by judicious
selection of hull form, scantlings, cargo and light ship weight distribution,
and ballast arrangement. Reduction in the still water bending stresses will
minimize the effects of hull girder deflections on full load draft. lkcessive still water deflection can limit cargo carryi~ capacity both for freeboard requirements and for limiting drafts requirements entering harbors or
crossing sandbars, thus adversely affecting the economic PO tential of the
GRP vessel.
Areas which should be considered in selecting the characteristics of a
new GRP cargo ship design to reduce deflection include the following:
o

Increasing the depth and beam while reducing hull length. The
maximum practical extent to which such changes could be made
would be based upon speed-power considerations and stability.

o

Adding high modulus unidirec tiona,lGRP material to the hull girder
deck and bottom, to increase hull stiffness.

o

Careful revisw of arrangements to achieve a weight distribution
mird.mizinghull girder bending moments in all operating conditions.

These factors were not applied to this study in designing the GRP
equivalent to the SS JAMES LYkZS, since changes to hull dimensions, arrangements or an arbitra~ increase in hull girder inertia would prevent a direct
comparison with the steel ship. However, a new design would surely recognize
these factors.
Despite the best efforts of the designer to minimize hull girder deflection by the methods noted previously, it can be assumed that the deflections
of a GRP cargo ship will be higher than those of steel ships of similar size.
These larger deflections must be accepted, since further increases in stiffness will have an unacceptable effect on the economics of the GRP ship. Among
the key factors to be considered are the following:
o

Propulsion shafting. Ihe machinery should be as far aft as possible
to minimize shaft deflections and bearing reactions, though this
may result in undesirable weight distributions.

o

bm modulus piping such as GF@ or PVC should be used wherever
possible, as noted in Section II. Where long longitudinal mms of
steel or copper-nickel piping are required, expansion loops should
be provided.

o

Hull girder frequency spectra should be carefully compared to
propulsion systernRPM and propeller characteristics to avoid
undesirable resonantes.

o

Hatch cover gasketing and dogging systernsmust acconunoda
te grsater
relative deflections yet maintain tightness.
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LIGHT SHIP wEIGHT ESTIMATE
The light ship weight estimate for the steel ship is shown in Table 12,
based upon data from the building yards. These weights are applicable to the
steel vessel as built with an assumed life of 20 years.

TABLE 12
LIGHT SHIP WEIGHT ESTiltATE- STEEL COBSTRUCTION
IJeight
Long Tons

VCG
Feet

Vert. Momt.,
Ft. Tons

LCG
Feet

Long!l Momt.,
Ft. Tons

Steel

3,394

2~.3h

89,398

10.9 A

36,885 A

Equipment and Cutfit

1,610

41.93

67,5o8

16.6 A

2!6,726 A

Q

19,025

101.3 A

79,206 A

775,932

24.7 A

1)4?,817A

78?

Mschinev
Light Ship

5,786

30.)41

Light ship weight estimates for the GHF hull are obtained by applying
appropriate cOnverSiOn faCtOi% b the steel ship weight estimate. The vertical
and longitudinal centers of gravity are assumed to be identical to the steel
ship. Coefficients for converting the hull structure and the equipment and
outfit weights of the steel ship for an equivalent GRP ship are shown in
Tables 13 and lb. The total machinery weight for the GRP hull is assumed to
be the same as that of the steel ship. Light ship weights for the GRP
equivalent to the SS JAMES LYKES are summarized in Table 15.
It should be noted that the conversion factors in Tables 13 and IL reflect
engineering judgment based on previous studies and assumptions as to the percentage of items included in the original group weight breakdown which would
be affected by the conversion between steel and GRP. An additional 5 per cent
of the total hull structural weight was added for the GRP hulls as an approximation of the weight of bonding angles and overlaps.
A review of Tables 12 and Is indicate that the light ship weight of the
composite laminate GRP cargo ship will be about 0.75 times that of an equivalent
steel ship. The vertical center of gravity of the GRP ship is more than a foot
higher than that of the steel ship. This restits from the weight savi~s in
the hull structure being of a lower center of gravity than that of the ship as
a whole. A higher VCG for GHP ships can be expected as long as the large
reduction in hull structural weight is not matched by a corresponding reduction
in the weight of equipment and outfit.
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TABLE 13
WEIGRT REDUCTION COEFFICIENTS - HULL STRUCTURE
bJeight,(a)
Steel
(Long Tomj

Item
Shell Plating

Framing

795.3

5b3 .3

Forging & Gastings
Decks (Plating & Beams)

52.5
712.6

Sub-Division

Weight
Steel
(Long Tons)

Reduction
Coefficients
for GRP

IKdbody 60%

h77.8

o.57(b)

Ends

318.5

0.50

Midbody 60%

3?.’.n

0.57 (b)

Ends

?17.3

0.50

52.5

0.50

Lo%

Lo%

All

Ifidbody70%

lJ98.8

o.5’7@)

Ends

213.8

0.50

30%

Bulkheads & Trunks

3d.8

All

3:0.8

0.00

Pillars & Girders

154.1

All

15A.
?

1.00

63.2

All

63.2

1.00

Superstrueture

380.6

All

380.6

0.50

Miscellaneous

2?6.h

All

226.11

0.75

Foundations

(a)

steel weights obtained from shipyard weight estimates.

(b)

Reduction coefficients equal to the respective ~tios
of the weight per foot of the GRP midship sections
to that of steel (Table 11).
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TABLE 1h
WEIGHT REDUCTION COEFFICIENTS - OUTFIT
Weight(a)
Steel Ship
(Long Tons)

Item

Reduction
Coefficients
for GRP

Strutt. Steel in Outfit

377.8

1.00

Hull Attachments

141.5

1.00

Lights, Doors, Hatches

15.3

0.60

Carpenter Work & Decking

93.L

1.00

Joiner Work

120.8

1.00

Deck Outfit

176.4

.25 for Paint
1.00 for Other Items

Stewards Outfit

12.0

1.00

Hull Engineering

?69.L

1.00

Piping

153.6

0.70

~SC.

249.9

1.00

Machy.

(a) Weights for steel ship obtained from shipyard weight estimates

TABLE 15
LIGHT SHIP WRIGHT E13T~TE

Weight
Long Tons

- COMPOSITE GRP CONSTRUCTION

VCG
~

Vertical
Moment
Ft. Tons

LCG
—
Feet

Longitudinal
Moment
Ft. Tons

Hull S trueture

2,034

25.74

52,364

10.5 A

21,)JOOA

Outfit

I ,52.4

1+3.20

65,8?1

16.1 A

?L,592 A

Machinery

— 782

.2L.3L

19,026

101.3 A

79,206 A

L,339

31.62

28.9 A

125, ?98 A

Light Ship

137,201
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TRIM ANI STABILITY
A check of stability and trim was made for the full load departu~ and
half load, half consumables conditions, The results of these studies ars
shown in Tables 16 and 17, which are based upon the assumption that the reduction in light ship is available for additional cargo.
In the full load condition the stability of the GRP ship is slightly
better than that of the steel ship, since the VCG of the added cargo is lower
than the VCG of the reduction in structural weight. Trim by the bow has
increased appreciably, but this could be corrected in a new design by proper
placement of tanks.
In the half cargo, half consumables condition, the stability is also
impmved, as is the trim.
In summary, the use of (223P
in lieu of steel for the hull strutture of a
cargo vessel will not degrade stability or create trim problems in a~ normal
loading condition. In extremely light conditions, the quantity of ballast
required to su.i
t stability requirements will be greater than for the steel
ship, but to total displacement will be less.
TABLE 16
TRi34AND STABILITY - FULL LoAE DEPARTURE CONDITION

SteelShip
Wf
—
LightShip
Crew& liisc
DWT
fiel
m
Cargo
Displacement
Draftat LCF

vCG
——

LCG

5,786 ?Q.J1I

211.71
A

52

b5.17r

51.51 A

2,000

7.22,

2L.53’L

226

2U.081
21.J9,

8,500

16,56.4 22.9Lf

w~

GRP Ship
VCG
.

h,339 31.621

LCG
—
28.9,A

~5.17r

51.5,A

2,000

7.22,

2iL.
$3, A

71.6?u A

226

20.081

71.61~ A

10.301 F

9,9b7

7.1Ar A

16,56L

52

21.119, 10.30I F
22.L8,

29T-1-3/ktl

29,-1-3/lJ11

m
KG
GM
Fs
GMcm-r
G%egd
Ik-g,n

28.301
22.9bl
5.36,
O.hl,
11.95r
1.00,
3.95!

28.30I
22.U3,
5.82I
O.lkl
t

LCB
LCG
LTR
ml “
Trim
Oraft Fhd
DraftAft

7.739.4
7.hhnA
.297F
1,388Ft.Tons
3-1/211
by I?aw
29t-3-3/btt
291-O-l/bII

7.73’A
5.1181
A
2.25,F
1,380Ft.Tom
26.7/811
by BOW
m ‘-L-l/L”
28*-I-3/8,,

5.L1f
1.00$
L.
Ill,

5.k31A

——
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TABLF 17
TRIM Am

STABILITY - 1/2 CONSOMABIES, 1/2 CARGO
Steel Ship

Light Ship

VCG,Ft.

5,7(36

30.bl t

2)+.7!A

IL5.31‘
1,000
113

Crew & Stores
Fuel
Fw
Cargo
SW Ballast(a)

Displacement

Draft at LCF
m
KG
GM

GRP Ship

WT
L. Tons

213

11,409

LCG,Ft.

WT
L. Tons

VCG,Ft .

LCG,Ft .

L,339

31.621

28.9~ A

51.811 A

L7

115.31‘

51.8! A

3.901

26.151 A

1,000

3.901

26.15T A

20.01!

70.7.!+T
A

113

20..01
!

70.7h1 A

21.)49!

10.31 F

4,974

21.491

10.3! F

191.~! F

213

17.81

2L.lial

8.321 A

10,686

77.8~

23.97’

191,&i

6.55~ A

21!_31!

F%orrection
G~orrected
G%equired
Margin

27.8~ t
2L.L81
3.33’
0.591
2.7Lf
2.05!
o.69~

LCB
LCG
LVR
MTl l!
Trim
Draft Fwd
Draft Aft

b.76r A
8.32! A
3.56! A
1;06S Ft. Tons
37-1/2” by Stern
191_7-.l/2l,
~pt-qll

(a) B2.llas
t added in clean ballast tank for trim only

F

28.031
23.97’
11.06’
0.631
3.b3’
2.38!
1 .05!
lJ.iJ5t A

6.55’I A
2.101 A
1,059 Ft. Tons
21-1/811by Stern
19 F-1-3/L’!
20,-lo_7/811
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V.

COST STUDIES

OBJECTIVES
The objective of these studies was to compare the life cycle costs of
an existing steel cargo ship with a GRP ship of the same over-all dimensions
to determine if the higher first cost of the GRP ship can be justified on
the basis of long term economics, including extended ship life.
CoBsTRUCTION C(2sTESTIMATES
The initial investment cost of the unidirectiona.1/wovenroving composite
GRP hull was obtained by first estimating the initial cost of the SS JAMES
LYRES for construction in a United States shipyard in 1970. Subsequently
the cost of the steel cargo ship was divided into components which were
adjusted to reflect an equivalent construetion cost for the GRP ship. All
costs were initially determined on the basis of a five ship procurement and
a vessel life of 20 years. Subsequently, the cost estimates were modified to
reflect procurements of one and ten ships and a vessel life of 30 years.
Cost Estimate of Steel Cargo Ship. The cost of the steel ship at 1970
price levels was based on the total 1957 construction cost (low bid price
plus cost adjustments) for each of five ships, Reference (31), upgraded to 1970
price levels by means of the Index of Estimated Shipbuilding Costs in the United
States, Reference (31) . Comparisons
with other estimating procedures led to
the conclusion that a valid 1970 level price for a steel ship similar to the
SS JAMES LYKIS would be approximately $13,500,000. The construetion cost
breakdown shciwnin Table 18 was computed using relative cost ratios for hull,
machinery and outfit developed from the shipyard !s Construetion Progress and/
or Payment Report (CPPR) and an assumed profit margin of 10 per cent. General
costs, including engineering, are contained in the hull, machine~ and outfit
costs.
TABLE 18
EsTIMATED COST(abF STEEL CARGO SHIP

Hull Strueture

$ 2,790,000

Outfit

6,200,000

Ms.chinezy
Subtotal
Profit (10%)
Total Construction Cost Per
Ship

3,290,000
$12,280,000
1,220,000
$13,500,000

(a) Cost is for each ship of a ~-ship procurement

To estimate accurately the effects of GRI’on the construction costg of
the vessel, the cost gro,apsshown in Table 18 were divided into approximately
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75 subgroups by means of the shipyard!s Construction Progress and/or Payment
Report (CPPR). The CPPR ditides the total contract price of ths ship into
10,000 points and assigns these points to various components of the ship
or the shipbuilding process in proportion to the component !s assumed cost.
By dividing the total CPPR points into the dollar price of the steel ship
(exclusi~e of profit) from Table 18, an average dollar value per point was
derived. Knowing the average cost per point, the individual costs of the
subgroups wera computed.

Cost Per Foot of GRP Midship Section. Tne cost criteria used to estimate
the cost per foot of the composite GRT midship section structure are as follows:
0

Costs were estimated for each ship of a five ship procurement.

0

Total glass content for the composite laminate is ~~ per cent by
weight. The glass weight per square yad is 2L ounce for woven
roving, 18 ounce for unidirectional material. Tnus, woven roving
comprises 60 per cent of total glass content, unidirectioml
material JO per cent.

0

Core msterial was assumed to be 2 Lb/Ft3 polyurethane foam since
it is non-struetural.

0

1970 level material costs were assumed as follows:
Steel

$ 0.09/lb

Woven roving reinforcement

O.50/lb

Undirectional reinforcement

0.62/lb

Polyester resin (general purpose)

0. 20/lb

POlyurethane fosm

1.50/lb

A 10 per cent margin was added to the total material cost for scrap.
0

Since precise information concern.inglabor productivity is not
it was decided to assume a range of three ?ralues,which may be
of as pessimistic, average and optimistic: 1S lb/MII,30 lb/MH
45 lb/MH, respectively, for a five ship procurement. The wage
was assumed to be $3.00 per hour.

known,
thought
and
rate

0

Overhead was assumed to be 150 per cent of direct labor cost.

0

An allowance of 1~ per cent was added to the material, labor and
overhead costs to amortize non-recurrent facility modifications.

0

Profit was assumed to be 10 per cent of material, labor and overhead.

0

The tooling cost per pound was obtained by dividing the tooling
costs discussed later, and shown in Table 22 for each ship of a five
ship procurement, by the total hull struetare weight from Table 13.
Knowing tie tooling cost per powxl and the weight per foot of the
midship section, Table 11, the tooling cost per foot was detennined.
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‘1’be
cost per foot of the midship section is based on its estimated weigh:
per foot given in Table 11. A summary of the results appears in Table
19 and includes figures for selling price per foot and selling price per
pound, both with and without the cost of tooling.
Tooling costs. In order to approximate tooling costs, the proposed
molding arrangement shown in Figure h was used. Total tooling costs for
each ship are comprised of the initial cogt of construeting the molds divided
by the number of hulls laid up, plus recurring labor cozts associated with
setting up and dismantling the molds for each ship.
Cost of Hull Fbld. The hull mold was assumed to be construeted of mild
steel plate of light scantlings (3/8 inch - 1/2 inch) supported by trusswork.
The weight of the strueture was assumed to be about equal to the combined
steel weight of the shell, framing ami end forgings of the SS JAMEs LYK&S, or
1390 long tom. The cost per pound of mold was assumed to be $C.6o, including
materials, labor, overhead and profit. ‘his resulted in a direct cost of the
hull mold of $1,870,000. An additioml $L30,000 has been added for site
preparation in way of the mold, resulting in a total hull tooling cost of
$2,300,000, including profit, which would be distributed among the total
number of ships fabricated.
Cost of Deck Molds. The average deck area of the main and upper tween
decks is 17,.!J30
square feet. Since the smallest hatch opening is 25 x 18
feet, the maximum allowable size for the deck mold sections cannot exceed
these dimensions to permit passing them up through the hatches to lay up the
next higher deck. lkis means an average of LO such sections would be needed
to lay up one deck. It is assumed that each section is of steel, weighs
20 pounds per square foot, ami aosts$C.30/lb. This results in a total coat
for LO sections of $108,000, which would also be divided among the total
number of ships built. Additional framework supports will increase the deck
tooling cost to about $1S0,000, including profit.
Labor Costs - Hull Mold. The total cost of moving and unbolting the mold
for each hull was assumed to be 1000 manhour~ at $12/Hr., including labor,
overhead and profit, or $12,000 for each ship.
Labor Costs - Deck Molds. It was assumed that 30 manhours at $12/Hr.
would be required to im tall and remove each form from each of the decks.
lhis results in a labor cost of $30,000 per ship.
Staffolding. Erection and dismantling of scaffoldingwithin the mold was
assumed to require 2000 manhours at $12/Hr., or $2~, oo0 -fOy each Ship.
A 10 per cent margin was added to the costs given above to cover contingencies and the deckhouse tooling. The foregoing analysis resulted in a
fixed tooling cost of $2,700,000,which is eqwlly distributed amo~ the total
number of ships comtructed, plus $72,600 per ship in direct labor.
General Costs. General costs include expenditures for such items as
plans and engineering,mold lofting, staging and erection, checking and
expediting, cleaning, launching and trials. The costs were computed by taking
the point values of items for steel from the CPPR, times a ~o~t coefficient
fOr Gm construction, times the average dollar value per point. The resultant
contribution to the contract price was assumed constant for each ship in a
given flight. The cost figure was adjusted for flights of 1, 5 and 10 ships.
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For each of five GRP ~hips the general costs were determined to be $1,121,200,
without profit.
Hull Strutture Costs for Each of Five GRP ~ips.
Tne cost of shell plating
and fTsming, innerbottom strueture, bulkheads, sts.mchions,decks, bow and
stern assemblies, and superstructuredecks and bulkheads were calculated by
taking the hull strueture weight, Table 13, minus the weight of foundations,
times the cost per pound of the midship strueture (without tooling and profit)
for pessimistic, average and optimistic labor production rates, Table 19. The
cost of additionsl hull stnc ture items were obtained by upgrading the corresponding steel costs as folluws:
o

Foundation and ladders were assumed to be primarily of steel
construction. The cost of these items was assumed to be 1.25 times
the comparable steel cost, or $227,zo0. This differential accounts
for the greater difficul~ of installation.

o

Costs for materials and fabrication of steel masts, king posts and
booms for the GRP ship were assumed to equal the comparable costs
for the steel ship, or $127,700 and $86,000, respectively. Mast
erection was assuned to be twice that of steel, or $S4,000.
TABLE 19
ESTIMATRE CG!3TS
‘ahF GRP MIDSHIP SECTION STRUCTORE
Pes8imis
tic
Fate

Material
Labor

Average
l%te

Optimistic
Rate

$3,135

$3,135

$3,135

1,h92

7h6

L97

Cverhead

~

lJvQ

~

Subtotal

$6,865

$5,000

$b,378

1,030

750

657

667

500

1138

970

970

FacilityAmortization
1~%
Profit1O%
Tooling

a

SellingPriceper Foot (with
Tooling)

$9,552

$7,220

$5,443

SellingPriceper Foot (without
Tooling)

U

$@5Q

w

SellingPriceper Pound (with
Tooling)

$1.28

$0.97

$0.86

SellingPriceper Pound (without
Tooling)

$1.15

$0.8L

$0.73

Costper Pound (withoutTooling
or Profit)

$1.06

$0.77

$0.68

(a)Costsare for each of a five ship procurement.
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Hull testing was assumed to be 1.25 times the steel cost, or $62,900,

The steel costs wers obtained fram the CPPR for each ship of a five ship procurement. A summaqy of the”hull st?mcture “COS
ts is,shown in Table 20.

TABLE 20
RULL sTRUCTURE CQSTS F(I?EACH OF FIVE GET SHIPS
Pessimistic
Rate
Foundations and Ladders

$

227,2oo

Average
Rate
$

227,200

Cpti#itic

$

227,2oo

I@!ts, King Post and Booms
Materials (Steel)

127,700

127,700

127,700

Fabrication

86,000

86,000

86,000

Erection

511,000

514,000

!2i,ooo

Hull Testimg

62,930

,62,no

62,900

Subtotal
GRP Strutture
Total Cost (Without Profit)

$

557,800

$

557,800

$

557,800

L,672,300

3,394,100

2,997,LO0

$5,230,100

$3,951,900

$3,555,2oo

CUtfit and Equipment Cosfisfor Each of Five GRP Ships. It was assumed that,
except for the adjustmentswhich will be mentioned directly, the costs for outfit
and equipment would be equal for materials acd 1.25 times the labor cost for
the steel ship. Again the costs for the steel ship were based on the assigned
points from the CPPR times the average dollar value per point for outfit and
equipment. An additional $~0,000 was added for extra fire fighting equipment
and two-thirds of the initial cost of painting the steel ship, or $217,800
was deducted. This gave a total Gutfit and Fquipment Cost of $6,293,500,
without profit, for comtnction of five identical hulls.
Machinery Costs for Each of Five GRP Ships. As noted previously, the power
plant of the GRP ship was assumed to be idential to that for the steel ship.
The cost of the machinery for the GRP ship was assumed to be $500,000 greater
than the corresponding steel ship cost, to account for grsater installation
costs. Accordingly, the total GRP machinery cost wag $3,790,000 excluding
profit.
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Variable Levels of Procurement. In addition to obtaining the acquisition
costs for each of five steel and GRP ships, the costs of building a single
ship and each of a ten ship procurementwere determined. This was accomplished by adjusting the estimated cost of hull structure, outfit and machinery
by 1.18 and 0.92 for one and ten ships respectively. These multiple ship COSt
coefficientswere obtained by averaging the values given in References (32)
and (33). The costs of tooling and the non-recurringcomponents of general
costs were redistributedfor one and ten ships.
Total ConstructionCost Estimates. The range of estimated construction
costs for steel and GRP cargo ships in flights of 1, S and 10 ships and a ship
life of twenty years is shown in Tables 21 and 22, respectively,and graphically
in Figure 6. No margin for contingencies or risk has been added to the cost
~f the GRP ship, though these would undoubtedly affect the procurement costs
for the first group of large GRP hulls, as discussed later.

TABLE 21
COBSTRUCTIONCCl!3T
ESTIMATE SOMYARY
STEEL CARGO VESSEL - 20 YEAR LIFE

Hull Strueture

L2?.?2P

5 Ships

$ 3,297,000

$ 2,790,000

10 Ships
$ 2,567,mvT

Outfit

7,316,000

6,Xln,Ocr!

5,7cl.!l,oo~

l!-achine~

3,88?,qoo

3,290,000

3,027,000

$1L,.490,000

$12,280,00n

$1I,298,0no

1,220,000

1,130,000

$13,500,000

$17,&28,000

Subtotal
Profit (10%)

1,.4119,000
Total

$15,939,000

Figure 6 indicates that for the procurement of five or ten GRF hulls,

the cost differential between a GRF and steel cargo vessel will vary from 2.8
to 5.2 million dollars, depending upon the assumed labor productivity in
fabdicating the GRP hull. For a single ship procurement the cost differential
xill vary from 6.8 to 9.0 million dollars.
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TABLE 22
—
CON3TRUCTION C(2STESTIMATE SUMILLRY- GRP CARGO VESSEL
!_.w!2

5 Ships

10 Ships

$6,171,500

$5,230,100
6,293,<00

$ ~,811,7r)0

PessimisticRate
Hull Strueture(a)
Outfit

7,~2~,300

l!achinery(b)
General

h,h72,200
2,0311,800

5,790,000

3,793,000

3,h8~ ,800

1,121,200

1,007,000

$1~,L34,800

$15,095,500

2,010,500
2,772,6oo

1 ,6h3,500
612,600

1,509,600

$?L,887,900

$18,690,900

$16,9&7,700

Hull Strutture(a)
outfit

$ L,663,200
7,4?6,300

$ 3,951,900

$ 3,635,700

6,293,500

5,790,000

Machine
General

h,h72,200
2,034,800
$18,596,500

3,790,000

3,1@6,@Oo

1,121,200

1,007,000

$15,156,600

$13,919,500

1,859,700

1,515,700

1,392,000

2,772,6oo
$?3,228,800

617,600
$17,281L,900

$15,65L,1oo

$ h,195,100
7,,!+25,300

$3,555,200
6,293,500

$ 3,270,8f10

Subtotal
Profit (10%)
Tooling
TOTAL

$20,10L,800

3L2,600

Average Rate

Subtotal
Profit (10%)
Tooli~
TOTAL

3.42,600

Cytimistic Rate
HflI st~.t~r. (a)
Chtfit
Machinegr(b)
General

3,790,000

3,h86,800

1,l?l ,200

1,007,000

$18,128,Lo0
1,81?,800
?,772,600

$14,759,900

$13,55Lj600

1,476,000

1,355,500

,612,500

3h2,600

$22,713,800

$16,8118,500

$15,252,700

h,b72,200
2,031J,800

Subtotal
Profit (10%)
Tooling
TOTAL

5,79Q,000

(a)
,. ComPosite anidirectioml/woTen roving laminate used throughout.
(b)~chinev plant of GRP vessel identical to steel ship.

—
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The question of contingencies was addressed earlier and requires further
consideration. Within the constraints of this study, which relate to construction of GRP cargo ships in the immediate future, it can be assumed that
the response of the shipbuilding industry will be somewhat pessimistic, since
this proposal represents a major departure from conventional shipyard practices,
and would involve retraining, introduction of new skills, modifications to
physical facilities and a significant learning effort on the part of labor,
engineering and management. Unless there is a significant incentive associated
with the GRP cargo ship program, either financial or in terms of future work,
few if any major U.S. shipyards may be interested. Thus, it must be assumed
that the procurement costs of the first flight of GRP cargo ships will be
higher than shown in Figure ~, because of contingencies and risk being incorporated in the bid. The size of this factor is difficult to evaluate, but it
could be significant since the competition between shipyards will probably
not be keen.
On this basis, it must be assumed that the foregoing acquisition cost
estimates are optimistic and would not be achievable until the feasibility
of a GRP cargo ship has been fully demonstrated by the construction of a
pro totype. Such a prototype would undoubtedly cost far more than the
$23 - 25,000,000 estimated for a single GRP ship procurement based on assumed
available shipyard capability.
Variable Life Spans. The procurement costs for GRP and steel vessels with
lives in excess of 20 years were increased from the baseline figures in Tables
21 and 22 as follows:
o

o

The GRP hull structure was assumed to be satisfactory for a 30 year
life without modification.
The steel hull strutture was assumed to be satisfactory for a life
of 25 years mithout plate renewal, based upon discussions with
American Bureau of Shipping. TWO methods are therefore open to extend
the hull life to 30 years: provide greater plate thickness initially
so that the net plate thickness at 30 years is marginally satisfactory,
or renew excessively corroded plate at 25 years. The first approach
was chosen, and one-sixteenth inch was added to the immersed shell
plating throughout and to selected areas of the Main Deck, and
uPPer side shell, which would extend the shell life 5 years, based
on an average corrosion rate of .01 inches per year. This was
assumed to increase the light ship weight 75 tons, with a corresponding increase in cost and reduction in available deadweight for
weight critical cargoes. It is assumed that the use of inorganic
zincs or equal in conjunction with a reasonable maintenance program
will prevent excessive corrosion of the plating. The additional steel
and improved corrosion protection were estimated to add $75,ooo to
the initial price of each ship of a five ship procurement with a
twenty year life. It is interesting to note that a recent audiogauge
survey of the shell and main deck plating of a vessel of the
SS JAM?S LYKES Class indicated that after ten years of service the
corrosion rate was substantially below the .01 inches per year
allowance, except in certain localized areas. Thus, the above
assumptions are considered realistic.
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Procurement costs for machinery and outfit were assumed identical
for 20 and 30 year lives, since they do not directly affect the
qualitative results of the study. In reality however, it is obvious
that the cost of equipment with a 30 year life will be higher than
for a 20 year life, in most cases, unless a more rigorous life cycle
maintenance program is utilized.

LIFE cYCLE ECONOMIC STIJDI
ES
Approach. In order to determine the life cycle economic benefits, if any,
of the GRP ship, a study was made comparing the steel ship and the GRP ship
operating in a hypothetical trade. The struttural weightsaving inherent to
GRP was asswned to be translated into increased cargo capacity, hence greater
revenue. Since revenue varied between alternate designs, the Required Freight
Hate (RFR) was used as the economic measure of merit. Tle alternative with
the lowest RFR is the more economically attractive.
It is noted that for scheduled cargo-liner operations, an economic model
based on the comparison of individual ships rather than on the over-all transportation system is not completely realistic. The size and number of ships,
the availability of cargo, the flegibility of schedules, and so forth, are
important variables in the selection of an optimum cargo-liner SYSten. Howe~er,
due to the limited scope of this study, it has been assumed that these additional
factors can be eliminated without affecting the final conclusions regarding the
relative economic benefits of steel and GRP construction.
Economic Criteria. The measure of merit used for this study was Required
Freight Hate RFR , since revenues are unknown and vary between alternatives.
The Required Freight Hate is the income per unit of cargo that must be
collected in order to earn returns equivalent to the repayment of the initial
investment at a specified rate of interest. RFR is equal to the Average
Annual Cost (A@
divided by the annual cargo transported. The total average
annual cost is equal to the average annual cost of operation plus the annual
cost of capital recovery as follows:

AAc
where:

=

Y+

ICRFP

Y = Annual direct costs (wages, repairs, fuel,
insurance, etc.)
CRF = Before-tax capital recovery factor. The
capital recovery factor transfomns the
investment (P) into equivalent armual
amounts (R) which will recapture the
investment (P) in n years, at an interest
rate (i).
P = Investment = the total initial price of the ship.
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Financial Assumptions. The (liner!sinitial investment was assumed to be
the remainder to be borrowed from a bank
25 per cent of the initial ship
at 8 per cent annual interest. The loan period was assumed equal to the life
of the ship, with payments in annual installment,9. Additional assumptions
included an after tax return to the O.mer of 10 per cent on the total investment, a h8 per cent tax rate, straight-line depreciation over the life of the
ship, no investment tax credit and no consideration of inflation or subsidies.
Costj

The before-tax capital recoveqf factor (CRF) was computed using
Fquations 1s and 17, Reference (3L), as follows:
IB
~
‘CRF1”: - ~ .tT
CRF =
l-t
where: CRF
CRF!
i
n
t
P
IB

=
.
=
=
=
=
=

Capital recovery factor before tax.
(lapit,al
recove~ factor after t3.X.
Yield, or after-tsx interest rate = 10%.
Life span of ship = 20 or 30 years.
Tax rate = lL8%.
Total initial investment.
Annual interest payment to bank.
..

PB, where iB is the annual
CRF .-l
G
“’
lB
interest rate stipulated by the bank at 8%,
PB = capital borrowed from bank or 0.75 P.
For life sparesof twenty and thirty years CRF equaled 0.1h395 and 0.13487,
respectively.

Voyage Assumptions. For the purpose of estimating costs the following
voyage assumptions were made:
o

Operation in trans-Atlantic line~ trade.

0

Average round-trip voyage of 28 days (1.’days at sea, 12 days in port) .

0

Twelve round-trip voyages per year for a total of 33< operating days
per year.

0

Total of a 19)Jsea days per year (scheduled voyages plus trips to
and from the shipyard for overhaul).

0

Total of a 160 port days per year (scheduled voyages plus an
allowance for delays, in port repairs, and overhaul).

0

An over-all utilization factor of 70 per cent of the available
cargo deadweight was assumed for both the steel and GRP ship. Due
to volune limitations or the unavailability of cargo, an additional
utilization factor of SO per cent was applied to the increased
deadweight made available by the reduced hull struetural weigh t of
the GRP ship. The effects of elimimting this 50 per cent factor
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The effective cargo deadweight of the
on RFR are evaluated later.
GRP ship was estimated as follows:

Effect. Cargo Mt. GW

=

.7 [8500‘a) “+ .5 ~339(b)

- Light ShiPGRp )

(a)l!a.ximum
cargo deadweight of the steel SS JAMFE LYKES.
(b)Light ship weight of the steel SS JAME

LYKES, Table 12.

Cperating and l’!aintenmceCost Assumptions. The assumptions used to estimate the fixed and variable operating and maintenance costs applicable to the
steel and GRP ships are as follows :
0

All costs for U.S. flag operation.

o

Qerating

o

Annual crew wage rates are estimated by proportioning figure given
in Reference (25). Wage rates for botb the steel and GRP ships =
$979,900 per year including vacation, overtime, pension and welfare,
social security and training, assuming identical crew size. It may
be feasible to reduce the crew size on a GRP ship due to reduced topside maintenance, though this would require reevaluation of present
mating le~el requirements and labor agreements.

o

Subsistence cost = $LO,SOO per year, proportioned from Reference (25).

o

Stores and Supplies = $S0,600, proportioned from Reference (25).

0

Overhead and miscellaneous cost equal to $S0 ,000 and $20,000,
respectively, per Reference (25).

0

Insurance costs per year for both ships were estimated using the
formulas in Reference (33) updated to 1970 insurance rates:

expenses were assumed to be unsubsidized.

Hull and kfa.chine~= $10,000 + 0.01 (acquisition cost for a
one ship procurement)
Protection and Indemnity = $8OO (Crew Size + Gross Tonnage/l000)
= $IA,loo
War Risk = .001 (acquisition cost for a one ship procurement)
o

Fuel costs for the steel ship were estimated at $188,7oo for 194 sea
days and 160 port days per year. For the steel and GRP ships operating
at the same speed, a 10 per cent reduction in power requirements over
the life of the GRP ship was assumed due to the decreased light ship
weight when not fully utilized for additional cargo, and smoother
hull surface. The resultant fuel savings was estimated to be
$15,000 per year.

o

Annual maintenance and repair costs exclusive of costs related to the
builder!s guarantee, betterments, insurance claims and work performed
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by the crew were determined from data based on an average of seven
years service for ships of the SS JAI!C3S
LYRES Class, Reference (35).
Actual steel ship maintenance and repair costs for hull, machineq
and outfit averaged $?.,800, $>.’,)LOOand $31,000, respectively, for
a Yearly cost Of $8o,IJ30. For a twenty year life span the total
annual N&R cost for the steel ship was assumed to average $1On,000.
Equivalent arumal M&R costs for the GRP ship were difficult to
estimate due to lack of experience with GRP hulls of this size.
Therefore, it was assumed that the average MkR cost of the GRP ship
will be identical to that for the steel ship since argrsavings
inherent to GRP construetion will be overshadowed by the following
considerations:
The maintenance costs for machine~
identical for steel and GRP ships.

and equipment will be

Bottom painting requirements for steel and GRP will be
essentially the same.
To cover scratches, gOuges and abrasions, the remainder of the
GRP hull strueture will be periodically painted.
Life cycle uninsured repairs to the GRP ship may be more
expensive than the equivalent repairs in steel, including
plate renewal.
Tne first large GRP ships will undoubtedly be required to have
more special surveys than an equivalent steel ship.
The average annual cost of maintenance and repair for both the steel
and GRP ships with a life span of thirty years was assumed to be 50
per cent greater than the I&R costs for twenty years. This assumption
reflects the accelerated rate of maintenance and repair during the
additional ten years of service and assumes that major plate renewal
for the steel ship will not be required due to additional plate
thickness provided initially. Since the cost of i’4kR
is less than 5
per cent of the total average annual cost, a~ error in l@R due to
the assumptions above will have negligible effect on the RFR.
o

Salvage was assumed to be a negative cost. The salvage value of the
steel ship after twenty and thirty years was arbitrarily assumed to
be $100,000 and $50,000, respectively. Applying capital recovery
and present worth factors gave an equivalent annual (negative) cost
of $2,700 and $S00 for ship lifes of twenty and thirty years
respectively. Since a GRP hull cannot be rendered into a~ reusable
material, the salvage value of the equipment was assumed offset by
the cost of disposing of the hull. Thus, there is no salvage value
for the GRP hulls.

o

Port and cargo handlin+gcosts were assumed equal for all altermtives
and omitted from the cost studies.

Summary. The average annual cost and RFR for the proposed GRP cargo ship
in flights of one, five and ten ships and ship life of 20 and 30 years are
compared to the equivalent steel ships in Table 23 and Figures 7 and 8. Table
23 indicates that regardless of the vessel life, level of procurement and
fabrication rate the Required Freight fite (RFR) of the GRF ship will be greater
than for the equivalent steel ship. Although there is substantial saving in
hull weight, the higher first cost of the GRP ship cannot be fully compensated
for by increased cargo deadweight or reduced fuel consumption.

The RFR differential between a GRP and steel vessel varies from $’2.59
to @.68 per ton. The actual differences in RFR will be greater, since the
GRP acquisition costs do not reflect contingencies and risk as discussed
previously. It is noted that absolute rather than percentage differences are
used in comparing equivalent RFRs since up to 35 per cent of the total average
annual cost, mostly in cargo handling, port and brokerage expenses, have been
neglected in this study.
SENSITIVITY STUDES
The foregoing economic studies were based upon a fixed set of criteria,
both for ship cost and operational considerations. This pha5e of the study
investigates tbe possible effects on the life cycle cost estimates of varying
these factors, to determine which has the greatest effect on profitability
and thus deserves greatest attention in future studies of this nature.
Seven sensitity studies were conducted as follows:
o

SWiQ

-

Factors Of safety

Reduce the 1.60 factor of safety in Equations 1 and 2, Section III,
to 1.30.
Reduce the 1.?0 fatigue factor in Equation 2, Section III, to 1.10.
Reduce the 1.50 safety factor on the critical panel buckling strength,
Section III, to 1.25.
Reduce the 1.50 factor of safety for plate panels and stiffeners,
Fquations 3 and 4, Section III, to 1.30.
0

Study B - Weight Reduction Coefficients
Reduce the weight reduction coefficients for bulkheads and trunkg,
foundations, and miscellaneous structure, Table 13, from O .60, 1 .0
and 1.0 to 0.50, 0.75 and 0.S0 respectively.
Reduce the weight reduction coefficients for strut‘cm-alsteel in
outfit, hull attachments, carpenter work and decking, joiner work,
stewards outfit, hull engineering and miscellaneous machine~,
Table 14, from 1.0 to 0.75.

~–
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TABLE 73
SUMMARY OF LIFE CYCLE CfLXTSFOR STEEL AND GRP CARGO SHIP

2C YEAR
No.

Line of
Q-WE

LIFE
GRP
HighCost

4
5
5
7
8

=
gelJ
_
aelEx@nsem.
Wegea
$ 97&0J $ 9~7J,WJ$ 979,9005 y;>g ‘$9g35& 5 979,
W
Sub.i.
tence
h0,500
ho,50c
stores
andsupplies
50:600 50:60~ 50,6o0
50;
5
00
50,60C
50:600
Fuel(including
portfuel)
1883700 173,700 173,000 188,70!) 173,700 173,70t
Maintenance
andRepair
300,000 100,000 1003000 150,
0!30 150,000 150,00[
Imu,arlce
229,500 30L,000 327,
9J0
230,
h00
30k,000 327,90[
ToTAL
Ve,,el
Wen.se
$1,640,100
$1,
~98,700$1,722,50c
$1,589,200
$1,5L8,70051,671,900

9

G?”,,,.

Ve,

2

Eipensem.

Sal”s.ge
Werheed
wmcell?.neolm

H
12
13

SUBTOTALCmIner,s ExPmse

lb

Ckmer,.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2A
25
25
27
28
29
30
31

1

$
$

50,00;
20,000
70,000$

0$
50,000
20,000
70,!)00$

.50’?
53,00?
50,01! 50,
xx
20,
!3Co 20,000 2cl,’Jo
!59,50q
$ 7Cl,0q?
$ 70,?0

&PIwYr. (Cent,
d)

CostofCapital
P.ecovew

;
‘TOlma?p-~, EqA?me=
ship 13 + ~:,
~~ A;yge Annual
COSt=

1

$2,15!
,600$3,063,1i00
$3,355,50c
52,291J,800
$3,269,700
$3,582,5’30
$2,352,
?00 $3,339,700
$3,552,530
$2,231,300
$3,133,
JJO0$3,
L25,
%:
$3,951,300
$)J,988,
b00 $5,324,500
$3,871,200
$b,832
,100$5,11J9,2cc

Annual
cargoCarried
~ed,#@t

I

-?,700
50,000
20,000
67,300$

(Iang

Tins)

~t, =

1L2,800 155,o00 155,000

lbl
,500

?55,000 155,Ooc

$27.b?lton$32.
181ton$3L.
351t..n$2?.
36\ti.n
$31.
171t...$33.
221t.m

OJIEZ,ExPm,se/Xr.
(Cent,
d)
costofcapital
rtecom~
s

$1,91i3
,300$2,
~25,300$23690,600
$1,830>
900 $2,272,400
$2,520,80c
TQ”ALh<,,s &petme=
Each 13+2
$2,010,600
52,1J95,3w
$2,760,600
$1,900,
JJO0$2,3h2,
h00 $2,590,80c
of
5
~G!CAL
AEe
rageAnnual
!.,
t=
Ships,8 + ,$2,
$3,599,8oo
$h,lbb,OQO
$!J,
h32,500$3,5
b0,500$L,041
,1OQ$h,313,1JOC
Anmx.1
CargoCsrried
(Long
Tom) 11t2,800 ,55,020 155,000 .L1,5.0 155,3.0 155,m
1

~&2~igh*

W* =

$25.21
It.. $X.7Utm $78.
60/ton $25.0
Z/t...$%.07/t.n$27.
83/tor.

Chmer,a
ExPensw%.(Cmt,
d)
Cmt of Capital
Recovery $1,789,200
$2,195,600
$2,1
J39,SO0$1,~85,500
$2,057,100
$?,285
,700
TQAL CT?W,
!8 @mnse =
1
$1,856,500
52,255,600
$2,509,300
$1,755,000
$2,127,100
$2,355,70c
Each Q + 27
of T~ Ayage AmualCost=
10
$3,
U5,700 $3,91
L,300$L,l
81,500 $3,395,109
$3,825,800
$b,078,30C
ship.*&ualCa,g.c.,.ied
(Long
Tons) 1L2,
800
1),1,5oo 155,000 155,30c
~2’5
,000 15;,900
I

~~yd$fi.ight~te =

&3.99/ton$2h.68
/ton $26.3,/to.
$2L.
13/to.$25.
25/tin526.98/ton
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Q

SE4LS -

Costiw

criteria

fOr ~in

Stmcture

Modify the criteria used to estimate the cost per foot of midship
section as follows:
Reduce the scrap allowance from 10 to 5 per cent.
Reduce the overhead allowance from 150 to 1?~ per cent of
direct labor.
Delete the 15 per cent allowance for facility amortization.
0

&@@ -

c“’t@

criteria fOr TOOlim

and specific Subsystems

Reduce the total tooling cost per ship by one third.
Reduce the cost coefficient for foundations and ladders from 1.25
to

1.00.

Reduce the cost coefficient for-mast erection from 2.0 to 1.5.
Reduce the $S00,000 allowance for installing the machinery plant in
the GRP hull to $250,000.
0

W

-

combi~tion

Combine Studies A through D.
o

EQ!3z.2-

Fire-Retardant Resim

Substitute fire-retardant resin for the general purpose resin used
in the analysis of the baseline GRP hull.
o

3Kc3Q

- Dea~eMfi

utilization

Increase the utilization factor of the additional cargo deadweight
made available because of the reduced light ship weight of GRP
construction from 0.50 to 1.0.
All the sensitivity studies assume a five ship procurement and a thirty year
vessel life.
Summary of Results. A summary of light ship weights, construction costs
and life cycle costs for sensitivitiesstudies A through G are presented in
Tables 2L, 25 and k’. These results indicate that the use of more optimistic
design and cost amlysis criteria can, in some cases, make the GRP ship
marginally competitive with the equivalent steel ship, for a procurement of
five or more ships. The cone lusions of the individual studies are as follows:
0

- ‘e ‘se of mom Optimistic design criteria resulted in a
(J8 ton or 3 per cent savi~s in the hull structure weight of the

baseline GRP ship. Although the weight reduction corresponded
to an average $C.25 reduction in RFR, the RFR of the GRP ship is
still @.81 to $2.55 per ton higher than the equivalent steel ship.
It is noted that any reduction in scantlings will increase the
already large hull girder deflections of the GRP vessel.
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.

Study B - Reduced weight reduction coefficients for selected hull
structural and outfit items restited in a ~Z9 ton or 10 per cent
reduction in total light ship weight of the GRP ship. For the case
of optimistic labor rates, the $1.S million reduction in cOnSt~c tiOn
costs resulted in a RFR a $1.08 per ton less than the RFR of the
equivalent steel ship.

o

Study C - Modification of the criteria used to estimate the cost per
foot of midship section of the GRP ship resulted in a construetion
cost satir!gsof $C .<,million and $1.0 million for optimistic and
pessimistic labor rates respectively. These cost savings were not
sufficient to make the RFR of the GRP ship competitive with that
for steel.

o

Study D - The reduction in tooling, machinery and selected hull
structure and outfit costs resulted in a construction cost savings
of approximately $500,000 for the GRP vessel. While reducing the
RFR of the baseline GRF ship by $C.57, the cost savings were nOt
sufficient to make the GRF ship competitive with steel.

o

Study E - Combiting the modified design and cost amlysis criteria
of Sensitivity Studies A through D resulted in a IL98ton or 11.5
per cent reduction in light ship weight and a $?.9 million to $3.h
million savings in construction cost for the optimistic and pessimistic labor rates respectively. The corresponding RTRs for the low
and high cost options were $>.38 and $’.15 lower than for the steel
ship, respectively. Stu@ E indicates that the GRP ship is marginally
competitive with steel. It is important to note that no allowance
for contingencies has been added and that the technical feasibility
of realizing all of the optimistic design and cost amlysis criteria
has not been proven.

o

Study F - The use of fire-retardant resin in the construction of all
hull structure components resulted in an increased hull structure
weight of 100 tons or 5 per cent. Total construction costs increased
appr~imately $hoo ,000 tO $500,000 with a resultant increase in the
RFR of the baseline GRP ship of $0 .~O and $9.60 per ton for the low
and high labor production rates respectively. ‘he analysis of
Study F assumed the use of fire-retardant resin throughout the
laminate. However, for thick laminates, such as used for the bottom,
side shell and main deck plating, limiting the use of the fireretardant resin to the surface of the laminste should be investigated.
The annual insurance cost used in Study F does not reflect the reduced
level of risk commensurate with the use of fire-retardant resin.
Reduced insurance cost will help to offset the higher initial cost
of the fire-retardant vessel.

o

Study G - Increasing the utilization factor of the additional cargo
deadweight made available by the reduced light ship weight of GRP
construction reduced the RFR of the baseline GRP ship $1.87 and
$2 .0? per ton for the low and high cost option respectively. As
shown in Table 26 the RFR of the low cost GRP ship is competitive
with the equivalent steel ship. As Study G indicates, the full
economic benefit of the reduced structural weight of GRP construetion
can only be realized when there is an unlimited quantity of weight
critical cargo available, which will allow the vessel to sail fully
loaded at all times.

TABLE 2~
SU7@lARYOF SENSITIVITY STUDIES A AND B

Line
~

*

3
L
5

LightShipWeight
HullStrue
bum
Gut
fit
Machinery
l’OTAl
LightShipWeight

6
7
8

Cm.strut
LionCOSt
HullStruC
t.,,
Cmtf
it

1

2

_

St.dyA
F..to,,ofSafet~
HiShCost

1,966LT
1,523
782
h,271LT

1,966LT
1,523
782
b,271LT

_

studyB
WeightRed.c
tion
HichCo,t

1,921LT
?,207
782
3,910LT

1,921LT
>,a7
752
3,91oLT

Machineq
9
c,“eral
10
11 Subtotal
Profit(10%)
12
Tooling
13
Ill ToTAT,
Cons
true
LionCost

$ 3,h08,930 $ 5,068,Lo0 $3,357,200 $ L,953,200
b,987,700
6,293,500 6,293,5D0 b,987,7m
3,790,000 3,790,000 3,790,000 3,790,000
1,121
>200
1,121,200 1,321,200 1,121,200
$14,613,600$16,273,100$13,256,100$<L,852
,100
1,L61
,Loo
\,627,3W
1,325,600 I,M5,230
612,600
612,500
612,600
612,6!30
$1~,687,600$18,513,000$15,19
iL,300 $16,9h9,900

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

979,900 $ 979,9D0 .$ 979,900 $ 979,300
M,500
LO,
500
L0,500
1o,500
50,600
50,600
50,500
50,60Q
173,700
173,700
173,700
~73,7’30
150,000
15Q,000
~50,000
?50,000
305,200
282,500
325,6o0
301,600
51,696,500 $1,720,300 5 1,677,200 $ 1,699,9D0

Ves,
el Expense/Y,.
wages
Stlb.isteme
Stores
andSupplies
Fual(including
portfuel)
Maintenance
andRepaiY
Insurame
TOTALVessel
Ecpen,
e

$

23 ciwner,
, &penSe/I,
Cmt ofCapital
Recoveiy
Zll
Gverhead
25
Miscellaneous
26
27 T~AL tine,,
s ~eme

$2,250,700 $ ?,b96,800 $ 2,01J9
,300 $ 2,286,000
50,000
50,0C0
50,000
50>000
20,000
20,000
23,000
20,000
$ 2,32J,70D $2,566,800 $ 2,119,300 5 2,356,000

28
29
30
31
3?

~0
$ b,017
,200 $4,207,100 53,796,500 $ h,055,
158,600
158,500
155,500
155,500
57/ton $23.
$25.
83/ton $27.
91Jton $25.571
ton
&3.26
-$3.211
-$2,13
- $2.26
+ .$O.
B1
+ $2.55
-$1.0’9
+ $0.55

‘To’IAL
A7~GE A~.al cost. ,2 +
\-/
A~ual cargocarried
(Len&.
~0~).
Required
Freight
Fate= 28 + 29
WE Differential
&Selin.~~p
MR Differential
- Baseline
Steel

—
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TABLE 2~

(Cont!d)

SUMMARY OF SENSITIVITY STO131RSC, D AND E
StudyC
CostCriteria

stu@ D
Cmt Criteria
Tmli w and Sub W, tan,

Main Structure

*

HighCO,t _

_

St@
E
Cmb ina ti.”

HighCost

HighCost _

5

LightShipWeight
HullStmcture
titf
it
&chirraw
NYI!AL
Light
ShipWeight

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cmlstrw
timlcost
HullStrue
ture
Gutf
it
Hachinmy
General
sub
totil
Profit
(10%)
Tooling
TOTALConstruction
Cost

15
?6
17
18
19
20
21
22

Vessel
Expense/Tr.
Wege,
S.bsiatence
Stores
.mdSupplies
Fuel(including
portfuel)
maintenance
andRepair
Inwrallce
TOTALVessel
ExPense

23
2L

@#rler,
, Eipelmeflr.
C08t.fCapital
%cove~
C“mrhead
Miscellaneous
TOTALGwnerq
s &Pense

$ 2,187,300
$2,363,500
$ 2,?99,000
5 2,1L47,500
$ 1,078,
~00 $ 2,057,800
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,oo0
50,000
50,o0o
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
$ 2,257,300
$ 2,h53
,500$2,269,000
$ 2,577,500
$ l,9b8
,100$ 2,~27,f100

28

T~ALAV~13EAnnual
Cost=
?? + 27,

$3,947,800
$ h,162,
z30 $3,953,100
$ 4,2?5,500
53,601,300
$3,790,300

29

Amual

30

R,uiredFreight
Rate=
5
28,+
@

1
2
3
b

25
26
27

Ca,go

2,03h
LT
1,523
752
4,339L’I

2,03L
LT
1,523
782
b,339L’8

2,03h
LT
1,523
782
b,339LT

2,034
LT
1,523
782
L,339
T-T

1,852LT
1,207
782
3,8b1LT

$ 2,962,100
$ L30L,500$ 3,b96,300$5,773,200
$ ?,673,
@00 $ 3>085,000
6,293,5006,293,
~00 6,293,500 6,293,500b,953,200 h,953,200
3,790,0003,790,0003,5k0
,000 3,5
b0,000 3,5
L0,000
L0,000 3,5
1,321,2001,121,2001,327,200?,121
,200 1,12?
,200
,200 >,321
$lb,186,800
%15,509,200
@b,h5J,000w6,325,900$12,208,2o0
513,!499,Lo0
l,b18,700 7,550,9001,U6,1OO J,612,600 7,220,8001,3L9,
900
612,600 6?2,600
boa,
boo
,hOO
koa,
klo
hoa,boo b08
$~6,21E,100
*17,672,700
@6,30h,500$18,?
M,500 S13,925,bO0
515,257,700
5

979,s00$ 979,900$ 979,920$ 979,900$ 979,9005 979,900
m,500
bo,500
M,500
lm3500
W,500
ho,
500
~o,b~~
50,600
50,500
50,600
50,600
50,600
?73,700 !73,700 ?73,700 173,700 173,700 ?73,700
350,000 150,000 350,000 150,000 ?50,000 ?50,000
295,600 33h,700
289,
LO0
313,300 256,500 275,800
$7,690,500
$ 1,709,LO0
$ 1,6
NL,1oo$ 1,?08,000
$ 1,~53,200
53,670,500

CaPrled
(Long
Tons)

155,000

155,000

155,000

155,000

159,100

159,100

$25.
h7/ton $26.86/ton
$25.50/ton
$27.
26/tiorI
$z.f’blton$23.
R7/t.n

31

P.FR Differential

$0.60

-$0.97

-53.57

-.$0.57

$3.
b3

32

RF’R
Differential
Baseline
Stsel + @.lJ5

+ $1.8L

+ $0.
L8

+ $2.2L

-$2.38

Baseline

1,552
LT
?,201
787
3,8b1L’I

ORF

53.96
- $1.15

—
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,STJMMARY
OF SENSITIVITi’STIJPY? - IWRE-RETARDANT RIS INs
Line
No.
—

Low Cost

High Cost

Light Ship Weight
Hull Strueture
Cutfit
Machinery
TOTAL Light Ship Weight

2131JL.T.
1530
782
hk!L5L.T.

2131JL.T.
1530
782
bblL5L.T.

11
12
13
14

Construetion Cost
Hull Strutture
Outfit
Machinery
General
Subtotal
Profit (10%)
Tooling
T(YfALConstructionCost

$3,891,800
6,293,500
3,790,000
1,121,200
$15,096,500
1,509,700
672,600
$17,218,800

15
16
77
18
19
20
21
22

Vessel ExpeNe/fr.
Wages
Subsistence
Stores and Supplies
Fuel (includingport fuel)
Maintenanceand Repair
Insurance
T~~ Vessel ?iicpense

979,$00
L0,500
50,600
173,000
150,000
308,800
$1,702,800

50;600
173,000
150,000
333,8oo
$1,727,800

23
2L
25
26
27

hnerts Expensenr.
Cost of CapitalRecOve~
Overhead
Miscellaneous
‘TOTALO.mer,s Expense

$ 2,322,300
50,000
20,000
$ 2,392,300

$ 2,583,300
50,000
2Q,000
$2,653,300

28

TOTAL AverageMW1

$14,095,100

$ L,381,1oo

29

22 + 27
03
Annual Cargo Carried (Long TOM)

15L,1OO

15b,loo

30

RequiredFreightRate = {2~)+

$26.57/ton

1
;
!J
5
6
;
9
10

~

c~st .

31

29
(1
RFR Differential- Baselirie
GRP

32

RFR Differential- BaselineSteel

$

$

9~:,9&

$28.k3/ton

+ $3.50

+ $0.60

+ $1.55

+ $3.L1

TABLE 26
SU!TMARYOF SENSITIVITY STUDY G - DEADWEIGHT UTILIZATION
Line
&
1

geJn
TOTALAverageAnnualCost - From
Table23

2

Annual Cargo Carried (Long Tons)

3

RequiredFreightRate = @

L
5

+ @

Low Cost

High Cost

$II,obl,loo

$L,313,L!O0

167,100

167,100

$24.18/tOn

$25.81/ton

RFR Differential
- PaselineGRP

-$1.89

- $2.02

RFR Differential
- BaselineSteel

-$13.811

+ $0.79

——
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VI.

ALTERNATIVE TYPES OF LARGE GRP SHIFS

This phase of the study investigates the feasibility of using GRP for
the construetion of al terns.tivetypes of large ships, including containerships, bulk carriers and others. In general, these studies are primarily
economic rather than technical, under the assumption that the technical
considerations would be essentially identical to those for the cargo ship.
However, where operational differences exist between these alternative ship
types and a cargo ship which would have a bearing on technical feasibility,
these factors are briefly discussed.
The studies of alternative GRP ship types are based upon the assumptions,
criteria and procedures used for the GRP cargo ship studies except as noted.
All studies are based upon a J-ship procurement and a 20 year ship life.
Hulls are fabricated with composite unidirectional/woven roving laminate,
using average layup rates.
CONTAINER SHIP
Characteristics. The baseline steel container ship used for this study
is derived from Reference (36), and has the principle characteristics shown in
Table 27. The arrangements are shown in Figure 9. This particular design was
chosen because it is representative of typical small medium speed container
ships now being built, and because Reference (36) contains an economic model
of the ship which facilitates this study.

TABIE ::7
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS - STEEL CONTAINER SHIP
Length between perpendiculars
Beam
Draft (design)
Draft (scantling)
Depth
Container capacity (2)J!
x81 x8-1/2!)
Cargo oil capacity
Deadweight
Light ship
Displacement
Sea speed, knots
Shaft horsepower (normal)

L%

28-1/2
30
b3-1/2
520
3,188
1L,990
6,210
?1,200
16-1/2
10,000

p:

feet
feet
feet
vans
tO~
tons
tO~
tons
knots
SHP

FIGURJI9
GENER41 J.RRANGEMEN’I
- CONTAIN3R SHIP
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Weights. The light ship weight estimates for steel and GRP container
ships are shown in Table 28, based upon the weight ratios derived from the
cargo ship studies.
TABLE 28
LIGHT SHIP WEIGHT ESTD.IATES
STKEL AND GRP CONTAINER SHIPS
GRP

Steel
L. Tons

VCG Above
BL, Ft.

structure

4383

27.8iJ

Cutfit

1120

LO.’99

Machinery

~__
6210

Item

Light Ship

LCG from
Midships, Ft.

Weight
L. Tons

VCG Above
BL, Ft.

LCG from
Midships,Ft.
9.11A

2630

27.28

29.A A

Iclik

112.12

28.5 A

211.80

17.!4.6
A

_707_

21L.80

1714.6A

29.8s

32.1 A

IILol

30.)47

~r).6A

9.8 P.

The reductions on hull structure and light ship weight for the GRP
container ship are LO and 28 per cent respectively.

Construction Costs. The estimated cost for each of 5 identical steel and
GRP container ships at 1970 price levels is shown in Table 29.

TABLE 29
CONSTRUCTION C(13T- STEEL AND GRP CONTAINER SHIFS
Item

Steel

GRP
—

Strueture,

$

?,060,000

3,M0 ,000

Cutfit,

$

Ii,170,000

5,02$,000

Machinery,

$

7,5h2,000

3,290,000

General Cost,

$

1,100,000

1 ,.4?0,000

Tooling

$

Profit

$

988,000

1,373,000

Total Cost $

10,860,000

15,088,000

510,000
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The GRP container ship is about ~1 per cent more expensive than the
equivalent steel ship, whereas the corresponding increase for the GRP cargo
ship is only 28 per cent. This reflects the proportionally higher cost of
the hull stmc ture of a container ship not fitted with deck cranes.
Life Cycle Costs. The average annual cost and RFR for the proposed GRP
container ship are compared to those of the equivalent steel ship in Table
30. The life cycle operatioml profile is based upon the data in Reference
(3) , which assumes a 2,ZOO nautical mile steaming distancej 22 round trips
per year, carrying cargo oil and 52C containers. For the steel ship, the
average weight per container is assumed to be 13 tons. For the GRP container
ship, the increase in deadweight was derived similarly to the GRP cargo ship,
by assuming that one-half of the additional ‘Ieff
ective” available deadweight
(O.7 times the total additional deadweight) would be utilized.
For the specific case investigated (s-ship procurement, 20 year life)
Table 30 indicates that the RFR of the GRP containership is $1.00 higher
than that of the steel ship. The corresponding increase for GRP and steel
general cargo ships is $2.h~. Therefore it can be concluded that a GRP
container ship represents a better economic investment than the GRP general
cargo ship evaluated previously, but that a steel ship would still be a
better investment.
Technical Considerations. The principle area in which the technical
feasibility of a GRP container ship and general cargo ship differ is hull
torsioml stiffness. The all-hatch concept used in the design of container
ships has led to concern for the torsional strength and stiffness of steel
hulls, resulting in the use of deep transverse and longitudinal box girders
in the upper portion of the hull, outboard of and between the hatches. The
torsional characteristics of a GRP container ship appear to present a serious
technical problem requiring thorough investigation.
Other technical considerations include proper distribution of container
corner post loads, particularly at the tank top; maintaining alignment of
container guide cells; support of crane rails (if required); provision of
adequate deck area for longitudinal strength, with special consideration of
very thick laminates.

-.
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TABLE 30
SOMMARY OF LIFE CYCLE COSTS
FOR STEEL ANL GRT CONTAINER SHIP
Line
No
A
1

Steel
Vessel Expense/Yr.
Wages

7

GRP

$1,088,800

$1,088.800

Subsistence

W,000

IL5,000

Stores and Supplies

S6,200

56,200

Fuel (including Port Fuel)

306, Loo

27s,800

Maintenance
e and Repair

100,000

100,000

Insurance

200,600

8

TOTAL Vessel Expense

9

Omerfs

284,900

$1,797,000

$1,850,700

$1 ,.!d,700

$2,o55,1oo

Etpensefir.

10

Cost of Capital Recoveq,r

11

Overhead.

50,000

50,000

12

Miscellaneous

20,000

20,000

13

Salvage

-2,700

IL

TOTAL ll,rner!s
Fkpense

15

TOTAL Average Annual Cost =

8

+

1)J

Annual Cargo Carried (Long Tons)
Required Freight Rate (RFR)

=

15

+

16

$1,532,000

$2,125,100

$3,329,000

$3,975,800

355,700

383,600

$9.36/tOn

$10.36/tOn
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BULK CARRHIR
Characteristics. This study is based upon a similar investigation of
aluminum
and steel bulk carriers in Reference (25’)
. The bulk
carrier being considered is the MV CHALLENGER, with the characteristics shown
in Table 31.
fXIUiValent

TABLE 31
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS - BDLK CARRi33RMV CHALLEMIER
Length Over-all
Length Between Perpendiculars
Beam
Depth
Draft
Deadweight
Light Ship
Displacement
Shaft Horsepower
Design Speed

6321-101!
5901-6-I/211
08t-7fI

5zI-211
j~l_grt
36,858 LT max.
7,892 LT
h.h,75’o
LT max.
9,600 max. (Diesel)
14.8 knots

Figure 10, derived from Reference (25), shows the arrangements of the
steel vessel.
Weights. Table 32 summarizes the light ship weight estimates including
margins for the steel, aluminum and GRP. Weight ratios with steel are indicated
in parenthesis. The weights for steel and aluminum ships are from Reference
(Zs), while the LI?Pship weights are proportioned from the container ship
weights in Table 28.
TABLE 32
LIGHT SHIP WEIGHT ESTIMATl?E
STE7ZL,ALUMINDM AND GRP BULK CARRIERS
Item

Steel

Aluminum

GHP
.

Structure, L. Tons

S920

3375

3550

Outfit, L. Tons

1190

1027 (.86)

1027 (.86)

Machinery, L. Tons

m

72o (.96)

720 (.96)

Light Ship, L. Tons

7892

(.57)

5220 (.66)

(.~o)

5297 (.67)
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This table indicates that the GRP bulk carrier will be slightly heavier
than an aluminum ship of similar size, and will thus have a slightly lower
increase in cargo deadweight relative to the steel ship.
Construction COSt. The estimated cost for each of S identical steel,
aluminum and GRP bulk carriers at 1970 price levels is shown in Table 33.
Aluminum and steel costs are based upon data in Reference (25). GRP
structure costs are based upon the cost per pound obtained from the study
of the GRP cargo ship, while machinery and outfit costs are assumed to be
identical to the aluminum ship.
TABLE 33
CONSTRUCTION CC13T- STEEL, ALUMINUM AND GRP BULK CARRIERS
Steel

Item

Aluminum

GRP
—

Stzmcture,

$

3,377,000

6,175,000

6,8$~,oo0

Outfit,

$

IL,0A9,000

h,203jO00

hj203,000

Machinery,

$

2,192,000

2,3@,000

2j3119,000

General Cost, $

1,216,000

1,597,000

1,597,000

Tooling,

$

Profit,

$

1,085,000

Total Cost $

11,919,000

974,000
1,b32,000
15’,75’6,000

1,598,000
17,575,000

The GRP bulk carrier is approximately ~~ per cent more expensive than the
steel ship, versus 28 per cent for the cargo ship. ‘his reflects the
proportionally higher cost of the hull strueture of a bulk carrier.
Cost Analysis. Reference (ZJ) indicates that an aluminum bulk carrier
will have a higher Required Freight Rate than the equivalent steel bulk
carrier, regamiless of voyage length, vessel life or level of procurement.
Since the GRP bulk carrier weighs more and costs more than the aluminum ship,
and has less scrap value, it can be concluded that the GRP bulk carrier will
be even less attractive economically than an aluminxn one.
Technical Considerations. The only area in which the technical feasibility
of a GRP bulk carrier would require further study than for a GRP cargo ship
would be in the area of impact and abrasion protection in the cargo hold. It
is likely that a layer of steel or other impsct and abrasion resistant material
would be required to protect the GRP tank top and lower bulkheads from
damage by grab buckets and bulldozers used in cargo discharge.
OTHER TYPES OF GRP ITFSSELS
The foregoing studies strongly indicate that, within the present stateof-the-art, GRP is both technically and economically undesirable compared
to conventional steel construction for large cargo ships, container ships
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and bulk carriers. It appears logical to extend this conclusion to other
types of large vessels as well, including ‘tankers,oil-bulk-ore (OBO)
vessels, LASH ships, and others.
In contrast to the above, itiis generally recognized that GRP is
economically competitive with steel on a life cycle basis in smaller craft,
such as fishing vessels, due to proportionally greater weight savings and
maintenance cost savings. Therefore it would appear that GRP might be competitive with steel for small coastwise tankers and freights in the 150 to 2s0
foot range. Smaller GRP vessels of this type also represent a substantially
smaller technical and economic risk, and should be evaluated in further detail.
‘fheuse of GRP for the strutture of tankers intended to carry flammable
or combustible liquids is presently unacceptable since the U.S. Coast Guard
requires that such vessels be of steel construction. Thus the use of GRP
for such tankers would raquire a relaxation of this requirement, necessitating
an extensive evaluation of the risk involved and alternate methods of satisfying the intent of tie COast Guard requirements.
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VII .

INVESTIGATION OF LARGE GRP STRUCTURAL CONPONENTS

This phase of the study presents technical and economic evaluations of
using GRP in lieu of steel for a selected number of large structural
components on a cargo ship.
APPROACH
This investigation is based on the assumption that the components to
be considered should be discrete, well definable struttural elements, such
as a deckhouse,section of deck or platform, a bulkhead, hatch cover or
other similar itelns.Use of GRP for portions of other major steel components,
such as a section of the hull girder amidships has not been given detailed
consideration for the following reasons:
o

Use of GRP for such portions would introduce a major discontinuity
in the over-all struetural arrangement of the component, and
would introduce severe problems in transferring hull loads around
or through the GRP portion. This discontinuity could seriously
degrade the over-all.strength and stiffness of the hull.

o

The attachment of the GHF portion to the steel would be difficult
and expensive.

o

Substitution of GRP for steel in this manner would not result in
sufficient weight and maintenance saving to justi~ the higher
first cost. This is particularly true if the steel hull girder
must be reinforced significantly in way of the discontinuity
introduced by GRP,

Prior to undertaking this study, the detail hull weight estimate of the
SS JAMES LYK3S was reviewed, with each item evaluated for the following
criteria:
o

Would the use of GRP in lieu of steel reduce weight significantly?

o

Would the use of GHP improve stability?

o

Is the item particularly susceptible to corrosion and, therefore,
a high-maintenance item?

o

Is a smooth, easily-cleaned or maintained surface desirable?

o

Is the part subjected to a severe impact or abrasion environment?

o

Is deflection ox vibration critical?

o

Is it a complex shape, where the easy moldability of GRP could
be an advantage?

o

Would it be difficult to attach the GRP item to the steel hull?

o

What are potential construction cost differences?
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0

What quantities are involved?

The following potential components were selected on the basis of the
above evaluations:
o

Deckhouse

o

Hatch covers

0

Eing posts

o

Edible oil tank boundaries

o

Bulwarks

o

Decks which are not part of the hull girder

o

Bulkheads - strqctural

o

Bulkheads - non-struetural

o

Lmnersed portion of bow and stern

o

LASH barges

The deckhouses, hatch covers and king posts were studied in some detail,
and the conclusions derived from these studies are extended tc the other
items, which are discussed briefly.
The design approach adopted for these studies involved the following
basic steps:
o Establish design criteria
o

Design GRP component equivalent in strength to the steel component

o

Compare weights

0

Compare corwtruction costs

0

Evaluate life cycle economics

Figure 11 provides guidance relative to the maximum acceptable increase
in acquisition cost of GRP components over that of the equivalent steel
component as a function of weight savings. This Figure is based upon data in
Appendix A, and assumes equivalence of Required Freight Rates for the allsteel ship and the ship with GRF components. This Figure indicates that the
allowable cost premium increases rapidly as the weight savings increases,
and that the premium can be greater for more expensive steel components.
It is noted that these values are slightly conservative in that the possible
reduced maintemnce costs of GRP are not included. However, they assume
that the weight savings can be converted to additional revenue at least 70
per cent of the time.
DECFEIOUSE
As noted previously, present U.S. Coast Guard rdles would prohibit the
use of GRP for the structure of a merchant ship deckhouse, making this study
academic at this time. However, it is of interest to determine if the use of
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Assume stael structure costs
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GRF in conjunction with a system of insulation and protective sheathing has
a~ Potential economic merit. If this is the case, further consideration of
such a proposal is warranted.
This investigation considers the forward subassembly of the deckhouse
of the JAMES LYRES located between No. 3 and ~ Holds above the Upper Deck.
Sandwich construetion was selected for the GRP deckhouse since it
satisfies strength, stiffness and initiation requirements. ‘fhecore consists
of closely-spaced GRP shear webs separating the faces with the intervening
voids filled with polymethane foam of ? pounds per cubic foot density. This
was necessary because of the excessive core thickness required to satisfy
shear strength if struttural grade foam had been used as the core material.
Use of fire-retardant resins was assumed throughout.
Criteria - House Frontj Sides and End. The GRP deckhouse sandwich panels
are designed by converting the steel scantlings using Equation (h) in SectiOn
III, except that a correction factor of ~ .5 is used versus 1 .$. This is
possible because the lower strength of GRP in the wet condition is not
critical for a deckhouse. The sandwich panels are assumed to be simply
supported on all edges, subjected to a uniform load over their surface. A
deflection limit of L/l00 is imposed.
Criteria - Deckhouse Decks. The decks of the GRP superstructure are
designed for the same criteria as the front, sides and end except for a
deflection limitation of L/:?C!@
under a uniform load of 100 FSF.
Summa~ of Scantlings. Table 3~ summarizes the scantlings of the steel
and GRF deckhouses, where consideration is given to both an all-woven roving
and a composite woven rovin+-unidirectional laminate.
Weights. Table 35 summarizes the weight of structure and themnal insulation
for the primary steel and GRP deckhouse elements. Fire insulation and joiner
work are not included, but will be discussed later. This Table indicates that
the potential weight savings afforded by GRP are quite appreciable, and reflect
the weight and “cost required for the corrosion allowances required for
relatively thin steel plates.
Construetion Costs. The cost of constructing and insulating the GRP and
steel deckhouses is shown in Table 3U, based upon a 5-ship procurement and the
criteria of Section V.
GRP labor costs are based upon a layup rate of 1~ pounds per manhour and
a labor rate of $3.00 per hour. Tooling and engineering are assumed to add
20 per cent to the production cost. The labor cost is based upon present hand
layup productivity and could be reduced by automation and modularization if
enough identical units are to be produced.
Cost Evaluation. Table 36 indicates that the construction cost of a GRP
deckhouse is slightly lower than an equivalent insulated steel deckhouse,
primarily due to the high cost of insulating the steel. Figure 11 indicates
that the cost per pound of the GRP decfiouse could be about $1.00 per pound
higher than that of the steel house, or about $1.67.

———

TABLE 34
SCANTLINGS - GRP ANL STEEL DECKHOUSES
Scantlings
Item
(1) House Front

and Side Upper Deck to
Navigating
Bridge Deck
(2) After House End Upper Deck to
Forward House Top

(3) Cabin Deck

(h)

Navigating Bridge
Deck

(5) Forward House Top

Woven Roving

Composite

12.75# Plating
6ti12.3# L
at 30”

L“ core
3/8” skins
3/16‘!shear webs
at 611

L“ core
3/16‘)skins
3/161’shear webs
at b~~

10. 2# Plating
3-1/2x2-l/22xb.
9# L
at 30!!

3“ co~e
3/1S” skins
3/16!!shear webs
at 18’1

3/16‘f skins
3/16‘~ shear webs

3“ core
1/b” skins
1/~1(shear webs
at 12”

21[core
3/16!~skins
1/b]lshear webs
at 9tt

Steel

10.2# Plating
5x3x5.o# L Inbd.
8XILXI
7.2# L Outbd.
at 30”

10.2# Plating Inbd. 2.5!!core
11.L8# Plating Outibd3/16‘! skins
3/1671 shear webs
5x3x6 .6# L Inbd.
at 12”
8xb17.2# L Outbd.
at 30”
10.2# Plating
5x3x6.6# L
at 30 lf

21’core
3/1 ~!! skins
3/?6tt shear webs

at 18”

?,, ~~~~

at 12’(

2 !1 ~~~~

3/1611 skins

3/16‘tshear webs
at 971

1 .5(’core
3/16‘t skins

3/16)’shear webs
at 1s”
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TAPLE 35
WEIGHT COMPARISON - GHP ANT STEEL DECFIIOUSES
Area
(Both Sides)
(Ft2)

Item
(1)

1618

House Front and
Side - Upper
Deck to Navigating
Bridge Deck

GRP Weight ‘a~bs
WR
—

Equivalent Steel Weight, Lbs

composite

Stmcture

Insulation

11035

25220

1737

::(.,
L32

1?87

18581

16827

~

76J 2

7598

!739L

187o

13221

10771

27.412

137

~75Lb

1550

8510

8695

2532L

515

?5839

1215.6

~345

6431

15060

835

15895

52515

44531

(2j After House End
- Upper Deck to
Forward House Top

1381L

(3) Cabin Deck
(b) Navigating Bridge

Deck
(5) Forward House Top

Total

.IJ6

Wt GRP/Wt Steel
(a)

11L291

.39

Includes weight of core material

TABLE 36
COBSTRUCTION CGT

COMPARISON - GRP ANI STEEL DECKHOUSES
(JRP

woven Fa.ing

a

~

composite

stmcture:
Material

37,~00

33,100

Labor

lb,boo

12,2-00

21,600

18,300

Facili~hart. (15%)

11,000

9,500

Tooling
(5Ships)

16,000

16,000

G.mrhea.d

(150Z)

FrOfit(10%)
$

7b,600

lrw@ationTotal

$

Jj3Jc10_

TotalCost

$

112,900

Co,tPerPound

$

Total

0.67

JJQ2

4JQ

106,000

95,50o

106,000

95,500

1.117

1.56
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As noted previously, this cost study does not reflect the cost of addi.
tional fire protection deck covering and insulation. Based upon data in
Reference (25’)
, the weight and cost of this added protection would be about
1~,000 pounds and $30,000 respectively. This would result in the cost of the
protected GRP house being about $2s,000 higher than the steel house and the
weight savings reduced to between LO and SO per cent. However, the concept
is still economicallyfeasible.
Based upon the above analysis, a GRP deckhouse is a potentially attractive
candidate for incorporationcm a steel ship contingent upon U.S. Coast Guard
acceptance of prapsrlj’Q?otected GEP as a deckhouse struetural material in
living and working areas. A composite laminate would be preferable to a
woven rovfng laminate on the basis c.fweight and cost.
CARGO KING POST
This investigationconsiders a typical 10 ton cargo king post supported
rigidly at the Main and Upper ‘IheenDecks and partially by the winch platform
house. A unidirectional/wovenroving composite laminate is assumed, wi th
the unidirectionalmaterial parallel to the long axis of the king post. A
woven roving laminate is not considered due to inadequate cost-stiffness
relationshipscompared to the composite laminate. The king post is of constant circular cross section between its base and the winch platform, and
tapers slightly to 75 per cent of its maximum diameter at the upper tip.
General pu~ose resin i~ used in lieu of fire-retardantresin since these
king posts are located in an area where the possibility of a fire starting
is remote.
Criteria. The GRF king post is designed for a safety factor 1.5 timeS
the A-red
factor of ~ on the @timate strength of the material. This
i~?ease in tbe safety factor is leSS than that shwn in Section III for the
reasons noted Deviously in the discussion of the deckhouse. A minimum
safety factor of 2.0 on the local or over-all buckling strength is used.
No deflection limitation is imposed, though consideration must be given to
the increase in secondary moment due to greater eccentricity of axial loads
from the topping lift.
The loading diagram for the GFIPking post is assumed to be identical to
that of the steel king post.
Sunmlaryof Scantlings. Table 37 summarizes the scantlings of the GRP
and steel king POSts. The GRP king post is circular, of varying diameter while
the steel king post is a >6 inch by 2L-1/2 inch rectangle with 6 inch corner
radii. The steel king post is HTS.
The un?+tayeddeflection at the top of the GRP king post for the most
critical loading condition is about 17 inches. The correspondingunstayed
deflection of a ateel king post for similar bendi~ moments would be
approximately 11 i~hes and 5 inches in the transverse and longitudiml
direction respectively.

TABLE 37
SCANTLINGS - GRP ANI STEEL KING POSTS
Scantlings
Location

GRP
—

Steel

Upper End

36’!OD x 1-1/2’1thick

20.11lb. plate

Boom Heel

~h” OD x 1-1/2” thick

33.1s lb. plate (a)

Winch Platform

lJ3°OD x 1-1/2” thick

33.15 lb. plate(a)

Main Deck

L8(!OD x 1-1/2” thick

33.1-5lb. plate (a)

Bottom

L811 OD x 1-1/2rr thick

20.L lb. plate (a)

(a) 11 “ x 5/8” doubler on fore and aft face.

The steel and GRP king posts weigh approximately 18,500 pounds
and 10,1 0 pounds respectively, exclusive of ladders, fittings, etc. This
represents a weight ratio of O.~~. For the entire ship, the correspending
total amounts would be 139 tons and 89 tons respectively; a 50 ton savings
for the GRP.

‘T

Construction Costs. Tle estimated costs to fabricate the steel and GRP
king posts are $1~,600 and $15,~00 respectively, including tooling. These
costs are based upon unit costs of $0.83 and $1.50 per pound for steel and
GRP respectively. It can be assumed that the total GRP king post cost,
including fittings and installation, will be perhaps 25 per cent higher than
that of a steel king post, due primarily to attachment problems. Within the
accuracy of this study, however, it is reasonable to assume that the GRP
king posts represent an attractive economic prospect, since the allowable
increage in unit cost from Figure 11 is about $1.10 per pound, corresponding
to a GRP price of $1.93 per pound. It would not appear difficult to keep
below this upper limit for large-scale production of GRP king posts.
HATCH COVERS
This investigation considers a number of typical hydraulically actuated
watertight and nontight hatch cover panels similar in geomet~ and operation
to those instailed on the SS JAMES LTICES. The typical cover sections are 25
feet 9 inches wide, varying from )1-1/Zto 9-1/2 feet in length to suit the
size of the hatch opening, and with a stmctural depth of about 1h inches.
The steel covers have longitudinal secondary framing attaching to either two
or three deep transverse girders as shown in Figure 12.
The equivalent GRP hatch cover is of sandwich construction, with a unidirectional/woven roving composite laminate, to provide maximum stiffness
for minimum weight. The depth of the cover panel was kept similar to that
of the steel cover to provide equivalent loss of cubic in the closed position,
and similar over-all stacking dimensions in the open position. They are
fabricated with fire-retardant resins.
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The GHP covers incorporate shear webs rather than relying on the strength
of the core material, similar to the deckhouse panels. A typical GHP hatch
cover panel is shown in Figure 12 for comparison to the steel cover
scantlings.

STEEL

COVER

G.R. P

COVER

FIGUM

12

CROSS SECTION THRO~H TYPICAL STEEL
AND GRP HATCH COVERi3

Criteria. The steel hatch covers are designed to suit current AN
crite~h
require a safety factor of ~.25 on the ultimate strength of
the material and a maximum deflection of O.0028 times the span (L/360) for
the following live loads:
Weather deck hatch covers forward: 358 PSF
Weather deck hatch covem aft:
266 psF
Tween deck hatch covers:
ldh8H PSF
where H is the height of cargo stowed in feet.
The GRP covers are designed for similar loads, though the safety factor
on the ultimate strength is increased by a factor of 1.S0, similar to the
dec~ouse and king Posts. The deflection of the GRP panels is specified as
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being a maximum of three times that of the permissible deflection of the
steel covers, or about L/l20. This is consistent with the deflection limitations proposed for deck panels under ma.ximuxdesign load, and requires
similar consideration in stowing cargo to prevent its damage as the covers
deflect downward. For hfiraulically actuated hinged GRP covers such as
those under consideration, deflections in excess of the steel covers may
lead to excessive limberness, causing problems in opening and closing the
covers and maintaining tightness. It should be noted that the deadload
deflection of a GRP cover would only be 50 per cent greater than a steel
cover due to reduction in weight. However, the large deflection under load
will require the development of a suitable watertight gasketing system, or
else the use of GRP covers will have to be limited to tween decks where
tightness is not required.
Scantlings. Figure 12 shows the scantlings of comparable steel and GRP
covers designed for the above criteria. The steel cover is strength critical
while the GRP cover 5.sdeflection critical, even with the relaxation in
requirements.
Weights. The average weights per square foot of the steel and GRP
hatch covers shown in Figure 12 are 26 and 13 pounds respectively, representing a SO per cent structural weight satings. For the entire ship, the
weight of hatch covers would be reduced from 185 to about 10S tons; a
savings of 80 tons for the GRP covers. This is equivalent to a weight reduction of about LO per cent for the entire group, reflecting the unchanging
weight of hinges, hydraulic components, seals, etc.
Costs. The estimated cost per pound to fabricate the basic structure of
the steel and GRP hatch covers is :0.75 and $1.60 per pound respectively.
These costs reflect the relatively high dimensional and quality control
required for covers of this t~e, as well as the extensive tooling required
for the large number of cover section sizes in a shipset. The steel hatch
cover cost is similar to that for the struttural steel of the deckhouse, while
the GRP unit cost is based upon a manpower utilization rate of 1S pounds per
hour. This high productivity appears achievable for the production of a very
large number of identical cover units, and also leads to rapid amortization
of the tooling cost. Other assumptions relative to GRP costs are identical
to those for the deckhouse.
The over-all cost of the basic structure for the steel and GRP covers
would be about $270,000 and $290,000 respectively, including tooling, a
$20,000 cost differential. The total differential of the instailed covers
would probably be considerably higher than this, due to greater difficulty
attaching steel hinges, hydraulic components, dogs, etc. to the GRP covers,
and possible problems introduced by the greater cover deflection. l’nesewill
be offset somewhat by the possible reduction in the hydraulic cover opening
system afforded by the lower cover weight.
Cost Evaluation. For the basic structure of the steel and GRP covers,
the weight savings is 5’oper cent, with a corresponding cost pemlty of $3.60
per pound. Figure 11 indicates that the cost penalty of a 50 per cent
weight savings cannot exceed $1.20 per pound, corresponding to a maximum
price of $2.80 per pound. This is within the state-of-the-art capabilities
Thus,GRP hatch covers are a potentially attractive
of the GRP indust~.
economic imrestment, if the weight savings can be converted to additional
revenue.
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(2THERCOMPONENTS
The following additional components ars considered possible candidates
for the use of GRP in lieu of steel.
Edible oil Tank Boundaries. Deep tanks are often provided aft, adjacent
to the shaft alley, for the stowage of edible cargo oils. Cleanliness considerations usually dictate the use of cofferdam construetion to protide
smooth, easily maintained surfaces within the tanks, Stainless steel is specified for the inner tank surfaces where extz’emecleanliness is required.
A molded GRP ime r tank liner would appear to be economically fessible
in this case. In addition to being light (about 50 to 60 psr cent of the
weight of equivalent steel liners) and economically competitive, it would be
easily maintained and would not contaminate the cargo.
The attachment of this liner to the steel structure represents a potential
problem, since it is desirable to avoid through-bolting which might eventually
lead to leakage. A possible solution would be to bond GRP angles to the outer
tank surface which overlap onto the supporting steel, and mechanically fasten
the overlap to the steel after cure. As an altermtive, the GRP liner could
essentially ‘Tfloat!!
on the steel strut‘curewith no physical attachment, since
all pressure loads would tend to push the GRP against the steel except in
the case of flooding from outside the tank. In this case the faying surface
between the G@ liner and tie steel hull structmre should be filled with a
resilient resin putty to insure uniform bearing.
An acceptable and possible preferable alternative to the separately
molded GRP liner would be to spray the inner mild steel surfaces with a
flake-glass coating.
The use of GRP for this application would again be contingent upon
U.S. Coast Guard approval.
Bulwarks. protective bulwarks on the weather deck could be of GRp Con_
struc~th
the bulwark brackets mechanically fastened to steel clips
welded to the deck. GRP bulwarks would be approximately one-half as heavy
as stee1 bulwarks, thereby sating about 15 tons, which would also improve
stability. They would not be subjected to the corrosion and rusti~
associated with steel bulwarks.
GRP bulwarks present several problems, however, They would be less
resistant to the type of impact ati abrasion damage to which bulwarks are
subjected, and would not be as good a foundation for the usual assortment of
miscellaneous clips, cleats, pads, etc. as a steel bulwark.
Local Decks and Platforms. Decks and platforms which are not a part of
the hull girder could be of GRP construction. llese decks would consist of
GRP sandwich panels supported by steel side shell stringers, girders and
stanchions. The principle advantages of GRP in this applics,tionwould be
reduced weight and maintenance, though the deck surfaces might require protection from abrasion ad impact.
Structural Eulkheads. The consideration applicable to decks, discussed
previously, would apply to the structural bulkheads. Since the total weight
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of struetural bulkheads on the SS JAMFE LYKES is about 320 tom, the potential
weight savings is attractive. However, the wbstitution of GRP for steel in
main transverse bulkheads could seriously affect the transverse strengW and
stiffness of the hull girder, particularly in racking. This would probably
necessitate the installation of a steel trusswork in the plane of the bulkhead, to provide the required strength. This would decrease the weight
savings and might increase the total thickness of the bulkhead, thereby reducing
available cubic. Thus the economics of such a proposal are doubtful. In addition, GRP bulkheads bounding machinexy spaces are presently unacceptable to the
U.S. Coast Guati.
Non-Str-uc
tural Sulkheads. The use of fire-retardant GRP panels for nonstructural bulkheads appears to offer both a weight and life cycle cost savings,
The major drawback to such a
the latter due primarily to rsduced maintemnce.
proposal is the potential fire problem, since such bulkheads would find wide
use in living and working areas, where structural fire protection requirements
apply. In most cases, such bulkheads would be of U.S. Coast Guard Class “B”
or !tCM~om t~ction, requiring that they be incombustible and for Class ‘[B”,
capable of preventing the passage of smoke or flame for one-half hour. The
incombustibility and integrity of proposed GRP panels would have to be
clearly demom trated by fire tests, and the question of toxicity would have
to be resolved. These factors make the feasibility of this particular
aPPllcatiOn questionable.
Immersed Portion of Bow. The immersed bow of a cargo ship or other
rels.
tively high speed vessel is both cliff
icult and expensive to fabricate in
steel, particularly if a bulbous bow is fitted. This difficulty arises from
the relatively complex shape of the hull, requiring furnaced plates in most
areas, as well as extensive bending of framing members. The design requirements for this structure are severe, including consideration of slamming loads
on the flat of bottom, large hydrostatic heads, and cavitation erosion.
The use of a GRP module in this area would appear to offer several
advantages over steel:
0

0

Lower relative cost for fabrication, due to the high cost of
fabricating steel plates and shapes.
Lower weight for equivalent strength in satisfying life cycle
slamming requirements without plastic deformation.

0

Elimination of erosion at the stern and near the waterline from
cavitation and bow wave bubble sweepdown.

0

Greater resistance to inelastic deformation.

0

Less resistance due to smoother hull surface.

0

A frangible bow strueture, which would collapse and absorb energy
upon impact thus reducing the extent of damage in a collision.

Tne primary disadvantage would be the difficulty of mechanically attaching
the GRP module to the steel hull strueture.
For a typical Soo foot cargo vessel, with 29-1/? inch frame sPacing, the
steel ulate thickness required by American Sureau of Shipping for the bottom
forwa~ and immersed bow are O .79 inches and 0.58 inches respectively. The
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corresponding thicknesses of a unidirectional/woven roving GRP shell would
be 1.0s inches and 0.77 inches respectively, weighing about 110per cent as
much as the equivalent steel plating. The weight savings of interml GRP
structure (floors, frames, etc.) would probably be less, due to the added
weight caused by bonding angles and local buckling consideations.
However,
it can be assumed that a GRP bow module will weigh about 50 per cent of the
equivalent steel strueture. ‘he total weight savings could amount to as much
as a hundred tons, depending upon the extent to which the GHY is used.
As an”alternative to single skin with transverse floors on 30 inch centers,
a sandwich panel with a L inch thick core and skin thicknesses of o.6 inches on
the bottom and O.4 inches on the side supported on 7.1/2 foot centers would be
acceptable, both for stress and deflection. This concept appears preferable,
since less internal framing would be required and the larger panels would dampen
impact loads to a greater extent than single skin. Figure 13 shows a concept
where the GRF struct.urshas been carried up to just above the waterline. The
entire bow could be made of GRP, but the economic advantages of using GRP
above the boottop area appear less due to lower corrosion rate,protection
required for the anchor and difficulty of installi~ mooring gear. The shell
panel would utilize longitudinally-oriented GHF shear webs for the reasons
noted in the discussion of the deckhouse. The shell sandwich would be supported by corrugated GRP transverse floors of sufficient depth and thickness
to avoid buckling failure, attached at the top to the steel deck. The extreme
forward portion would be filled with high density foam both to support the
shell panel and to act as a barrier to prevent flooding in the event of a minor
collision. The inner skin of the shell would form a molded-in center keel.
The estimated cost for steel and GRP structure in the bow area is $43.75
and $2.00 per pound respectively, installed. Since the GRP structure will
only weigh about 50 per cent of the steel structure weight, it appears that
the GRP bow strutture would be nearly competitive on a first-cost basis, and
would definitely be competitive on a life cycle cost basis. Therefore, this
concept appears both feasible and desirable if the GRP bow modules can be
procured in sufficient quantity.
Immersed Portion of Stern. A GRP module similar to the bow module just
discussed could be considered for the s tern, since most of the plates on a
steel stern assembly must be furnaced. Howeverj the difficulties foreseen
in maintaining attachment and structural integrity on the GRP module appear
prohibitive, because of the high propeller-induced loads and vibrato~
forces, as well as those from the rudder.
LASH Barges. The concept of a GRP LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) Barge is
not being considered in detail in this study, since it is not truly a struttural
component of a cargo ship. However, it would be an integral part of a LASH
cargo ship operation, and is certainly worthy of mention as a potential candidate
for GRF com truction.
At the time of this study; a protitype GRF LASH barge is undergoing fiml
tesking and evaluation. ‘he initial testing of this barge was successfully
completed in mid-197q. Thus there appears to be no question as to the
technical feasibility of such a barge.
Although the GRP barge is expected to sell for about 20 to 30 per cent
more than an equivalent double-walled steel barge, this is expected to be
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offset by lower weight [about ~0-~~ per cent reduction) allowing additional
cargo capacity, reduced maintemnce and inexpensive integrally molded insulation
for reefer barges.
It is expected that tiese barges will be in quantity production and in
service competing with equivalent steel barges in late 1971, and their relative
performance will be carefully monitored.
sOl@lARY
The concept of .isingGRP for large struttural components on a steel cargo
ship is technically feasible, and appears to be economically attractive in most
cases. This reflects the fact that shapes which are relatively complex to
fabricate from steel can be fabricated from GRP for little more than uncomplicated
structures. This is the fundamental reason that the economics of GIW components
are more at’brat
tive than for the ship as a whole. This also resulted from
reduced maintenance, as well as the relatively high cost penalty which can be
accepted for GRP if the weight savings can be converted to additional earning
capacity at least 70 per cent of the time. This latter assumption is questionable
in maqy cases however. If a cargo ship is carrying light density cargo and is
volune-limited, it would not be possible to utilize the extra available weight
unless deck containers are carried. Also, it often happens that the amount of
cargo available at the dock is limited, and sxtra available.deadweight is wasted.
Thus, the potential economic benefits of GRP will not be achievable at all times.
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It would appear that GF@ components would be economically justifiable only
if the over-all weight savings is appreciable. For a very small savings, the
difference in vessel draft would be so small as to be indistinguishable when
reading drafts. Thus, additional cargo, if available, would be carried, whe ther
the weight savings is available or not. If the savings is appreciable, however,
there would be a distinguishable and thus usable difference in vessel draft,
allowing the stowage of additional cargo before limiting drafts are exceeded.
On the above basis, it would appear that further consideration should be
given to GRP LASH barges, bow modules, king posts and hatch covers. These items
represent a combined potential weight saving of several hundred tons in a high
maintenance area. These components can also be instrumented to provide valuable
data on their long term performance as an integral part of a large ship structure.
Further consideration of GRP deckhouses is questionable, because of the
problem of combustibility. It appears that the reduced weight and lower
life cycle cost of a GRP deckhouse relative to one of steel may not justify
acceptance of a greater fire risk, when metal dectiouses of approximately
equal weight and cost can be built which satisfy current U.S. Coast Guard
regulations.

—
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VIII.

RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR FURTHFR STIIDY

GENERAL CONSIDERdiTIONS
Cne of the results of a limited feasibility study such as this, is that
numerous questions are raised which cannot be satisfactorily answered within
the time or cost allocated to the study. The GRP cargo ship study is typical
in this regard, and the following paragraphs delineate the major areas
requiring further study.
The followi~ nine major areas requiring fnrther study are discussed in
this section, in the chronological order suggested for the inception of new
resea~h work:
o

GRP Struetural Components

0

costs

0

Materials

o

Fire Protection

o

Design Criteria

o

Deflections

o

Fabrication Procedures

o

Quality Control and Inspection

o

Maintenance and Repair Costs

o

Struttural Details

As a part of the discussion, each of the proposed areas is evaluated
relative to the following:
o

Likelihood of accomplishment.

o

Value of the output from additiona,lstudies relative to the time
and cost for the studies, i.e. rate of return on R and D investment.

The suggested order of priority is somewhat arbitrazy, and is based upon
the assumption that the economic feasibility of a GRP cargo ship is presently
more questionable than the technical feasibility. However, these two areas
cannot truly be separated, since it can likewise be argued that there is no
point in investigating economics until the technical feasibility is fully
proven. At this time, there are four major areas in which technical
feasibility has not been fully demonstrated: fire protection, design
criteria, hull girder deflection, and material properties and capabilities.
Therefore, if further studies of a GRF ca.rgoship are to be cOn~idered,
it is suggested that these four studies be conducted jointly with the cost
studies since all five studies must be completed before greater confidence
in the feasibility of a GRP cargo ship can be achieved.
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STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

The GRP structural components evaluated in Section VII appear to be the
best potential application of GRP in merchant ship construction for several
reasons:
o

They are technically feasible,

o

‘fheuse of a combustible material for secondary structures
in non-living or non-working spaces may be acceptable if the
risk of fire is low.

o

‘hey appear to be more economically attractive than the concept
of an all-GFF cargo ship.

o

They can be used in areas where their specific advantages can
best be exploited.

The component which appears to offer the best potential technical and
economic advantage is a frangible GRP bow module, designed to minimize the
effects of a collision. Such a bow would offer a number of advantages in
addition to the lower weight , cost and maintenance noted in Section VII,
since it would result in reduced insurance rates, and would be in keeping
with current policies regarding increasing safety at sea and reducing
pollution resulting from oil spills caused by collision.
Other GRP components which deserve further consideration include LASH
barges, king posts, and hatch covers.
The likelihood of accomplishing the objectives of such a study or series
of studies is very high, since these initial investigations indicates that
such components offer the best potential economic gains, and acceptance of
GRP components by the shipbuilding industry is far more likely than on an
all-GRP ship. The value of such studies should also be very high, since a
sign.if
icant R and D effort should m t be required to thoroughly investigate
and develop these components.
cOSTS
The proposed cost studies involve two major areas : construction costs
and life cycle costs.
Construction Costs. The cost of fabricating large GRP hulls or major
components must be more fully defined to pernit accurate comstruction
cost estimates and trade-offs of alternative construction techniques.
At present, it is necessary to use approximate over-all manhOurs-per–
pound values to estimate labor costs and associated overhead, which do not
permit the type of relatively sophisticated trade-offs required to optimize
structural design. For example, it has been necessary to assume that
current hand lay-upproductivity rates would he applicable to larger
hulls, with automation, pre-impregnation of reenforcement and mechanized
material handling offsetting the inherent difficulty of wetting out and
curing very large areas of thick lamimte.
Until this is proven, or
more aCCUTate information is made available, it will be impossible to
improve cost estimates.
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Other areas relating to construction costs which require further
study include the follcnring:
o

Need for environmental control during construction,
particularly temperature and humidity limits.

o

Extent to which automation and mechanized materials
handling can be justified, based upon anticipated procurement levels.

o

Relative advantages of laying up decks in place, as
proposed, versus separate layup of large deck sections
and seconda~ bonding of these sections to each other
and to the hull.

o

Integration of the GRP facility into the basic workload
and operational procedures of the shipyard.

o

Optimization of structural component fabrication, including hull
erection sections, bulkhead panels, deckhouse, major foundations,
etc. relative to the hull production sequence.

o

Further studies of tooling cost.

The requirements which must be met in order to achieve reasonable confidence in construction cost estimates for a GRP cargo ship would include,
as a minimum, the following:
o

Preparation of preliminary contract drawings and outline specifications for the GRP hull structure.

o

Development of a fabrication procedure by knowledgeable people
representing shipyards, GRP fabrication, materials, design,
quality control and equipment installation.

o

Preparation of competitive bids by a minimum of two facilities
which are both interested in such a program and capable of
performing the necessary tasks.

Life Cycle Costs. These studies would incorporate the results of the
construction cost studies, and would utilize an improved life cycle cost
model to obtain more accurate relative Required Freight Rates. Although the
model used in this study is reasonable for a preliminq,r study, a refined
model is desirable, incorporati~ the followi~ improvements:
o

Analysis of a break-bulk transportation system, rather than
identical steel and GRP ships. ‘fhebasic comtraints would be
available deadweight tonnage, stowage factor, schedule requirements for liner service and a fleet of baseline steel ships
capable of handling these requirements. ‘his provides the
investigator the options of varying number, size and speed of
GRP ships to best take advantage of reduced hull weight.

o

Refinement of deadweight utilization factors, i.e. ratio of
available deadweight to cargo carried per voyage.
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Consideration of fuel cost savings in partially loaded or ballast
conditiom.

o

Inclusion of port fees, cargo handling costs and other factors
previously neglected.

o

Better evaluation of maintemnce costs, including the effects of
increasingly higher maintenance costs on ships as they age.

o

Further investigation of insurance costs for GRF ships.

o

Further studies of the optimum method of extending steel ship life
to 30 years.

The likelihood of accomplishing the objectives of the construction and
life cycle cost studies is fairly good, though the accuracy of subsequent
construction cost estimates is highly dependent upon the development of
complete guidance information to assist the shipyards in making their
estimates. The rate of return on such a study would be very good, since
the concept of feasibility of a GRP cargo ship is highly sensitive to the
accuracy of the cost estimates.
MATERIALs
Further studies are required to justify the selection of the proposed
‘esins and reiflOrcements, Par~icularly since experience with the proposed
unidirectional reinforcements has been relatively limited to date in GRP
hull fabrication.
Such data can be obtained, by a combination of design analysis and
testing, and will serve to provide basic material properties to proceed with
further struetural and economic studies.
me

steps required to acquire these data include the following:

o

Investigate alternatives to the composite unidirectional woven
roving laminate suggested, including use of bias plies of uni–
directional reinforcement for strength in a transverse and
diagonal direction, and use of a thin layer of mat between plies
of unidirectional or woven roving material to improve interlamina.r
shear strength.

o

Optimize warp-fill relationships for prima~
and those of seconda~ structures.

o

Develop, conduct and evaluate a test program to obtain laminate
physical properties data and layup rates for lamimte compositions
selected. This would include static properties, fatigue strength,
wet strengths, impact strength, notch sensitivity, abrasion
resistance and creep properties.

o

Select optimxn laminates for various hull components, based
upon weight/strength and strength/cost relationships. This
would include studies of alternative high-performance laminates
for use in areas requiring high strength and stiffness, including
higher strength glass, boron or graphite filaments and Wire

hull girder laminates
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Sheet‘!,which utilizes fine, high streru.gth
unidirectional steel
wires in combimtion with fiberglass reinforcement and polyester
resin.
The likelihood of accomplishing these objectives is excellent, as is the
rate of return, sinee a properly developed materials test and evaluation
program can provide a satisfactory level of confidence in those areas which
are now questionable.
FIRE RESISTANCE
The entire question of the effects of GRP1s combustibility must be
thoroughly analyzed to determine to what extent it would be acceptable in
future merchant ship designs. This study indicates that further investigations of fire resistance should be directed primarily toward GRP components,
due to the questionable economic viability of an all-GRP ship. These
studies should include the following:
0

Discussions with U. S. Coast Guard to determine which potentially
attractive GRP components would be acceptable within the present
requirements for fire resistance.

0

Investigate necessary improvements in detection and extinguishing
equipment which would be required if GRP components are used.

0

Evaluate toxicity problems,

The likelihood of accomplishing these objectives is fairly
extensive consultation with U.S. Coast Guard will be required.
of return on further studies of fire resistance should be good,
protection is one of the most critical technical problems to be
in correction with the use of GRP on merchant ships.

good, though
The rate
since fire
resolved

DESIGN CRITERIA
Maw of the criteria established in this study for designing the GRP
hull structure have been based upon a conservative estimate of the material!s
ability to withstand the life cycle environment as well as an equivalent steel
hull . Sensitivity studies have demonstrated that these consecrative asswnptions have a significant effect on the economics of the GRP ship, and the
following require further study:
o

The relative significance of fatigue strength in establishing
hull girder section modulus requirements, including consideration of relative strength retention in the low cycle range
(lo3 - 10~) and the high cycle range (10~ - 108).

o

The relative significance of wet strength, material property
variability, impact strength, abrasion resistance, non-yielding
behavior and creep in establishing safety factors.

o

Comparison of GRP scantlings when derived by theoretical
analysis versus those converted from accepted steel scantlings.

o

Deflection limits for local structures such as deck panels
and girders.

o

Discussion of criteria with ABS, Lloyds and other regulato~
bodies.

The likelihood of accomplishing these objectives is quite high, since
it is primari~ a function of reviewing additional material properties data
and applying sound engineering judgment in their interpretation. The rate
of return would also be quite high due to the importance of these criteria
in selecti~ hull scantlings.
DEFLECTIONS
It was previously noted that the hull girder deflection of a stren.gthcritical GRP cargo ship will be between L and S times that of an equivalent
steel ship. It is obvious that any arbitraqy increase in scantlings to
increase stiffness will have a detrimental effect on the weight, cost and
earning capacity of the GRP ship. Therefore it is vital that further studies
be ititiated to determine the acceptability of these large deflections,
considering such factors as:
o

Stresses at secondazy bonds due to rotation of structural
elements at supports.

o

Hull girder and local struttural vibrations.

o

Wsponse

o

Effects on systems, such as cables, piping and vent ducts and on
propulsion shafting.

o

Effects on tightness of hatch covers.

o

Psychological factors.

o

Effects on limiting draft and freeboard.

to sea-induced forces,

In conjunction with these studies, methods of minimizing still water
bending moment and associated still water deflections should be investigated,
as well as the validity of assumed deflection limitations on local struttural
elements such as panels and beams. Studies of high-modulus reinforcements
for the deck and keel are also proposed.
The success of these studies depends largely upon the willingness of
regulatory bodies to accept larger hull girder deflections than normal if
they appear technically justifiable. If tighter deflection limitations are
arbitrarily imposed on the GRP hull, there would be no point in giving further
consideration to a GRP cargo ship, since GRP is a poor choice of materials for
a deflection-limited structurt.
The likelihood of accomplishing these objectives is quite good, and
again the rate of return would be high since deflection problems are a major
technical concern at this time.
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FABRICATION PROCi?TIUTC?S
In the previous discussion of fabrication facilities and procedures, it
was noted that the proposed construction procedure was an attempt to prasent
one method which appeared feasible and, within the effort devoted to Mis
study, reasonably close to optimum.
As noted, numerous variations on this procedure are possible, and
perhaps more desirable. Such alternatives should be evaluated in detail,
with consideration given to the following factors, as a minimum:
o

Molding methods for hull and major struetural components.

o

Suitable reinforcement, wet-out and cure cycles to achieve
reliable interlamina.rand intralaminar struetural characteristics.

o

Material handling and distribution, including impregnation
techniques and cycles; extent to which automation is justified.

o

Sectionalized versus one-piece construction of the hull and major
components.

o

Construction of the GRP hull and components of an existing shipyard
versus use of a separate GRP facility.

o

Further struetural optimization, including studies of integral
versus non-integral tanks, single skin versus sandwich construetion, etc.

o

A suitably rigid quality control procedure to assure fabdication
of sound laminates and joints.

The likelihood of accomplishing these objectives is quite high, though
the required level of effort for such studies is difficult to determine at
this time, since the potential rate of return is highly variable. A limited
effort in this area, involving a qualitative evaluation of various
alternatives, would be a valuable adjunct to the construction cost studies
previously proposed. If the concept of a GRP cargo ship rsmains attractive
after closer examination, each of these areas could be examined in greater
detail to determine their relative merits.
Each study should,include development of sketches and narratives in
sufficient detail to allow the estimating shipyards to assess the relative
differences on the over-ail cost and schedule of the proposed procurement
program.
QUALITY CONTROL AND INSPECTION
The question of quality control and inspection of GRP laminates is
extremely important, for, as stated previously, state-of-the-art methods are
often inadequate for larger hulls with thicker laminates. Hopefully, the
U.S. Navy, British Admiralty and SNAME studies now being conducted in this
area will provide guidance in the near future.
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The likelihood of accomplishing the set objectives and achieving a high
rate of return for the R and D effort in this area is somewhat questionable,
since there is presently little incentive to invest the money and time
necessary to fully evaluate the problem and achieve viable solutions. MDst
of the GRP fabrication requiring veqf careful control, such as in the aerospace industry, involves relatively small components fabricated under
carefully controlled conditions. The GRP boatbuilding industry represents
the other end of the spectrum, where the gradual extension of small boat
quality assurance and inspection procedures to larger hulls has been accepted
and, to a reasonable extent, proven satisfactory.
These factors reitiorce the previous discussions wherein it was proposed
that efforts in this direction be aimed at minimizing the causes of quality
variability at the source, through such procedures as preimpregna.
ting
laminates to achieve satisfactory confidence in resin-to-glass ratios. This,
in conjunction with improvements in non-destmctive testing, should form a
suitable basis for controlling the quality of GRF structures for larger hulls.
The R and D effort in this area should be directed initially at determining
the true causes and effects of GRP stmctural deficiencies, rather than at
their detection and correction. This would include consideration of material
property variability, effects of foreign matter, void content and gel time
variation on laminate quality, effects of secondaq bonds, overlaps, discontinuities and hati spots on strength, etc. Many of these factors are
presently being evaluated in conjunction with the United States and British
GRP minesweeper
r studies, and may eliminate much of the controversy as to
the effects of these factors.
MAINTENANcE AI’J3
REPAIR COSTS
Reduced hull maintenance and repair costs are a key factor in selecting
GRP in maw marine applications. firther stud iss are required to evaluate
more accurately the life cycle M and R cost of a GRP cargo ship hull for
comparison to the equivalent steel hull. This is particularly important
as the ships get older, since the costs of steel hull repairs begin to increase
rapidly as plate replacement becomes necessazy.
The probability of accomplishing the objectives of such a study is
First, it would be necessary to
somewhat doubtful, for several reasom.
extrapolate the M and R history of older small GRP boats to the large cargo
ship. Alternatively, it would be necessary to extrapolate the relatively
limited and poorly documented M and R history of larger GRP vessels such as
trawlers. In either case, such extrapolation is both difficult and dangerous,
since Me GRP cargo ship prssents potential M and R problems not yet encountered
with smaller hulls.
Therefore it can be assumed that the rate of return on further
investigations into GRP cargo ship M and R cost will be relatively low since
they would be expected to improve only slightly upon the values presented in
this report. The true picture will not be obtained until such a vessel is
in service.
STRUCTURAL DETAILS
The present study has been primarily concerned with the development of

_..
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prima~ hull struetu.ralelements for a GRP cargo ship, with relati?relylittle
attention given to design details. As the design and study effort progresses,
however, it becomes increasingly more important to give careful consideration
‘fhis study would consider the
to the more critical s true tural details.
following as a minimum:
o

Secondazy bonding of major structural components.

o

Ins tal.lationof major pieces of equipment such as gears, turbines,
boilers, generators, typical winches, king posts, steering gear and
other similar items.

o

Rudder attachment.

0

Stiffener attachments.

o

Required corner radii, particularly in way of hatch cuts.

The likelihood of accomplishing the objectives of such a study is
quite high, but the direct return on the investment will not be particularly
high during a feasibility study, where such details are generally not given
major comsideration. However, such studies would provide valuable guidance
in further construction cost studies.

.
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CONCLUSIONS Al~DRECMMENDATI(INS

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions to be derived from this Feasibility Study for a GRP
cargo ship are summarized belokr.
General. The construction of a cargo ship utilizing GRP for the hull
struttechnically feasible witbin the present state-of-the-art, but
the long-term durability of the structure is questionable and the concept is
not economically justified in direct competition with a steel vessel of
equivalent capabilities. The combustibility of GRP is also unacceptable.
The use of GRP for major struttural components is technically feasible and
aPpears tO be economically attractive for some components if they are procured
in sufficient quantity, and if limited use of combustible materials is acceptable.
GRP Materials. The resins, reinforcements and core materials presently
available, or modifications thereof, are technically acceptable for building
larger GRP hulls than those now in service or in development, up to perhaps
250 or 300 feet in length. However, there is no conclusive evidence to
establish the long-term durability and capabilities of state-of-the-art GRP
laminates and core materials when used in “uch larger hulls, such as a cargc,
ship. It is not considered reasonable to extrapolate current knowledge of
GRP durability to such large hulls without considerable additional testing
and analysis . Therefore, tbe technical feasibility of GRP materials for this
application cannot be fully demonstrated at this time.
GRP laminates are available with adequate short-term properties. However,
the lack of stiffness of GRP must be recognized, and careful attention must be
given to material property variability, loss of strength due to immersion in
water and ion.-term aging, creep, fatigue, impact strength, abrasion resistance
and secondary bonding.
Strut tural Concepts. Single skin construction using either woven roving
or a composite of woven roving and undirectional reinforcement is recommended
for general application to a GRP cargo ship, though sandwich construetion is
preferable for large flat deck panels where over-all deflection limitations
become critical.
Longitudinal framing is generally preferred, to minimize shell and deck
laminate buckling problems. Transverse framing is recommended for the side
shell to avoid the need for web frames and to provide greater protection when
the shell bears up against piers or floats.
operational E&perience with Ekisting GRP Vessels. The operatiord
experience to date with existing GRP vessels up to about 100 feet in length
is very good. The resistance to the environment is excellent, though some
minor problems have been encountered with impact, abrasion and secondary bonds.
Repairs to GRP structures are generally accomplished quite easily, though
the integrity of such repairs, particularly for large hull sections, is
sometimes questionable. ‘he maintenance his tory of GRP hulls has been
excellent. Maintenance is generally limited to renewal of antifouling paint,
cosmetic painting and topside repairs.
,

Fabrication Facilities and Procedures. The basic requirements for a
facility to fabricate a GRP cargo ship suggest the use of an existing shipyard
as a base, with a special GRP facility construete,don the site, providing
necessary environmental control and specialized equipment and material
storage areas.
A fabrication procedure can be developed and optimized which is suitable
for a large GRP hull. Steel tooling can be utilized to minimize costs, which
will be approximately 2/3 the cost of the hull strutture for one ship.
Present quality control and inspecLion procedures must be improved and
modified to suit larger GRP hulls with exceptionally thick laminates and
sandwich panels. Maximum use of mechanized preimpregnating eq~ipment, close
environmental control and ultrasonic laminate inspection is recommended to
reduce problems with GRP quality.
Fire Resistance. GRF is a combusti.blematerial , even with fire-retardant
additives in the resin. For this reason, it is unacceptable for use in
struttural applications under current U.S. Coast Guard regulations. Thus
a GRP cargo ship is not now technically fsasible, Am future proposal to
use GRP must clearly justify a~ intention to revise today!s standards based
on proven superior economic and technical advantages.
Installation of Systernsand Fquipment. Installation of systems ard equipment in a GRP hull is relatively easy, though loads should be well distributed.
All shipbuilding materials are compatible with GRP ‘nullstrueture. The
flexibility of the GRF hull must be considered in designing piping and duct
systems, particularly those with long runs in the fore and aft direction.
Operational Characteristics of a GRP Cargo Ship. The use of pigmented
resins will reduce topside maintenance, but renewal of antifouling paint will
be required below the waterline. Drydock cycles will be the same as with
steel ships. Special hull surveys may be required more often than with
steel ships.
Repairs may be more difficult to accomplish, due to lack of trained
personnel and difficulties in returning the damaged area to required strength.
The higher cost of repairs and vessel replacement will increase hull insurance
costs for GRP ships.
Design Criteria.
Exi sting regulatory body design criteria for GRP vessels
cannot be extrapolated to large cargo ship hulls. However, rational and
justifiable design criteria can be established for the strength requirements
of the hull girder and local structures of a GRP cargo ship. In general these
criteria are based upon modification of proven steel scantlings to GRP, on
the basis of relative ultimate strength ratios, with corrections for GRP
property variability, long-term durability , non-yielding nature, creep, and
loss of strength when immersed.

Restrictions on hull girder deflection have not been imposed, since there
is no ratioml justification for such limits. However, the effects of hull
deflection on its own strength and ship systems, must be carefully analyzed,
and steps taken to minimize hull girder bending moment and deflection.

.
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Design of GRP Cargo Ship. The principal dimensions of the GRP cargo ship
selected for this study are identical to the baseline steel ship, to facilitate
direct comparison. The GRP hull utilizes discontinuous steel h~~chside girders,
which are not a part of the hull girder strength, to satisfy local deflection
limitations.
Both woven roving and composite unidirectional/woven roving GRP designs
were considered. However, the woven roving design proved tc be slightly
heavier than steel and higher in cost, and further consideration was unwarranted.
The weight per foot of the composite GRP section is 0.57 timei”that of the
steel ship. and the stiffness is one-fifth. This deflection is far higher than
would presently be accepted, a.: may require increasing hull depth, use of
high modulus mat!?ria?in t,hedeck and bottom and optimizing of weight distribution to reduce deflection. Further studies of the effects of hull deflection
on strength of joi.ltsand hull systernsare required to establish rational limits.
The total weight of the hull stricture was reduced from 33$J)4
long tonS
for the steel ship to ?031Jlzr.~hns for the GRP ship, a savings of LO per cent.
The reduction in light ship is from 5786 to A339 low tons; a savings of ?5
per cent. The stability of the GRP ship is slightly better in all but tbe
lightest conditions, where additional ballast is required.
Cost Studies. The cost analyses for this study represent the best possible estimate of realistic construction and operatioml costs, based upon the
information presently available. These studies indicate that a GRP cargo ship
similar to the SS JAiV?SLYKES has a higher required freight.rate (HFR) than an
equivalent steel ship, regardless of the vessel life (?0 or 30 years), level
of procurement (1 to 10 identical hulls) , and minimum assumed GRP fabrication
costs. Thus the greater earning capaci~ of the GRP hull is not sufficient to
offset its higher initial cost.
Sensitivity studies indicate that the use of more optimistic design and
cos t analysis criteria can, in some cases , make the GRP ship marginally
competitive with equivalent steel ships, for a procurement of 5 or more ships.
However, the uncertainty of realizing these more optimistic assumption, as
well as the lack of a clear economic advantage for GRP, cannot justify the risk
involved in pursuing its development at this time.
Alter~tive Types of Large GRP Ships. Life cycle cost studies of altermtive
types of Iarge Gw ships, including container ships, bulk carriers and tankers,
result in relative GRP-steel cost comparisons quite similar to the cargo ship.
Thus further consideration of GRP for other types of large ships is also
unwarranted at this time. However, small coastal vessels in the 150-250 foot
range may be economically justified and warrant further study.
Large GRP Structural Components. A number of GRP struetural components
were investigated for incorporation on a steel cargo ship, including deckhouse, hatch covers, king posts and others. In general, the weight savings
resulting from using GRP composite laminates in lieu of steel is between
SO and 60 per cent.
Although the cost of these GRP components is higher than the equivalent
steel component, this higher cost can be justified on the basis of increased
However, these savings will only be realized
life cycle earning capaci~.

-
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if the lower weight resulting from the use of “G~ can be utilized for addltion.alcargo capacity.
Recommended Areas for Future Research. Further research is required in
the a~eas of construction cost and procedures, material properties, fire
resistance, quality control and inspection, design criteria, deflections,
long-term durability, maintenmce and repair costs.
RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of the foregoing conclusions the following recommendations
are offered:

o

Further effort toward the development of GRP cargo ships or other
large GRP ships is not warranted and should not be reconsidered
until improved GRP materials at lower costs and experj.encein lon,c.
term durability on the present larger GRP trawlers and the British
153 foot minehunter under constmction are obtained.

o

The technical feasibility of smaller GRP cargo ships, offshore
supply vessels, and other types of ships up to 300 feet long is
justified on the basis of both the United States and British
minesweeper programs and should be investigated. Similarly, the
feasibility of other large GRP ships such as fishing trawlers,
ferriers, naval auxiliaries and gunboats looks very promising and
should be investigated. The question of fire resistance must be
carefully considered prior to such studies, however.

o

Research into the areas previously delineated for further studies
should be initiated, since these studies would directly affect the
future of the larger GRP hulls.

o

F&search into light weight hulls should continue, since the potential
economic gains appear attractive if the risks involved in building
and operating the vessel can be minimized.

o

The higher strength and stiffness properties of the more sophisticated
laminates and composites should be investigated for use on weight
sensitive craft such as hydrofoils and air cushion vehicles.
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APPENDIX A
DETFR.MTNATIONOF MAXIMUM ACQUISITION COST OF GRP COMPONENTS
FOR EQUIVALENT LIFE CYCLE C~T WITH STEEL COMPONENT

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR STUDY
l’nebaseline for this study is the steel cargo ship SS JAM3S LYKES,
with all procurement costs updated to 1970 price levels, and an
assumed procurement level of 5 ships.
Procurement cost

=

$13,500,000 (Table 21, body of Report) .

Vessel life of 20 years assumed.
to that for steel hull, machine~

Life of GHP component to be similar
and equipment.

The higher cost of insuring and repairing a GRP component offsets the
reduced maintenance cost. Higher GRP repair costs are assumed, since
the limited use of GRP on a steel cargo ship will not generate a GRP
repair capability in the world!s shipyards. Thus repairs to GRP
components could require more time and cost than those for equivalent
steel repairs due to lack of experience.
Neglect all factors which are constant for this study, such as crew
and subsistence, drydock and layup and cargo handling. Scrap value
is also neglected.
All other economic criteria, including the economic model for evaluating
Required Freight Rate, to be identical to those in the body of the
Report.
PROZ3LlUHF
This study was conducted on the basis of replacing a 100 ton steel
component with equivalent GRP, and assuming a weight savings of LO, 5’0and 60
per cent, which is a reasonable range. The 40, 50 and 60 ton weight savings,
respectively, was converted to increased cargo deadweight with a 70 per cent
utilization factor. Thus the average deadweight increase utilized is 0.7
times the available increase.
The Required Freight Rates for the baseline steel ship and that with GRP
components were debermined, leading to the allowable increase in cost per
pound of a GRP component relative to the equivalent steel component cost per
pound for squa.1RFR.
RESULTS
The results of this analysis are shown in Table A-1 , which indicates that
the acquisition cost per pound of GRP components can be increasingly greater
than that of the equivalent steel component as its weight ratio diminishes.

.l~()-

TABLE }..
1
ALLCWASLE INCREASE IN ACQUISITION CmT OF GRr co~omrrs
-..
—
_...—
Steel - GRP Composite Ship
(100 Tons of Steel Replaced)
All-Steel
Ship
1.

5’785

Light Ship Weight, Long Tons

9
#,.
. Annual Cargo Carrying

143,000

40 Ton

SO Ton

~0 Ton

-

m

2U!E?!S

571J5
1113,670

57X

5736
143,81io

1ILIJ,O1O

Capacity, Long Tons
13,500,000

13,~3,0h,0

13,s79,160

13,595, m~

$

1,9~3,300

1 ,9~2,~00

1,95L,720

1,9s7,03?

Required Freight Rate =
6 :- 2,
$/Ton

13.5895

13.5’895

J3.5895

13.5895

‘33,0L0

79,150

95,200

3.

Acquisition Cost Per Ship, $

h.

Cost of Capital Recoverg,

<.
.

5.

7.

Maximum Difference in
Acquisition Cost,

$-

Weight of GRP
Component, Lb.

13L,400

112,000

89,600

For Steel at $0.LO/Lb.
8.

Cost of Steel Component, $

9.

Maximum Cost of GRP Component,$

89,600

89,$00

89, <00

152,6&o

?68,760

184,800

10.

Maximum Cost of GRP, $/Lb.

~.1~

1.5!

2.05

11.

Maximum Cost Premium, $/Lb.

o.711

1.:1

1.55

~Or

Steel

at L&3.;O/Lb.

12. Cost of Steel Component, $

1311,
hoo

131J,.4oo

13, Maximum Cost of GRP Component,$

197,Mlo

213,560

229,600

14. Maximum Cost of GRP, $/Lb.

1.L7

1.91

2.56

15. Maximum Cost Premium, $/Lb.

0.87

1.31

1.9;

16. Cost of Steel Component, $

179, ?00

779,200

179,200

17. Maximum Cost for GRP Component,$

A&, 2L0

258,360

27L,lm

18. Maximum Cost of GRP, $/Lb.

1.80

2.31

3.05

19. ~imm

1.00

1.51

2.26

13h,hoo

For Steel at $0.80/Lb.

cost Premium, $/Lb.
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